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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores material life in the northern Shenandoah Valley of
Virginia from 1750 to 1850 through extant objects and those found in the
documentary record. In the process, it highlights diverse processes of
community formation that took place among artisans in Shenandoah County.
This work provides three different perspectives on the processes of community
formation in Shenandoah County, focusing on the impermanent buildings of
early settlers, the growth of permanence at an ironworking community at
Redwell Furnace and Pine Forge, and cultural markers in the furniture and
material life of artisans Godfrey Wilkin and Johannes Spitler. The project
brings together ideas about the development of a community with its own
distinct regional culture by exploring the material life of Shenandoah County’s
residents. There was a transition from distinct ethnicities to more
homogenous regionalism that occurred from the earliest settlements beginning
in the 1730s to generations later in the 1850s with a growth of a regional
culture distinctive to the Shenandoah Valley. A major contribution of this work
is that people, not their buildings or objects, have an active voice in a rich and
detailed history of material life. Objects, buildings, and landscape¾both
extant and long gone¾allow historians to explore the everyday life of people
that have often been overlooked and previously inaccessible. This
dissertation thus provides a snapshot of the varied material life of a community
of artisans and consumers in Virginia’s northern Shenandoah Valley.
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Introduction
The Valley, Its Objects, and Their Makers

Narrow Passage, Shenandoah County, Virginia, 1786: A man named
Henry Fravell lived in the “land of Shenandoah” in a newly constructed “log
house, 27 by 16 with cabbin roof.”1 Fravell also had another older log dwelling
house, around the same size as this new building, although the older dwelling
house had a new roof, a cellar, and stone chimney. “One log barn 57 by 25 with
a very bad roof; orchards [with] 200 good bearing apple trees” and “cult[ivated &
in good order, 30 a[cres] of second rate bottom and 30 a[cres] of first rate high
land,” rounded off Fravell’s tract as it stood on June 12, 1786. In the concluding
decades of the eighteenth century, Shenandoah County was a place in
transition—and Fravell’s growing lot of buildings are a microcosm of this change.
Having lived in a log house long enough that repair or the construction of a new
dwelling or additions to the old was necessary, Fravell did two of those things—
he repaired his older house, and he also constructed a new one.2 Fifty years
later, many of these mid to late eighteenth-century houses disappeared from
Shenandoah County’s built landscape. In the early decades of the nineteenth
century, people living in northern Shenandoah Valley built sturdier, more

1

See chapter two for definitions of the terms used in this paragraph.
“The Jonathan Clark Notebook, 1786 (Improvements in the Northern Neck),” Abstracts of
Virginia’s Northern Neck (Land) Warrants & Surveys, 1697- 1784 (Hampshire, Berkeley,
Loudoun, Fairfax, King George, Westmoreland, Richmond, Northumberland, and Lancaster
Counties, Peggy Shomo Joyner, compiler. (Portsmouth, VA: P.S. Joyner, 1987), 175.
2
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permanent houses and filled those houses with a variety of possessions. The
changing material life of the people of Shenandoah County illustrates one
example of community formation in the late eighteenth-century. This dissertation
provides three different perspectives on the processes of community formation in
Shenandoah County, focusing on the impermanent buildings of early settlers, the
growth of permanence at an ironworking community at Redwell Furnace and
Pine Forge, and cultural markers in the furniture and material life of artisans
Godfrey Wilkin and Johannes Spitler.
Shenandoah County is a large area located in Virginia’s northern
Shenandoah Valley, which is in the southern part of the Great Valley of the
Appalachians. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the Great Wagon
Road was a major transportation route through the Shenandoah Valley (Figure
1). The Great Valley of the Appalachian Mountain Range stretches roughly 1200
miles from Quebec to Alabama. The Shenandoah Valley extends nearly 150
miles from the mouth of the Shenandoah River where it flows into the Potomac
River (at the northern end of the Blue Ridge Mountains) in the northern, or lower,
valley, to the town of Lexington in the southern, or upper, valley. The
Shenandoah River’s North Fork and South Fork come together a few miles to the
northwest of Front Royal. The North Fork flows northward nestled between the
Massanutten Mountain on its east and the Great North Mountain on its western
side. The South Fork runs through the Page Valley with the Blue Ridge
Mountains to its east and the Massanutten Mountain to its west. The
Shenandoah Valley is bounded by the Blue Ridge Mountains to the east and the
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Great North Mountain to the west. Today, the Shenandoah Valley comprises
counties in both Virginia and West Virginia, including Berkeley, Jefferson,
Frederick, Clarke, Warren, Shenandoah, Page, Rockingham, and Augusta
(Figure 2).
From Shenandoah County’s central town, Edinburg, one is surrounded by
the Massanutten Mountain to the east and the Blue Ridge Mountains beyond the
Massanutten. To the west lies the Great North Mountain and beyond that are the
Alleghenies. These mountains have many gaps, including Edinburg Gap,
Moreland Gap, Wolf Gap, and Fetzer Gap. Prominent Shenandoah County
towns include New Market, Mt. Jackson, Edinburg, Woodstock, and Strasburg.
Fort Valley is a valley within a valley; it is only accessible through gaps or where
the Massanutten Mountain starts at its north end.3 Formed in 1772 as Dunmore
County and changed to Shenandoah in 1778, Shenandoah County of the
eighteenth and early nineteenth-centuries included parts of modern-day Warren,
Page, Augusta, and Rockingham counties.
The northern Shenandoah Valley was a diverse place full of people
traveling down the Great Wagon Road from Pennsylvania in the eighteenth
century. The settlement of the area began in earnest around the middle of the
century. People following the Great Wagon Road, mostly those of English,
Germanic, Scots-Irish descent, settled in Shenandoah County, bringing with
them different cultural and material traditions. Those of Germanic descent often
came from the Palatinate region of modern-day Germany. These people were

3

“Living in the Great Valley of the Appalachians, Our Mountains: The View from Shenandoah
County Virginia,” Mountain Courier, (Woodstock, VA: Peggy Boston, Publisher, May 2012).

3

both moving down from southeastern Pennsylvania, usually having lived there for
several years to a generation, and they were also coming directly off ships at
Philadelphia and moving southward to Virginia and points further south and west.
Some Palatine immigrants also settled in New York before they moved south to
Virginia.4 While people of different ethnic backgrounds influenced each other,
the material landscape gradually became more regional in its outlook. My project
brings together ideas about the development of a community with its own distinct
regional culture by exploring the material life of Shenandoah County’s residents.
There was a transition from distinct ethnicities to more homogenous regionalism
that occurred from the earliest settlements beginning in the 1730s to generations
later in the 1850s with a growth of a regional culture distinctive to the
Shenandoah Valley.5
Exploring the region’s material life sheds light on different processes of
community formation. Studying chests, stove plates, buildings, and other
surviving physical objects, as well as by mining the documentary record for
material culture, such as buildings and furniture, identifies ways that people in
this region came to common practices in the design and making of things. This
is a story about the shift from backcountry settlements of mostly impermanent

4

Wendy A. Cooper and Lisa Minardi, Paint, Patterns, & People: Furniture of Southeastern
Pennsylvania, 1725-1850, (Winterthur, Delaware: Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum,
distributed by The University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011), 2. “Descendants of Hans Justus
Heydt of the Duchy of Wurttemburg: Generation #1: Hans Justus Heydt, “ the Baron of the
Shenandoah,” http://lewis-genealogy.org/genealogy/Weaver/Hite-1.htm, accessed January 29,
2018.
5
Ann E. McCleary, “Forging a Regional Identity: Development of Rural Vernacular Architecture in
the Central Shenandoah Valley, 1790-1850,” in After the Backcountry: Rural Life in the Great
Valley of Virginia, 1800-1900, Kenneth E. Koons and Warren R. Hofstra, eds. (Knoxville, TN:
University of Tennessee Press, 2000), 92-110. Ann McCleary discusses the transition from
ethnicity to regionalism.

4

buildings of log construction into permanent houses filled with objects that shared
similar characteristics. The first generations of settlers came to a landscape of
wooded valleys with good bottom land along the rivers and hilly terrain near the
mountains. People who arrived from around 1730 to 1750 settled in Virginia’s
backcountry and western frontier. By the time the first generations of settlers
were old, dying, and deceased, around 1780 to 1800, the Shenandoah Valley
was no longer backcountry.6 By 1815, a distinctive community of artisans
worked in wood, and these woodworkers had a viable market for their services.
The people in the following pages are either the individuals who made
objects for everyday life, such as joiners, carpenters, and ironworkers, or the
people who purchased those objects. Furniture makers, carpenters, joiners, and
ironworkers were men, and both men and women used objects and lived in these
buildings. The majority of men living in Shenandoah County who worked in wood
and iron were also farmers. Most woodworkers were part-time artisans who
made furniture, constructed coffins, built houses, and performed interior joinery
work, but they also did other work that probably took up the majority of their time,
such as farming, textile processing, and preaching. Farming, especially as it
related to the success of the wheat economy, was the main money-making job
for most backcountry artisans, and woodworking was a job to supplement their
income. Wheat was the Shenandoah Valley’s major crop, and historians
Kenneth Koons and Warren Hofstra argue that an entire world came about

6

Kenneth E. Koons and Warren R. Hofstra, “The World Wheat Made,” in After the Backcountry:
Rural Life in the Great Valley of Virginia, 1800-1900, Kenneth E. Koons and Warren R. Hofstra,
eds. (Knoxville, TN: The University of Tennessee Press, 2000), xii.

5

because of wheat and the culture surrounding it. “It [the culture of wheat] shaped
the nature of their labor and labor’s meaning for relations with one another, and it
linked the Valley of Virginia to the wider world of goods, ideas, and institutions.”7

STRUCTURE
The first chapter of this dissertation illuminates a striking example of
voluntary association and the economic forces that created it. By 1816,
Shenandoah’s artisan community had come into its own, and a group of
woodworkers banded together and made price list resolutions. Facing increased
competition from other Shenandoah Valley woodworkers, the growing demands
of a stable, established customer base, and uncertainty about their own
economic futures, an assemblage of Shenandoah County woodworkers decided
to regulate their prices through signed resolutions enforceable by fines. This
early nineteenth-century community of artisans was a marked example of
community formation in Shenandoah County.
The ensuing chapters show three different perspectives on the process of
community formation that culminated with the price list resolution meeting in
December 1816. While each chapter centers on a different set of objects
(buildings, ironworking, and furniture), each deep examines the details of
material life that express the voice and mentality of the people of Shenandoah
County. The second chapter moves to the earliest period of white settlement
from 1730 to 1750. The second chapter then focuses on the 1780s when most

7

Koons and Hofstra, “The World Wheat Made,” xviii.

6

people constructed permanent buildings and filled their houses with more
furniture and objects. These houses, along with the objects inside them, such as
locally-made stoves and decorated chests, reveal community formation in the
post-backcountry landscape. Documentary evidence highlights this transition
from impermanent to permanent architecture and a richer and more varied
material life, but in fact, other communities of practice appear in this evidence as
well. The second chapter thus centers on the fleeting nature of mid-eighteenthcentury Shenandoah County buildings, using Jonathan Clark’s surveys of
improvements to settlers of Jost Hite’s land as the chapter’s primary evidence.
The third chapter further lays out Shenandoah County’s shift towards
permanence by focusing on the material life of the ironworking Pennybacker
family of Redwell Furnace from the 1780s to 1810s, Pennybacker houses in the
early decades of the nineteenth century, and the work of joiner Christian Bear
during the same period. The decoration of Redwell’s stove plates went from
being Germanic in nature to more patriotic and American in their ornamentation.
The fourth and final chapter details the further growth of a common culture,
highlighting the lives and wares of late eighteenth-century artisans Godfrey
Wilkin and his family, as well those of paint-decorator Johannes Spitler. Godfrey
Wilkin’s 1801 inlay-decorated chest, Johannes Spitler’s paint-decorated chests,
and the probate records of Shenandoah County residents show community
formation of artisan-woodworkers in Shenandoah County in the late eighteenth to
early nineteenth century.

7

Lastly, the conclusion provides a short overview of Shenandoah material
life circa 1850 by highlighting the life of box-maker Jacob Stirewalt. Like the
impermanent buildings of the first generation of Shenandoah County settlers, the
community of artisans that banded together in 1816 to establish a price list was
long gone by 1850. Jacob Stirewalt’s extant house, various occupations, and the
small decorated boxes that he constructed exemplify the shift from
impermanence towards a stable society with a culture that followed national and
regional trends of mid nineteenth-century America, including the loss of
traditional skills and work practices and the rise of industrialization.

HISTORIOGRAPHY
From the middle to latter half of the twentieth century, decorative arts
scholars, antique collectors and auction houses, and curators have written about
the work of Shenandoah County artisans; however, the interests of collectors and
curators fell squarely upon stylistic details of furniture, and this work was only a
cursory look at the county from a decorative arts or collector’s perspective.
Furniture curator Wallace Gusler, for example, mentions the work of Johannes
Spitler and Godfrey Wilkin, among other artisans, and he writes that he
personally examined about one-hundred pieces of furniture. Gusler only
intended for his article to be an overview, but a perfunctory exploration of stylistic
changes from the late eighteenth to the early nineteenth centuries does little to
understand how this furniture was made, who used it, and its meaning in the
everyday lives of Shenandoah County residents. In his conclusion, Gusler notes

8

that “these…objects exhibit a strong provincial style that incorporates designs
from several cultures,” but “they offer a dramatic commentary on the potential for
further study.”8 I agree and instead of doing an overview of the vast number of
forms of furniture and other types of material culture, I chose to focus on chests
as a furniture type.
Although Gusler’s article has faults, it is one of the only overviews of the
county’s extant material culture from a somewhat scholarly perspective. Most of
what people wrote about Shenandoah County from the 1970s on has been the
product of antique dealers appraising and shilling antiques to wealthy people who
want to acquire valuable and distinctive pieces, as seen with all the fanfare
around the unique paint decoration of Johannes Spitler. The first decorative arts
museum curator to study Spitler’s furniture was Donald Walters, who at the time
was an associate curator of Colonial Williamsburg’s Abby Aldrich Rockefeller
Folk Art Collection. Walters not only found one of Spitler’s chests in present-day
Page County, but he also wrote the first decorative arts treatment of Spitler,
“Johannes Spitler, Shenandoah County, Virginia, Furniture Decorator,” in The
MAGAZINE Antiques in October 1975. Walters explains that he found several
chests in 1973 when he was researching the Colonial Williamsburg exhibition,
“Virginia Decorated Furniture.” His work is noteworthy because he was one of
the first curators to recognize the significance of eighteenth-century artisans
working in the Shenandoah Valley. “The furniture he [Spitler] decorated,”

8

Godfrey Wilkin’s chest and the chests that Johannes Spitler paint-decorated are discussed in
later chapters. Wallace B. Gusler, “The Arts of Shenandoah County, 1770-1825,” Journal of
Early Southern Decorative Arts, November 1979, 32.

9

Walters notes, “supports the argument that not everything that looks
Pennsylvania German must originate in Pennsylvania…” and also “suggests that
the Shenandoah Valley region of Virginia is one of the major fertile centers of
German-Swiss culture which have yet to be explored in this country.”9
I study furniture and buildings in different ways than these decorative arts
scholars, furniture enthusiasts, and museum curators have done in the past; I
also write in a way that historians have only been doing for the last fifty years.
For much of the twentieth century, few scholars studied buildings and objects
made outside of well-known colonial cities and ports, such as Williamsburg,
Charleston, and Newport, let alone looked at buildings from a material culture or
vernacular architectural history perspective. A vernacular architectural history
perspective is similar to a material culture one, except it is anchored in the study
of buildings. Architectural historians Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins
Cromley define vernacular architecture studie sas “the study of those human
actions and behaviors that are manifest in commonplace architecture.”10
Buildings are objects writ large, and they also fall under the umbrella of material
culture. Archaeologist James Deetz offers a broad definition that speaks to
material culture’s depth. He defines material culture as “that sector of our
physical environment that we modify through culturally determined behavior.”11

9

Donald Walters, “Johannes Spitler, Shenandoah County, Virginia, Furniture Decorator,” The
MAGAZINE Antiques, October 1975, 730-735.
10
Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins Cromley, Invitation to Vernacular Architecture: A Guide to
the Study of Buildings and Landscapes, (Knoxville, TN: The University of Tennessee Press,
2005), xiv.
11
James Deetz, In Small Things Forgotten: An Archaeology of Early American Life, (New York:
Anchor Books, 1996), 35.
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While historians have also written about Shenandoah County from an
economic history perspective focusing on mixed use farms with works like Robert
Mitchell’s Commercialism and Frontier: Perspectives on the Early Shenandoah
Valley and Warren Hofstra’s The Planting of New Virginia: Settlement and
Landscape in the Shenandoah Valley, these works all but ignore what furniture
historian Edward Cooke refers to the artisanal voice.12 Cooke believes historians
need to reassess the documentary record that does exist, such as account books
(which are less prevalent in Shenandoah County unfortunately), wills, probate
inventories, estate sales, land deeds, census records, tax lists, and other
documents looking for preindustrial artisans. Cooke also thinks that “we need to
ask deeper questions to allow us to reconstruct the craftsman’s world of
relationships, the choices or influences that affected him, and the reasons behind
behavior patterns.”13 For Cooke, “the act of making a domestic object or farm
implement was much more than the competent creation of a functional or
utilitarian thing.”14 People made objects for countless reasons, such as fulfilling a
request or obligation, make a living for oneself, or creating an object meant to
last, among other reasons.
In his article on the backcountry furniture of the Appalachian Mountain
chain, furniture historian Philip Zea employs the concept of cultural rivers in
understanding the process of cultural formation. He notes that while rural
12

Robert D. Mitchell, Commercialism and Frontier: Perspectives on the Early Shenandoah Valley,
Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1977. Warren R. Hofstra, The Planting of New
Virginia: Settlement and Landscape in the Shenandoah Valley, (Baltimore, MD: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2006).
13
Edward Cooke, Jr. Making Furniture in Preindustrial America: The Social Economy of Newtown
and Woodbury, Connecticut, (London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), 7-8.
14
Cooke, Making Furniture in Preindustrial America, 5.
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backcountry settlers were a substantial population in the eighteenth-century and
nineteenth centuries, decorative arts scholars, curators, and historians often
dismiss their kind of furniture rather than considering it in the context in which it
was constructed and existed. The backcountry landscape on the eastern side of
the Alleghenies and the western side of the Blue Ridge Mountains in the case of
Shenandoah County in particular, is bounded by one of America’s oldest cultural
rivers. Zea views this discrete land bound by the Appalachians as “a kind of
powerful inland “river,” running along the ridges and valleys of the interior parallel
to the coast,” asserting that it “matched the influence of urban merchants in
creating the cultural wealth that still defines the American backcountry.”15
Zea’s concept of cultural rivers not only asserts the significance of the
backcountry as a discrete, bounded region with furniture that is worth analyzing,
but it also acknowledges that while Shenandoah County itself was a small place
in the broader backcountry in the early to mid-eighteenth-century, it had a
distinctive culture that was influenced by its people and the landscape that they
inhabited. The people who chose to settle in Shenandoah County formed a
community of neighbors, friends and strangers, bound by space and bonded by
the region that they called home. The men who made furniture and constructed
buildings in Shenandoah County in turn transformed their rural surroundings; the
furniture and buildings that they made reflect this cultural transformation.
Studying the furniture and buildings that people like Godfrey Wilkin and Christian
Bear constructed allows historians to trace this development, as others have

15

Philip Zea, “A Revolution in Taste: Furniture Design in the American Backcountry,” The
MAGAZINE Antiques 159 no. 1 (January 2001): 187.
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traced similar rural transformations, such as J. Ritchie Garrison’s Two
Carpenters: Architecture and Buildings in Early New England and Ann Smart
Martin’s Buying into the World of Goods: Early Consumers in Backcountry
Virginia.16 My work also builds on historian Turk McCleskey’s The Road to Black
Ned’s Forge: A Story of Race, Sex, and Trade on the Colonial American Frontier.
While McClesky’s rich and detailed analysis of the work and material life of
ironworking itself is important, his portrayal of community formation in colonial
Augusta County, Virginia, by patching together obscure details is even more
significant.17
Looking at furniture construction highlights stories about the people who
made and used the furniture. While the decorative motifs such as the paint
decoration of Johannes Spitler’s blanket chests are important in their own right, I
focus on construction more than decoration. Tracing construction methods
highlights patterns of the transmission of craftsmanship among regions and
generations. In terms of cultural transmission, I discuss how construction
methodology and techniques traveled in fascinating and sometimes unexpected
ways; for example, a skilled joiner working in the Shenandoah Valley, who was
born in Pennsylvania, constructed mantels with Federal eagles for a man of
English descent.18 While historians might expect joiner Christian Bear to produce
Germanic influenced joinery, Bear provided decorative details based on the
16
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desires of his clientele.19 While furniture and other small objects are crucial to
getting to stories of the people of Shenandoah County, I also study the buildings
these people lived in and interacted with over the course of their lives. This
dissertation studies a roughly hundred-year period from 1750 to 1850; however,
the bulk of my research covers the early Republic period from 1780 to 1830.
Other architectural historians have also identified the significance of late
eighteenth-century and early nineteenth-century building in the Shenandoah
Valley. Architectural historian Ann McCleary discusses three phases of
rebuilding and experimenting in the central Shenandoah Valley. From the 1780s
to 1810, people constructed the first group of permanent houses. Architectural
historians consider these buildings permanent because people used materials
that lasted longer than a single generation and, in some cases, these houses, or
at least a decent number of these houses, are still extant today. Certain
construction details from this phase followed into later Valley architecture. The
central passage house, for example, allowed for “greater formality and privacy in
domestic life,” and post-1780s settlers used the central passage during their first
period of permanent building.20 “In the Shenandoah Valley,” writes architectural
historian Edward Chappell, “affluent middling farmers entirely abandoned old and
confusing forms in favor of the symmetrical, respectable, two-story, center-
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passage houses constructed of materials preferred by the affluent English
speakers: brick or weatherboarded frame, not log or stone.”21
The next period of construction is from 1810 to the 1830s, which
architectural historian McCleary calls a period of “cultural synthesis,” where “local
families experimented with a variety of traditional ethnic ideas and popular new
pattern-book designs, creating tremendous diversity in architectural forms.”
McCleary finds evidence in Augusta County, a county to the south of
Shenandoah County that is part of the Shenandoah Valley, of an “active,
reciprocal exchange of ideas between ethnic groups as early as 1810.”
“Germans learned new ideas from Anglo culture,” writes McCleary, “but ScotsIrish and English residents also admired and absorbed elements of German
culture.” During this period, people began using the central passage plan in
more humble buildings than they had previously. 22
By the 1820s, Augusta County had a distinctive regional architecture. The
antebellum period was the period in which architectural ideas from the previous
three decades solidified into the classical Shenandoah Valley house form that
architectural historians refer to as the “I-house.” An “I-house” was a one-room
deep, two-room wide house with a center passage and a side gable.23 Many
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houses with this interior arrangement also had a two-room addition in the form of
an ell.24 The most common ell arrangement, according to McCleary,
incorporated a “dining room, which was used as a family living room area, in the
front room of the first floor, off the main house, a kitchen behind the dining room;
two bedrooms on the second floor; and often work rooms and storage cellars in
the lower level.” The ell usually became the family’s primary living and working
area and was a significant addition—domestic and work spaces that were
previously out of the main house were now part of primary living space. The ell
was utilitarian but was also often a highly decorated space. Re-attaching a
kitchen that had previously been in a separate building made these workspaces
more accessible for women and laborers, enslaved or otherwise. 25

EVIDENCE: DOCUMENTS, OBJECTS, AND RECONSTRUCTION
The evidence for this dissertation comes from several different kinds of
sources: the documentary record, material culture that still exists today, and
evidence found through making. Documentary sources are crucial to this work
and provide not only vital context in which to understand Shenandoah County of
1750-1850, but they are also the simplest place to find material culture that has
long disappeared from the landscape. Probate inventories, estate sales, and
other court records allow historians to uncover the material life of men who
worked in wood by discussing their tools, furniture, and other objects that were
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part of their everyday lives. One of the greatest rewards of material culture
research is examining historical sources in new ways. Finding objects in the
documentary record and telling a story about how people interacted with and
used these objects and why those things matter is at the heart of this
dissertation.
While documents provide important background and allow historians to
arrive at a fuller picture of material life, objects themselves are also significant.
Surviving buildings, furniture, and other goods, such as stove plates, allow
historians to closely examine the objects themselves and ask questions that the
documentary record cannot answer. I visited many museums, auction houses,
and private homes to closely examine furniture: the Wilkin chest at the Henry
Ford Museum in Michigan with Society of American Period Furniture Makers
funding; Spitler chests and other Shenandoah County pieces at Colonial
Williamsburg Foundation on Coffelt fellowships; Spitler chests at the Folk Art
Museum in New York City with a Decorative Arts Trust grant; a Spitler chest and
other pieces of Shenandoah Valley furniture at the Museum of Early Southern
Decorative Arts in Winston-Salem, North Carolina; many chests, desks, and case
pieces, including a Stirewalt box and Spitler chest, at the Museum of the
Shenandoah Valley in Winchester, Virginia; a Spitler chest and all the wedged
dovetailed chests from Pennsylvania in the Winterthur collection on a Winterthur
research fellowship; a Spitler chest at Freeman’s Auction House in Philadelphia,
a Spitler chest at Jeffrey Evan’s and Associates in the Shenandoah Valley; and
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Shenandoah Valley furniture in private collections throughout Virginia.26 I also
did architectural fieldwork at the site of Redwell Furnace and studied several
stove plates in Luray, Virginia, as well as the Museum of Early Southern
Decorative Arts. While many pieces of Shenandoah County furniture have long
been collected and studied in museums, curators and decorative arts scholars
have never looked at these objects with the idea of understanding how people
made and interacted with them. Looking at style and decoration is noteworthy to
some. Studying furniture from a material culture perspective, however, provides
a much deeper and thorough understanding of what life was actually like in the
past. Understanding what objects were actually inside a particular person’s
house provides crucial insight into that person’s everyday life.
Sometimes studying material culture falls short in allowing scholars to
address certain inquiries, such as construction techniques and their significance.
In these cases, getting out wooden planes, chisels, and clearing off a work bench
top is the best way to find answers. Public historian and seventeenth-century
period furniture maker Peter Follansbee agrees that “working with the tools and
wood provide the answers,” but other times, he surmises that “everyone who
knows why is dead.”27 While joiners who wedged their dovetails in late
eighteenth-century Shenandoah County are long dead, modern-day
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woodworkers can experiment to learn more about the significance of this
technique and why joiners often chose to do it. In addition to closely examining
surviving furniture, reconstructing the process that late eighteenth-century
woodworkers used provides insight that is not otherwise accessible. I spent
several months studying basic methodologies and processes of eighteenthcentury hand-tool woodworking in Colonial Williamsburg’s Anthony Hay,
Cabinetmaker Shop. I also worked alongside journeyman cabinetmaker F.
William Pavlak when I experimented with possible wedged dovetail techniques.
Using traditional hand-tools to reconstruct how eighteenth-century joiners made
wedged dovetails is another important source of evidence for my dissertation.
Without reconstruction, it is impossible to fully understand the construction
process. Small details, such as wedged dovetail construction, allow historians to
find the voice of those who only left behind a material record.
While experimenting by making wedged dovetails with my own hands
might seem unconventional and unorthodox to document-based historians,
making objects as a way of learning more about them is commonplace among
historians of material life, public historians, and period furniture makers.
Archeologists who practice experimental archaeology reconstruct objects to
better understand the artifacts they uncover in the ground. For example,
archaeologist William Kelso and his staff at Monticello reconstructed a slave
quarter to see how a wooden chimney fell to the ground when it was on fire.28 At
Colonial Williamsburg, public historians work as tradespeople and build
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eighteenth-century chairs, desks, and casks, sew dresses, and cook colonial
food in order to learn as much as possible about the artifacts and the people who
used them in the 1770s. “If we bring to this world, so reflective of the past, a
sensitivity to the meaning of the patterns we see in it,” James Deetz writes, “the
artifact becomes a primary source of great objectivity and subtlety.”29
Furniture in this dissertation, including chests painted by Johannes Spitler,
chests inlaid and constructed by Godfrey Wilkin and boxes made by Jacob
Stirewalt, feature the joinery technique of wedged dovetailing (Figure 3).30 While
decorative arts scholars find wedged dovetails in places beyond the Shenandoah
Valley, especially in eastern Pennsylvania, the predominance of wedged
dovetails in Shenandoah County furniture represents a significant pattern that
speaks to community formation. At different places around the county, men
constructed dovetails using this distinctive methodology. Studying the
construction processes behind the creation of this distinctive joint in a variety of
Shenandoah County chests reveals practices of community formation.
Dovetailing is the joinery technique that joiners employ to join four boards
together to construct a chest, and a typical late eighteenth-century Shenandoah
County chest was a large four-sided rectangle, approximately 30 to 50 inches
wide and 20 to 50 inches tall (Figure 4). Two people were required to move
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these large pieces of furniture. Broadly, “joinery, is an art manual, whereby
several pieces of wood are so fitted and joined together by a straight line,
squares, miters or any bevel, that they shall seem one entire piece.”31
Woodworkers use dovetails to join two pieces of wood at 90 degree angles, as
seen in rectangular objects, such as drawers, chests, and other pieces of case
furniture (Figure 5 and Figure 6). Another joinery technique that carpenters used
was the mortise and tenon joint.32 While joiners used mortise and tenon joints
and regular dovetails to join together boards in Shenandoah County, I am
focusing on wedged dovetails because they were so prevalent and are a material
embodiment of community formation.
Wedged dovetailing is a systematic joinery technique in which a
woodworker drives a wedge into a saw kerf cut in the center of each pin (Figure
7).33 This creates a close-fitting, solid joint and adds a decorative element to an
otherwise plain dovetail. Wedges, in this case, are not to be confused with the
occasional shim meant to tighten up a loose joint or fill a gap (Figure 8). Wedges
are usually in the center of the pin board, and less commonly, they are on the
side of the pin (as seen in the Colonial Williamsburg owned Siron chest). To
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place the wedge in the pin board, joiners generally sawed a kerf down the center
of the pin board. If the wedge is on the side of the pin board, the joiner sawed a
kerf on one side of the pin board. These wedges are in both through dovetails
and half-blind ones.34
Shenandoah County joiners had two different options for accommodating
the wedge in the tail board of the dovetail joint. They either made space by
chiseling some of the tail board out, sawing at a certain angle to make room for
the wedge, or they just hammered the wedge into the kerf, letting it compress the
wood and hoping for the best. The last suggestion—of ramming a wedge down
the proverbial throat of a pin—seems the least likely option. Relying on
compression alone would not create the kind of fairly standardized dovetails seen
in Shenandoah County dovetail joints.
Removing the remote possibility of relying on compression alone, that
leaves the options of making accommodations for the spread of the wedge in the
tail board with either a chisel or a saw. Normally, when cutting tails, a joiner
takes great care to cut the angle of the dovetail along the face of the board while
keeping the saw square through the thickness. For this possible approach,
however, the joiner needs to make a compound angle cut: sawing for both the
angle of the dovetail along the face and the angle of the wedge through the
thickness (Figure 9). With this method, it was likely that joiners took a pins-first
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approach to achieve accuracy. Otherwise the angled cuts could potentially
cause alignment issues when transferring the tails to the pin board.
Another possible option is to cut both parts of the joint as usual and then
chisel an angle into the tail’s thickness by working from the outer face of the
board (Figure 10). Many of these wedges are centered on the inside, wider end
of the pin, but consistently veer off to one side of its outer, skinnier, end, rather
than staying centered. When the wedge favors only one side of the pin, only the
corresponding surface on the tail would be angled. In other words, when viewing
the sockets cut into the tail board from the end, one side is squared to the face
and the other side angled to make way for the wedge.
This wedged dovetail experimentation provides a better understanding of
whether makers made room for the wedges by chisel or by saw. Chiseling
seems the easier course of action, so I decided to use that option to experiment
making wedged dovetails. I used a chisel to make extra space for the wedges to
fit without splitting or without the excessive force of compression alone. After
cutting my dovetails out pins first as I normally would, I chiseled out some room
on the tail board and used my dovetail saw to create a kerf down the middle of
each full pin (wedging the half pins at the end of each board is a great way to
split things apart). As with the Spitler paint-decorated chests, I tended to favor
one side over the other. The results are similar to the dovetails on most
Shenandoah County chests.
Although these were the quick experiments of a beginner hand-tool
woodworker, these preliminary results provide some insight into the Shenandoah
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County makers who chose to use wedged dovetails to make tight, secure joints
in late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century case furniture. Artisans
transmitted skills orally through apprenticeships, and this transmission is visible
in extant furniture. The deliberate practice of wedged dovetailing shows the
development of community in which artisans learned from each other across
generations. The use of small wedges to secure tight joints was a significant
marker of community. The similarities of the wedged dovetails on surviving
Shenandoah County chests indicate that woodworkers constructed these joints
by using similar methodologies. That small detail about construction processes
highlights patterns that illustrate the formation of a community of artisans in the
northern Shenandoah Valley.
Most eighteenth-century to mid-nineteenth-century buildings and objects
have long disappeared from the physical landscape of Shenandoah County. The
people who constructed these buildings and objects are for the most part also not
present in the historiography. Historians can fully understand these people by
not only exploring what does remain (surviving buildings and objects), but also
what does not remain by mining documentary records for details on material life.
While this study spends a lot of time focusing on the construction,
workmanship, and methodology that these artisans undertook in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth-centuries, this is not a study primarily of
buildings or furniture. In fact, much of the material culture in this chapter is no
longer extant and is only accessible through probate inventories, wills, and estate
sales. This work uses material culture to understand processes of community
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development that took place in the lives of Shenandoah County residents from
the 1780s through the 1820s. This transformation¾from a disparate group of
experiences to one centered in regional cultural practices¾did not just happen in
these people’s lives. People like Godfrey Wilkin and Johannes Spitler made this
community happen. And people, not buildings or objects, remain the crux of this
story. Tracing behavioral patterns shared across generations and among
neighbors, such as constructing furniture in similar ways, accumulating the same
tools and objects as one’s father, and how these patterns changed or did not
change over time, is key to this material culture-based work. Ritchie Garrison
defines pattern as “the process of identifying and interpreting similar behaviors
among groups of people and over time.”35 Thus, artisans like Godfrey Wilkin,
Johannes Spitler, their families, and the people they made their wares for,
comprise the heart of this dissertation.
Exploring the everyday details of material life provides an important voice
for the people of the northern Shenandoah Valley. This work’s exceptional level
of detail—from the reconstruction of wedged dovetails to the thorough
investigation of the objects that people filled their houses with¾is necessary.
The details of material life are where historians can uncover the mentality of
people who left behind few written documents.36 For example, the majority of
joiners and cabinetmakers working in late eighteenth-century Shenandoah
County did not leave behind much of a written record, but the objects and
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buildings that they left behind allow historians to begin to understand their lives.
Material culture thus provides crucial insight into people who did not leave behind
letters, account books, or other personal writings.
In addition to highlighting the material life of people who historians often
overlook, another major contribution of this work lies in the prose itself. Some
material culture scholars tend to focus on objects and give people a passive role
in the objects’ creation and use. This work places people in the foreground and
guarantees that people of the past have an active voice. People, not objects, are
the main historical actors. Writing about the residents of Shenandoah County in
an active voice ensures that people are the main focus of the study and the
objects that they interact with provide a window into their way of life.

MATERIAL LIFE OF SHENANDOAH COUNTY
The people of Shenandoah County altered their surrounding environment
in countless ways—by constructing buildings across the landscape, by making
furniture, utensils, and other goods that assisted them in their daily lives, and by
making industrial and agricultural tools and equipment that allowed people to
build houses, furniture, and iron stoves. Large structures, such as log cabins,
barns, shops, and ironworking complexes, to smaller objects, such a knife or
writing implement, all fall under the umbrella of material culture. On a basic level,
material culture is “roughly synonymous with artifact, the vast universe of objects
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used by humankind to cope with the physical world [and] to facilitate social
intercourse.”37
A study based in material culture of the past is a history of material life.
“The history of material life,” writes architectural historian Cary Carson, “tells its
own important story, an account of people’s growing dependence on inanimate
objects to communicate their relationships with one another and meditate their
daily progress through the social worlds they inhabited.”38 The people of
Shenandoah County communicated relationships through objects small and
large; they built additions onto their older cabins and constructed new dwelling
houses and filled them with more possessions as the nineteenth century
progressed.
My work aims to add fuel to Cary Carson’s proverbial fire of “making a
case for the history of material life and making a place for telling it in the broader
narrative of American and Atlantic history.” This work also follows in the
footsteps of other furniture-based studies that discuss dovetails and tenons, such
as Wendy Cooper and Lisa Minardi’s Paint, Pattern, and People. Theirs “is not a
comprehensive survey of the furniture of southeastern Pennsylvania, but rather
one based on furniture with histories and the people associated with those
objects.” Similarly, my work is by no means a survey of Shenandoah County
furniture and buildings—it is a history of the material life of people who called
Shenandoah County home from 1750-1850. Objects, buildings, and
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landscape¾both extant and long gone¾allow historians to explore the everyday
life of people that have often been overlooked and previously inaccessible. “The
objects,” as historian Susan Kern aptly notes, “set the stage upon which the
people acted.”39 This dissertation thus provides a snapshot of the rich and varied
material life of a community of artisans and consumers in Virginia’s northern
Shenandoah Valley. The people, their houses, and their objects tell a story
about a small place, but from this small place comes a broader narrative of early
Republican America.
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Figure 1. The Great Wagon Road map showing the route that many
Palatine immigrants traveled from Philadelphia to Shenandoah County and
beyond. Shenandoah County lies in between Winchester and
Harrisonburg on this map. Peter Parke Rouse, Jr., “Routes of the Great
Philadelphia Wagon Road,” The Great Wagon Road-From Philadelphia to
the South, (New York: McGraw Hill, 1973), ii.
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Figure 2. Drawing of the Shenandoah Valley, showing Shenandoah County in
relation to the rest of Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. Elmer Lewis Smith,
John G. Stewart, and M. Ellsworth Kyger, The Pennsylvania Germans of the
Shenandoah Valley, (Allentown, PA: Schlechter’s, 1964), ii.
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Figure 3. Johannes Spitler paint-decorated this chest in the collection of the
Museum of Early Southern Decorative Arts (MESDA). This chest has wedged
dovetails. Photo courtesy of MESDA, Accession #3806.
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Figure 4. A typical chest made by Shenandoah County cabinetmakers and
woodworkers featured wedged dovetails that join the front and back to the
sides. This chest had an applied molding at the breadboard ends, as well as
an applied molding along the bottom of the chest. The breadboard end on
this chest also featured through-tenons, which join the applied molding to lid’s
edges. Drawing by F. William Pavlak, February 2018.
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Figure 5. Drawing of an exploded dovetail joint, highlighting
the pin board and the tail board. Drawing by F. William
Pavlak, February 2018.
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Figure 6. This drawing shows an exploded view of a half-blind dovetail joint. To
take full advantage of the joint’s inherent mechanical strength, cabinetmakers
typically cut pins on the front and back of drawers and tails on the sides. By
employing half blind dovetails on drawer fronts, cabinetmakers could conceal
structure and draw attention to aesthetic concerns. Because through dovetails
are faster to make, they were usually reserved for the rarely seen back corners
of drawers. Drawing by F. William Pavlak, February 2018.
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Figure 7. This drawing shows a wedged dovetail in situ alongside an
exploded wedged dovetail. The joiner will drive the wedge in the saw kerf,
which is the open cut made by the saw. The dark shading between the pin
and the tail is space to allow the wedge to fit in the pin without creating
undue pressure. Drawing by F. William Pavlak, February 2018.
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Figure 8. Wedged dovetails from the side of a drawer in the Godfrey Wilkin chest
from the collection of The Henry Ford Museum. Sarah Elaine Thomas, “Godfrey
Wilkin’s ‘WEL DON’ Chest and the Growth of Community in Shenandoah County,
Virginia,” The Chronicle of the Early American Industries Association, Volume 70,
Number 3, (September 2017), 97.
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Figure 9. Sawing for the dovetail’s angle along the face and angle of the wedge
through the thickness. Photo by Sarah E. Thomas, July 2017.
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Figure 10. Chiseling an angle into the tail’s thickness creates space
for the wedge. Photo by F. William Pavlak, July 2017.
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Chapter 1
Recognizing Community through Price List Resolutions

On the day after Christmas in 1816 in the town of Woodstock, ten men
came together at the house of Henry Linn to discuss their work and how much
they should charge for it. William Wright, Richard Proctor, John Anderson,
George Bowman, John Wilkin, Samuel Kern, Henry Cullers, John Clower,
George Clower, and William Payne were all woodworkers who lived and labored
in Shenandoah County. Describing themselves as “a meeting of a number of the
House Carpenters, Joiners, and Cabinet Makers of the County of Shenandoah,”
these men’s concern about appraising the value of their labor shows that not only
had their community come into its own—Shenandoah County of 1816 was no
longer frontier—but also that these woodworkers were part of larger national
trends to regularize and commodify their labor. These artisans recognized that
they were part of a community of like-minded craftspeople in a settled area who
needed to protect their economic interests. Their organizing led to a resolution to
charge the same prices for their wares. This resolution and the subsequent price
list, along with objects from the documentary record and extant buildings and
furniture from the period, illuminate the material life of woodworkers in
Shenandoah County from the late eighteenth century to the middle of the
nineteenth century, how their work changed over time, and the significance of the
material objects that these woodworkers produced. Because no surviving
furniture is attributed to these men today, the handwritten notes on the price list
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resolution meeting allows historians to understand not only these now-forgotten
woodworkers, but also the people who bought and used the furniture that they
constructed. Exploring the lives and wares of the resolution drafters provides
insight into a remarkable instance of community formation and tells the history of
men whose lives and work are inaccessible without this price list.

WAR AND WEATHER
Meeting the day after Christmas was surely not a coincidence—these
woodworkers were “anxious to regulate the prices of their work.”40 They might
have been uneasy about the prices because of unsteady economic conditions.
With the end of the First Bank of the United States in 1811, followed by the trade
regulations and ever-increasing price inflation because of the War of 1812, the
economy of Virginia, as well as that of the rest of the eastern seaboard, had
taken a hit at the beginning of the 1810s. The crop-killing overly cold weather of
1816 must have been the nail in the coffin for these cabinetmakers, joiners, and
carpenters who were struggling to sell their wares.
Although there was no direct fighting in Shenandoah County during the
war, it affected the county’s economy.41 The War of 1812 had devastating
effects on the American ceramic market, including the organized dumping of
English ceramic wares that led to deflation and the ruin of American ceramic
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manufacturing. Referring to England during this same period, Thomas
Doubleday notes that “prices fell, on a sudden to ruinous extent—banks broke—
wages fell with prices of manufactures; and before the year 1816 had come to a
close, panic, bankruptcy, riot, and disaffection, had spread through the land.”42
The post-war flood of English ceramics and subsequent fall of American
manufacturing, caused prices to continue to fall in the years following the war.
Using an 1814 Staffordshire ceramic price list and ceramics inventories from
1812 through the 1850s, ceramic historians Miller and Earls argue that changing
economic conditions drove consumption patterns and choices in the American
ceramic market.43
All across the globe during this revolutionary period, ordinary people faced
the economic repercussions of wars and skirmishes that happened away from
their homes. Shenandoah County's economic conditions during the early
Republic were similar to other rural places in America, but also across the world.
From Europe and the Americas to the Middle East and the Balkans, inflation
occurred at unprecedented rates from the late eighteenth through the early
nineteenth centuries.44 “In Europe, where the climate anomalies triggered fullscale famines in many areas, reactions manifested themselves in open riots and
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political unrest,” according to Michael Munger’s research.45 Although economic
conditions were less dire in America, prices increased exponentially as economic
depression worsened and climaxed in 1814. This global economic crisis
coincided with one of the most unusual and devastating climatic events of the
nineteenth century.46
December’s chilly temperatures also caused the out-of-work house
carpenters and joiners to call a meeting with their fellow woodworkers to try to
establish set prices that would help them make it through the winter ahead. They
must have been discussing and considering making these resolutions for some
time, especially since they had experienced unusual weather over the course of
1816, “the year without a Summer.”47 Across Virginia, people noted that the year
had abnormally unseasonable temperatures in the summer; for example,
individuals in Richmond experienced crop-damaging frosts on June 9 and 10 and
July 8, 1816.48 Commenting on the odd weather that Charlottesville was
experiencing in 1816, Thomas Jefferson wrote, “We have had the most
extraordinary year of draught and cold ever known in the history of America.”49
The Shenandoah River was probably down and unnavigable in the months
preceding this December meeting—the James River, for example, was lower
than anyone had ever seen it that autumn. The low Shenandoah River would
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have made travel difficult for goods as well as people. The low river would have
also slowed down the operations of lumber and wheat mills, making lumber and
wheat processing difficult, which impacted the lives of part-time artisan-farmers.50
Although the unseasonable weather around the world in 1816 was most likely the
result of a volcanic eruption on Mt. Tambora, Indonesia, in April 1815, the people
of Shenandoah County, as well as the rest of the east coast of America, did not
know that fact.51 As Edward Skeen notes, “the anxieties of the people may have
contributed to a minor political upheaval in 1816, and it…contributed to an
extensive westward emigration and also to profiteering and speculation in
grains.”52 Frosts killed crops, resulting in crop shortages and rising food prices
aptly had people commenting that they were freezing to death in 1816.
Weather, war, and Shenandoah County’s growth from backcountry to
settled area were all factors that led to this 1816 meeting. While the price list
resolutions are less sophisticated than their urban counterparts, they speak to
similar issues. These men felt the need to regulate their prices. The group
surely produced much more furniture and architectural work than what survives.
These men also agreed to charge similar prices for their work because
Shenandoah County was no longer part of the backcountry, yet the county was
still evolving. Studying the transitions that buildings in the county went through
over the course of the nineteenth century shows a much-changed landscape.
For at least a generation, the county had been a place of permanent buildings,
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civil order through public institutions, and households with more than just
utilitarian furniture.

FINES AND PROCEDURES
Even if these were part-time artisans, they were still concerned about their
economic situation—so concerned that they decided to band together and agree
to formally fine those who charged differently than their fixed prices. The
stipulation for fines is as follows: “Resolved that any member of this meeting or
any person who shall hereafter sign these proceedings who shall not strictly
adhere [to] the foregoing regulations, or shall in any nuance whatsoever violated
the said shall for each and every such violation forfeit the sum of twenty dollars to
be received by the president by warrant before a Justice of the Peace.” It also
stipulates “that any fines received as aforesaid shall be paid by the president in
equal proportions to those complying with the said regulations, or disposed of in
such other way as any succeeding meeting may direct.”53 Thankfully, there was
built-in flexibility; for example, they agreed to charge anything from five to thirty
dollars for coffins, $18 to $50 dollars for bureaus, and $25 to $80 dollars for clock
cases. This list—firm in its stance on fines, yet flexible to account for differences
in wood, craftsmanship, and other unknowable factors—highlights the financial
side of woodworking in the early Republic. Writing about early price lists in
America, historian Martin Weil writes that “their very existence suggests the need
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to establish stable and uniform prices, which in turn suggests that the trade was
disturbed by competitive pricing practices.”54
The ten artisans organized themselves and appointed several men to
various positions. William Wright presided over the gathering as the president
and chair of the meeting. Not only did Wright direct his fellow woodworkers in
the composing of the price list at the meeting, but he also took part in the process
of collecting of fines if a signer violated the price list agreement. Wright received
both a warrant from a Shenandoah County justice of the peace and fine
payments from resolution breakers. Wright also had the power to change the
distribution of fines. William W. Payne acted as the group’s secretary. Without
his handwritten price list and record of the meeting, this Shenandoah County
price list would be lost. Payne probably wrote the three-page price list as the
men discussed what furniture, joinery, and carpentry work that they wanted to
include on the list. The men who were present at the meeting, as well as those
who signed later, signed at the bottom of the last page of Payne’s hand-written
price list. Perhaps the group had met previously because the price list was well
organized into particular furniture types and work categories. Payne’s
regimented list and legible handwriting attest to his secretarial abilities. The
group also assigned John Anderson the task of ferrying Payne’s handwritten
notes to the Henkel Press in New Market. They wanted Doctor Henkel to print
thirty copies and then give those copies to John Anderson. The price list signers
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unanimously approved the resolutions, and they also agreed to divide printing
costs among themselves.

THE PRICE LIST IN CONTEXT
A major difference between the list of Shenandoah County and those from
urban centers was that normally each branch of woodworking had its own
separate and detailed price list. Shenandoah County cabinetmakers, joiners,
and carpenters made their list all together although they did divide their list into
two sections: one for cabinetmakers and one for carpenters. On the other hand,
twenty years earlier in Providence, Rhode Island, the house carpenters made
their own thirty-two-page price list themselves.55 Similarly, the artisans of
Portland, Maine made new resolutions every so often and frequently updated old
prices. Woodworkers in Portland, Maine, composed “Carpenter’s Rules” in 1760,
followed by the Housewright’s Rule of Work of 1805 with an updated edition in
1819. The 1805 edition in Portland was twenty-six pages long and provided
loads of details about house construction, including decorative neoclassical
details, as well as a fifty-cent increase in labor value.56 Philadelphia’s
Carpenter’s Company not only wrote articles in 1786 about “their rules for
measuring and valuing house carpenters’ work,” but these Philadelphians also
produced elaborate illustrations to go along with their written regulations.57
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The carpenters and joiners of Alexandria, Virginia, also made a list of
prices—written in 1812—in the form of a twenty-three-page printed book, The
Builders’ Price Book, Carefully Revised and Corrected by the Carpenters and
Joiners’ Society of Alexandria. Writing that they “having long experienced a
variety of difficulties by not having the prices of their work equitably established,
and conscious that their employers are frequently subject to impositions by not
having their work finished in a workmanlike manner, having thought proper to
arrange the different branches of trade, with the prices of each annexed,
established true and mathematical modes of measurement.”58 Since by 1812
Alexandria was a large urban city across from the nation’s capital, these builders
provided much more detailed prices about a wide variety of construction
processes, like building warehouses, constructing circular palisade fences,
digging post holes, building a piazza, or making flat roofs with lead or copper
gutters.
These pages provided the carpenters and joiners of Alexandria with plenty
of guidelines for charging customers for their work while Shenandoah County’s
list provides the bare minimum standards. “For plain railing and banisters at
porches pr D[itto] [foot] on 8 c[en]ts to 1.50,” for example, was all these valley
carpenters had as a guide.59 The Builders’ Price Book of Alexandria had a page
dedicated just to stairs, with such details as “fluting a pilaster on stair cases, each
0.75,” “for newel posts fluted, each, 1.67,” “open newel stairs string hand-rail and
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banisters, per step, 1.75,” “level wainscot on stairs, per yard, 1.34,” or “if scroll or
open bracket, per [step], 2.75” among many detailed price regulations.60
The joiners of Alexandria also treated flooring in detail. They noted that
“best doweled floors from 3 to 5 inches at 7.50 per square,” or “tongued and
grooved, and secret nailed, from 3 to 5 per do. [square] 6.67,” or “from 5 to 7 per
do. [square] 6.17.”61 Tongue and groove floors and doweled floors were often
constructed in urban locations like Alexandria, Annapolis or Williamsburg, but
they were not called for in Shenandoah County, at least according to the 1816
price list. “Clean laid quarter plank flooring per square, 3.00,” “quarter plank
[flooring] pr. Do. [square], 4.00,” “for do. [quarter] do. [flooring] planed on both
sides pr. Do. [square] 3.33 1/3,” were various kinds of flooring made by
Shenandoah County joiners. Other types include “common quarter plank”
flooring at $2.50 per square or wide plank flooring at $1.75 per square, and even
cheaper rough plank flooring was $1.50 per square. This rough plank flooring
was probably only minimally planed, leaving the surface full of splinters and far
from smooth.62
The citizen consumers of Alexandria also expected their carpenters and
joiners to do more elaborate work than those in Shenandoah County, and their
1812 price book reflects that. Regarding mantle pieces, for example, “all quirk or
fancy mouldings, or mouldings worked by hand in cornice or bedmould, charge
extra in proportion to the labor.”63 For cornices inside buildings, the price
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increased as the work became more ornate. For example, the cheapest, a
“modillion cornice without a fret per foot superficial,” was $0.55 while one with a
double cornice and a “fret in the bedmould” was $0.80. If the joiners made those
cornices with a “fancy faced frieze,” they determined the price “according to the
trouble taken.”64
Unlike the printed Alexandria price book, the Shenandoah County price list
of 1816 still exists today in its handwritten format. While it was supposed to be
printed by the Henkel Press in New Market after more people signed the
resolutions, one of these thirty printed copies has been impossible to find. The
secretary noted that they “ordered that John Anderson cause thirty copies of
these proceedings to be printed, after the same shall have been signed by
several persons who have not attended today and the expenses thereof be
defrayed by the persons whose names are hereto annexed.”65 Presumably the
Henkel Press did actually print the resolutions, but since they were distributed
among the carpenters, joiners, and cabinetmakers, these copies have been
impossible to locate thus far. This handwritten to print lifecycle of the price list
resolutions follows national trends of the late eighteenth-century and early
nineteenth-century. Cabinetmakers, joiners, and carpenters drafted hand-written
manuscripts of their price agreements, and often, these manuscripts were
followed by printed price list pamphlets and books.
There were earlier price lists in America and in England—the first known
agreement on prices by artisans in America was in Rhode Island. The circa
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1756-1757 “Rule and Price of Joyners Work” both provided prices and laid out
general guidelines for these Rhode Island joiners. Some of the most well-known
and important of these price lists were The Cabinet-Makers’ London Book of
Prices from 1793 and the agreements that Robert Gillow made with his
Lancaster, England workmen in 1784. Shenandoah County was a county of
immigrants. It is likely that these artisans were familiar with other price lists and
had seen or drafted a price list because their list was stylistically similar to lists
from across the British Atlantic word.
Much of the early nineteenth-century work of cabinetmakers, joiners, and
carpenters no longer exists, and it is difficult to gauge what percentage of
buildings and objects do survive. The price list shows what these men generally
charged for their labor and usual labor expenses. As other lists in urban centers
were more specific and detailed, the Shenandoah County price list most likely
features the furniture, carpentry, and house joinery that these artisans usually
spent their time constructing. This was the case with other shorter lists— “the
limited market and low figures suggest these were ordinary objects for which an
assured market existed,” writes historian Christopher Gilbert of a 1764 York,
England price list.66
What are some typical prices for the price list resolutions that the
cabinetmakers promised to follow? Larger pieces required cabinetmakers to
labor for longer hours and perform more work, and they tended to have the
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highest prices. Sideboards, for example, which ranged from $50 to $150, had
the potential to be the most expensive piece that a Shenandoah County artisan
would produce. Clock cases varied in quality, as cabinetmakers could charge
anything from $25 dollars to a whopping $80. Although there are several
prominent Shenandoah County clock case makers whose work survives, none of
these men signed the price list resolutions. Desks and half-round tables could
cost anything from $25 to $80 for desks and $30 to $100 for each set of halfround tables. Cabinetmakers could charge anything from $15 to $100 for corner
cupboards, which were large and bulky case pieces that vary widely in terms of
quality and craftsmanship.
Candle stands had the potential to be highly detailed and involved lots of
intricate carving work. Most cabinetmakers in Shenandoah County probably did
not have the carving skills necessary for the kind of meticulously carved pieces
that specialized carvers made. Where the work was abundant and in demand,
like in cities, carving was considered a separate trade. Carvers working in urban
areas did elaborate detail work as their full-time profession, but that was not the
case in Shenandoah County. In fact, at its height of importance as Virginia’s
colonial capital in the mid to late eighteenth century, Williamsburg only had a fulltime carver working at its cabinetmaking shop for two brief periods.67 The price
resolutions reflect that carving was not a separate profession in Shenandoah
County—the least a cabinetmaker there could charge for a set of candle stands
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was $15 and the most was $50.68 As a comparison, cabinetmaker Aaron Chaplin
charged $1.67 for 1 candle stand and $68.00 for an eight-leg mahogany
sideboard in November 1804 in Hartford, Connecticut.69 An 1803 estate
inventory in Hartford, whose probate estimates were less than the fair market
value a cabinetmaker charged, shows that “1 pr Mahogany Round Candle
Stands” were $7.00 and another similar pair was $25.00. In that same 1803
inventory, “2 Round Candle Stands & 1 Square D[itto]” were valued at $4.50.70
In December 1801, English-born New York City based cabinetmaker John Hewitt
billed his Savannah, Georgia customers four dollars for “two Gum Candle
Stands” and $3.50 for one mahogany candle stand, and thirty dollars for “1 pair
of cornor basan Stands inlaid.”71 After 1800, candle stands appear more
frequently in records while the first reference to the form in Charleston, South
Carolina was in December of 1754.72
How do these prices compare to those of other early nineteenth-century
cabinetmakers, joiners, and carpenters working on the east coast?
Cabinetmaker John Hewitt was born in England, worked out of a New York shop,
and shipped much of his furniture to Southern consumers in the early 1800s.
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Hewitt’s invoices allow for a comparison of urban furniture prices to Shenandoah
County ones. For bookcases, Hewitt charged $25.00 for a bookcase with solid
doors and $35.00 in 1812 for one with glass doors.73 The 1816 price list “desk
book cases” price ranged from $35.00 to 100.00. Bureaus for Hewitt went for
anywhere from $20.00 to $40.00, and in Shenandoah County, bureaus cost “from
18 to 50.00.”74 Hewitt made and sold a variety of table forms, just like the
Shenandoah County cabinetmakers and joiners—Hewitt charged $30.00 for two
breakfast tables “with reeded legs & castors,” simpler breakfast tables for $7.50
or $9.00.75 “From $6 to 30.00” was the price that the Shenandoah joiners
stipulated.76 Hewitt sold dining tables in sets, meaning three tables arranged
with a center one and two side pairs, or a pair, meaning two tables, and usually
charged around $50.00 per set while Shenandoah County list writers noted
dining tables cost anywhere “from $10.00 to 50.00.”77
Children’s furniture, like cribs and small chairs, often required turning
skills. For Shenandoah County woodworkers, cradles ranged from the simplest
forms at $3.50 to the fanciest cradles at $25.00. For New York cabinetmaker
Hewitt, cribs were highly requested items, costing from $7.50 for a “common crib”
to $18.00 for a “Turned bannisters oge [ogee] roof from Post to Post” mahogany
crib to $19.00 for a crib “with roof Turnd Bannister.”78 Card tables—another form
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of table that both John Hewitt in New York and joiners in Shenandoah County
constructed—cost anywhere from $15 to $30.00 in Shenandoah County.
Hewitt’s invoices of what he actually billed his customers show that he usually
charged $32.00 to $45.00 for a set of card tables, which is a great deal more
than Shenandoah County cabinetmakers charged. Hewitt described one such
card table by noting it was a “Plan Card Table Pillar & Claw / Pillar 19 ½ Long &
4 in squar, Claws / the same as breakft Table, Joint Rail as / under 3 pieces 4
Inches thick & 2 skew braces/ & 1 on top—Joint rail 3 ½ Deep / and frame as /
Under.”79 Hewitt’s New York card tables were much more elaborate than the
ones that people used in the Shenandoah Valley.
At times, the Shenandoah County price list was useless in practice, like
when there was an enormous price range from the simplest form to the most
sophisticated one available. This was the case for many furniture types,
including bedsteads ($47.00 range), clock cases ($55 range), half round tables
($70.00 range), corner cupboards ($85.00 range), and side boards ($100 range).
But this gulf between the cheapest and the most expensive was the norm across
regions and furniture forms and types. For example, John Hewitt charged $33.00
for a bedstead with “All the post mahoy and carv’d with drapery, & to have /
between Joints. Cornice etc. 4 ft 6 Cornice to be gilt & / light blue ground.”80 For
the most expensive one he made and sold ($35.00), Hewitt constructed a
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mahogany bedstead that was eight-feet tall; however, most of the bedsteads he
made were only $12.00 with “carved mahogany feet posts.” A high-post bedstead
sold for $25.00.81 The listed range for bedsteads in Shenandoah County went
from the humblest at $3.00 to $50.00 although no sales books reveal an example
of anyone in the county charging that much.82
Many of the ten men who attended the price list meeting in Shenandoah
County had similar life and work experiences, including military service and
community-oriented activities, such as acting as estate appraisers for deceased
acquaintances. No known furniture made by the signers survives although
furniture from that period made in Shenandoah County does survive. In several
cases, without their signatures on the price list resolutions, it would have been
difficult for historians to determine that these men were woodworkers. Without
surviving furniture and buildings, written records like the price list resolutions and
probate inventories are the only window to study their material life. What follows
are biographies of the signers of the price list resolutions.

THE SIGNERS—WILLIAM WRIGHT
William Wright was a prominent member of the Shenandoah County
woodworking community since he served as President over the price list
resolution meeting. While William agreed to preside over the meeting, his
partner Thomas Wright did not attend.83 Perhaps William’s signature was a
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stand in for both himself and his partner. In the early 1820s, Thomas Wright
charged $12 dollars for constructing a bureau and $8 dollars for making “a high
posted bedstead” for Christina Hottell.84 William might have labored alongside
Thomas, constructing this bedstead and bureau together. At the time of
Thomas’s death in 1825, he had a variety of cabinetmaking tools in his estate
worth $93.03, including “4 planes 1.25 a large Bead plane, Chizels &c 1.50,” “a
Sash plane…2 Squares & a Gage [gauge] 2.50,” “5 planes $3.50, a drawing knife
& 2 Chizels” 62 cents, a spoke shave, and a jack and fore plane.85
A typical joiner’s tool chest of the early nineteenth-century usually held
both edge tools and marking tools.86 Thomas and William used squares and
gauges for laying out parts and checking for accuracy. They used edge tools,
such as chisels, spoke shaves, draw knives, and planes, to remove wood.
Thomas owned two specific kind of planes that further illuminate his material life.
The sash plane in Thomas’s estate indicates that he made sash for windows.
Sash planes in early nineteenth-century America had a simple form—a single
plane iron cut both the rabbet (groove that held the glazing putty and window
pane) and an ovolo molding.87 This sash plane allowed Thomas to make window
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sash efficiently and precisely. The presence of this plane in his estate shows
that Thomas Wright did enough joinery work that he believed the large
expenditure of acquiring a sash plane was warranted. His sash plane was worth
roughly 5 times more than the unnamed planes in his inventory. Thomas would
not have owned a plane worth that much if he did not use it often. In addition to
making window sash, joiners Thomas and William Wright probably finished the
interior of houses, making moldings for door and window surrounds. They would
have used Thomas’s bead plane to produce an edge that they finished with a
decorative bead.88
William Wright also made coffins. In Virginia in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries, joiners made coffins for the deceased person after he
or she died, meaning coffins were made to order. Fortunately for historians, the
bills for coffins, and sometimes other funereal services such as digging a hole or
making a tomb board, were listed in the deceased’s estate, if the estate was
inventoried in court documents.89 Without the bills to settle the deceased
person’s estate and with the absence of cabinetmaking, carpentry, or joinery
related account books in Shenandoah County, it would be difficult to ascertain
who made coffins, how much coffin makers charged, and other aspects
surrounding coffin-making in the county. Generally, joiners made coffins that had
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flat tops, were hexagonal in shape, and were comprised of single, double, or
triple cases.90 Parish councils in places like London, England mandated the use
of double or triple cases when there were concerns about smells and the
atmosphere of decomposing bodies.91 Most deceased western Virginians were
likely buried in the simplest coffin form—a single hexagonal box with angled
edges—in which the body was laid inside. This plain coffin narrowed at the feet
end and had a flat lid that a joiner secured with nails. Before laying the body
inside the coffin, the joiner often covered the flat hexagonal shaped bottom board
with saw dust to help absorb fluids and lessen unpleasant smells.92
Carpenter and joiner Henry Vanhorn, who worked in Pennsylvania in the
early 1800s, advertised his shop through a painted sign illustrated with a coffin, a
cupboard, and a cradle (Figure 11). Although made for a Pennsylvanian joiner,
this sign’s illustrations are representative of the work of the Shenandoah County
price list signers. The sign’s painter chose a dark paint to color the coffin,
possibly to signify elm, a common wood used in coffin-making in England, or
black to indicate an upholstery covering. In the sign, the coffin sits atop a coffin
stand, and the coffin has three handles along the long side view. The illustration
shows the kind of single case coffin that joiners and carpenters usually made in
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Shenandoah County—a hexagonal flat-top lid that narrows at the feet and
head.93
The Henry Vanhorn shop sign also shows a coffin laid out for viewing.
Although people used purpose-made stands for coffins to sit atop, in the absence
of those stands, people used what they had—a door propped up on saw horses
or even a kitchen table. Coffin stands could be as simple as two skinny saw
horses connected by tenoned rails. Colonial Williamsburg has a nineteenthcentury walnut coffin stand in its collection. This stand, probably from North
Carolina, has two A-shaped vertical stiles with two long rails between them.94
William Wright was making coffins long before the 1816 Resolutions. The
executors of the estate of John Crabill, Abraham Hockman and Philip Windle,
settled the estate account with William Wright, recording that they “paid William
Right for making the coffin” on December 31, 1789. Hockman and Windle paid
him one pound, eight shillings for Crabill’s coffin.95 In 1809, Wright made a coffin
for a fellow woodworker, carpenter George Foster, which earned him one pound,
ten shillings.96 He also made a coffin for Jacob Gocheneauer, who passed away
in 1809. The estate administrators noted “[paid] William Wright for a coffin to bury
body of decd. [deceased].” In this instance, Wright was paid in dollars, and he
made five dollars from Gochenauer’s coffin.97 Although Wright made coffins on
these three different occasions, he undoubtedly made other coffins and practiced
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woodworking beyond just coffins. While William Wright made “2 tomb boards for
the grave of” Christian Stover Jr. in 1813, charging $5.25, he left the coffin
making to a man named Peter Smith, who was paid $7.00.98 (Figure 12)
Although William Wright was the leader of group of cabinetmakers,
joiners, and carpenters who agreed to charge the same prices for their wares,
the documentary record only allows us to understand his work as a coffin maker.
He probably worked alongside his partner Thomas Wright in the making of
window sash and large pieces of household furniture. Thomas Wright had
enough steady work as a joiner to purchase a specialized sash plane. Artisans
in Shenandoah County trusted William Wright to lead their organizing efforts, and
people trusted him to build a secure, well-built coffin for their deceased loved
ones. The price list, along with material evidence from the documentary record,
illuminates the work of joiners William and Thomas Wright.

WILLIAM W. PAYNE
The cabinetmakers, joiners, and carpenters who gathered to determine a
set price list appointed William Payne as their secretary. Although William W.
Payne was the secretary of the resolutions meeting, there are few sources that
speak about his material life. He was present at the meeting in Woodstock on
the day after Christmas 1816 at Henry Linn’s house. Payne must have known
how to read and write because he was the meeting’s secretary. The only other
person with a position at the meeting was the president, William Wright. After the
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meeting was over and people signed the resolutions, Payne probably gave them
to John Anderson because Anderson was ordered to secure thirty printed copies
of the resolutions at the Henkel Press in New Market. The press probably
printed the resolutions in January 1817. While the questions of Payne’s life
remain unanswered, his presence and position at the price list meeting indicate
that he was a well-respected man who could read and write legibly. Although
historians have not attributed any houses or joinery work to Payne, his writing of
the price list shows that he was a highly knowledgeable woodworker and he was
an important member of the Shenandoah County artisan community.

RICHARD PROCTOR
Another man present at this meeting was Richard Proctor, a house joiner
and coffin maker. In 1801, he took John Robertson as his apprentice—“Ordered
that the Overseers of the poor, for district number one, Bind John Robertson to
Richard Proctor, to learn the trade of house Joiner, according to Law.”99 Proctor
was also a well-respected neighbor and community leader, serving as an estate
administrator and also serving in the Virginia Militia.100 Proctor also made
coffins, charging two pounds, fourteen shillings for making Solomon Stockdale a
coffin in May of 1809.101 He charged the same amount when he made a coffin
for William Kibler in 1811. Proctor and Kibler had dealings in life as well as death
as Proctor paid Kibler several times per Kibler’s book account—on May 10, 1810
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and February 27, 1812. These payments were fairly large sums, including £18
plus £1:18:8 in interest, £1:10:0 and finally £6.102 Proctor was also an estate
appraiser, appraising the estate of cabinetmaker Stephen Shroff on February of
1815.103 Perhaps Proctor assisted with this particular estate appraisal because
of his deep knowledge of cabinetmaking tools and their prices. As an estate
administrator and appraiser and militiaman, Richard Proctor served his
community in various ways. Proctor also served his community by taking on an
apprentice and teaching him his trade of house joiner. Importantly, Proctor’s
involvement in the price list meeting of 1816 indicates that he was part of a
community of artisans who gathered together to help their economic situation.

JOHN ANDERSON
John Anderson was the second person that William Payne recorded as
being present on that day after Christmas in 1816. Anderson was a carpenter, a
coffin maker, and served in the Virginia Militia.104 Like Richard Proctor, Anderson
also appraised the inventory of the estate of cabinetmaker Stephen Shroff in
February 1815. Unlike Proctor, who did not make any purchases from Shroff’s
estate, Anderson did, buying ten gouges for six shillings, one plow [plane] and 8
bitts for one pound, five shillings.105 Anderson also appraised the estate of wellknown Woodstock clockmaker, Captain Jacob Fry.106 He probably performed
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this appraisal because of both his woodworking knowledge and militia
connections to Fry. With ten gouges, a plow plane, and the 8 bits he purchased
plus his knowledge of joinery and carpentry, Anderson did carpentry work, made
coffins, and also built furniture.107 Anderson made coffins in 1816, 1818, 1822,
and 1827, making anywhere from eight dollars to nine dollars and fifty cents as
time passed.108 Anderson’s purchase of a specialized plane like a plow plane
indicates that he was doing more than just making coffins. Anderson could have
used this highly adjustable plane to cut grooves into frames for raised panels or
he could have used it for making joints.109 He could have used the gouges that
he purchased for carving.
Three days before John Anderson attended the resolutions meeting, John
Effinger, as guardian of Eliza Shaver, paid Anderson $9.06 ½ “for
Weatherboarding [her] house in Woodstock.”110 Although the records do not
indicate whether Anderson charged Effinger with these future resolutions in mind,
assuming that he did, the price list allows historians to determine how much work
Anderson actually did when he weatherboarded this Woodstock house. If Eliza
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Shaver’s house was of log construction, Anderson might have charged two
dollars per square, which means he weatherboarded just over four and a half
square feet. On the other hand, if Eliza Shaver lived in a framed house, he
weatherboarded just over six square feet and charged $1.50 per square. The
resolutions specify “for weatherboarding framed houses, including corner boards,
per square… 1.50, for [framing] log houses, including corner boards, per
square…. 2.00.”111
While John Anderson and his son appear in Jefferson County court
records the following year, it is most likely that his son just moved there to learn a
trade and John Anderson and the rest of the family stayed in Shenandoah
County.112 In Jefferson County, Anderson petitioned the court that his son, John
Anderson, Jr., apprentice under a cabinetmaker there named John Kennedy in
September 1817. “Upon the motion of John Anderson & John Kennedy, this
Court doth order it be certified that they allow & approve the said Anderson shall
bind his son John Anderson Jr. to the said John Kennedy to learn the trade of
cabinetmaker with such Covenants & conditions as they may agree upon.”113
John Anderson might have wanted his son to learn the intricacies of
cabinetmaking instead of his own trade of house carpentry and joinery.
Cabinetmaking required more sophisticated techniques than joinery and
carpentry, and it would have been easier for his son to transition from
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cabinetmaking to joinery or carpentry than house carpentry and joinery to
cabinetmaking.
Several years later on July 12, 1819, a former Shenandoah County sheriff
“paid John Anderson $31 out of any County depositums in his hands for a press
furnished the Clerk of this Court.”114 John Anderson was thus commissioned to
construct a large piece of furniture for use by the county clerk, and since he was
paid, he actually made it. A typical press of the period usually had doors that
opened to reveal several inside storage shelves, and it could be anywhere from
five feet to as tall as ceilings allowed.115 This particular press is significant
because it stored and organized court documents necessary for order and justice
(Figure 13). Since the press was for the sole use of the county clerk, it might
have also served as not only as storage space for documents, but also as a
writing desk. If it was indeed a writing desk, it would have had a large wooden
writing surface that either folded down or slid out.116
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Although there was no stipulation for the term “press” in the 1816 price list, a
press was similar in size and form to a bureau, which cost $18 to $50 dollars,
and somewhat similar to a corner cupboard, which costs “from 15 to 100.00.”117
Anderson’s press probably lived in a (hopefully secure) side room in the
two-story Shenandoah County Court House, constructed in downtown
Woodstock in the late eighteenth century. With a front façade of rough-hewn
limestone courses and side and back of uncoursed rubble, the original building
was single-pile, meaning it was one room deep. The court itself met in the central
two-story room of the 1790 building, and there were other rooms on either side of
the court room.118
In late eighteenth-century Virginia, the court house was an important place
of gathering when court was in session. As historian Rhys Isaac notes, “the
primary mode of comprehending the organization of authority was through
participation in court house proceedings.”119 Elite, middling, poor, or enslaved,
Virginians knew their proper place in society, and the court house, the actual
physical building and the furniture inside it, were important to Virginian society.
Court days were also the largest monthly gatherings around. As Carl Lounsbury
writes of eighteenth-century Virginia court days, “confrontation was rare,
ceremonial oaths at the start of the court day were tedious as reading the fine
print of a contract, and the court docket was enveloped in a monotonous litany of
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procedural motions uttered before a distracted audience that could barely hear or
care.”120
John Anderson wore many hats. He was a concerned father who ensured
his son John Anderson Jr. had (at the very least) training for a successful career
as a cabinetmaker. Anderson labored to keep his community safe and secure
both in life and death as a militiaman and a coffin maker. The same could be
said for Anderson’s weatherboarding of a house in Woodstock—those
weatherboards kept Eliza Shaver’s house secure and protected her from the
elements outside her door. Although Anderson’s carpentry and joinery work, as
well as his time in the militia, tells a lot about his life, these things are standard
fare for Shenandoah County woodworkers of the period. Many of the price list
signers did at least one of those activities.
Anderson stands apart from the rest of the signers, however, because the
county clerk commissioned him to make a press for storing documents.
Shenandoah County officials trusted Anderson enough for his skills as a joiner
and his discretion with sensitive materials to construct this piece of furniture.
Since the signers did not include the term “press” in their price list, it probably
was not a common object for Shenandoah County joiners to construct. Even if it
had been a common form, this particular press would have still been distinctive.
With many storage drawers, compartments, slots, and pigeonholes, Anderson’s
striking case piece was the material embodiment of civil and orderly society.
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GEORGE BOWMAN
George Bowman was the next person listed on William Payne’s notes
about the resolutions meeting in 1816. Although historians know very little about
Bowman, from two court records, it seems like he might have been a kind man,
taking care of a child brought to court as well as his deceased neighbors. Along
with John Stover, Bowman provided security to support a bastard child by the
Overseers of the Poor. The child was unnamed.121 Predictably, he also made
coffins. At the end of May in 1810, estate auditor Jacob Coffman paid Bowman
one pound, four shillings for making a coffin for Abraham Beydler.122 However,
he did more than just make coffins on two different occasions. On January 11 of
1825, he acted as both the executor of George Kneisley’s estate and as
Kneisley’s coffin maker. He paid himself five dollars for making the coffin.123 On
another occasion, he both constructed the coffin and did one of the usual duties
of the coroner— “To ditto [paid] George Bowman for riding for the Coroner and a
Coffin.” The estate administrator, Ferdinand Smucker, paid Bowman one pound,
four shillings for making Elijah Loveless’s coffin on September 3, 1810.124
George Bowman was most likely a carpenter. While records do not reveal much
about Bowman’s life, his signing of the 1816 price list is telling: he took part in the
formation of a significant community of artisans in early nineteenth-century
Shenandoah County.
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JOHN WILKIN
John Wilkin also signed the price list resolutions. The documentary record
surrounding John shows how a third-generation woodworker lived and worked in
Shenandoah County. Born around 1787, John was the son of Shenandoah
County woodworker Godfrey Wilkin.125 John’s grandfather had migrated from
Germany to Philadelphia in the late seventeenth century, eventually living at a
place called Rockhill Township in Pennsylvania where he worked as a joiner.126
John Wilkin left a more extensive documentary record than many other
Shenandoah County woodworkers—these records reveal that he both followed
the norm and was also the exception. Like other part-time artisans, John made
coffins, but he also made a greater variety of furniture than other signers did. As
a third-generation woodworker, John’s grandfather and father also left behind
more evidence about woodworking than typical Shenandoah County artisans.
John’s father, Godfrey, was a skilled cabinetmaker and was probably trained by
his grandfather who was a joiner. Godfrey made a highly decorated signed chest
that survives today that is the subject of chapter four, “Constructing a Common
Culture: The Furniture of Johannes Spitler and Godfrey Wilkin.”
Godfrey probably trained his son John in the arts and mysteries of
cabinetmaking. Not only did John make coffins like many of his neighbors and
friends, but he also made furniture that required more knowledge of design and
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construction than required for a simple box with nailed sides. John constructed
and finished a twelve-dollar bureau for Sarah Hottel in the spring of 1822. He
also made two bedsteads for Hottel daughters Mary and Catherine the next
spring and was paid $6.67.127 He also made coffins, charging anywhere from
four dollars and fifty cents to six dollars and in one case, nine dollars.128 When
Godfrey died, John became the guardian of his siblings both under and over the
age of 14—Philip, Mary, Joseph and young Esther.129
John did not marry until 1822.130 However, his purchases during his
father’s estate sale ten years earlier shows that he was not only thinking about
his future as a husband, father, farmer, and woodworker, but also about his
current role as guardian to four of his brothers and sisters. For example, John
bought a saddle and gear for a fore horse that he could use in the fields, and he
bought hemp seeds for future planting. He bought several barrels, one of which
the appraiser noted was “tight,” meaning it had a lid. Perhaps John bought a
bed, bedstead, and furniture that was memorable from his childhood, or maybe
he was thinking of places where his brothers and sisters could sleep while under
his guardianship. He bought a woodstove. Since the stove was inventoried
among shop and farm equipment, he most likely bought it for a shop or
outbuilding. As the patriarch of his family at age 25, John took responsibility for
his younger siblings and purchased accordingly.
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John clearly knew he wanted to continue working in wood because he
bought enough materials to adequately set up shop on his own. He bought
everything from a work bench to plenty of joiner tools.131 John probably used the
items that he purchased from his father’s estate when he constructed Sarah
Hottel’s bureau ten years later. It is not known whether this bureau is still extant
today. John billed George Hottel’s guardianship account 12 dollars on May 22,
1822.132 However, the Price List Resolutions of December 1816, which John
agreed to, specify that cabinetmakers should charge “from 18.00 to 50.00” for
bureaus.133 Perhaps the twelve-dollar bill was half of the total bill for the bureau
or perhaps he made a smaller bureau than normal, or perhaps he used more
inexpensive wood that cost less than wood traditionally used to construct
bureaus. Another possibility is that, by the 1820s people were no longer
following the resolutions they made nearly ten years prior. Bureau was an
amorphous form—it could be a bureau table, which is a dressing table with a
chest of drawers on either side; a bureau desk, which is more like a desk with a
chest of drawers; or even a bureau side table. While bureau table can mean a
writing table, “it also referred to a desk, escritoire, scrutoire, secretary, and a
chest of drawers.”134 Either way, this bureau was a dovetailed piece of case
furniture.
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The documentary evidence surrounding John Wilkin provides a fuller
picture of his material life than is accessible for other price list signers. Wilkin’s
participation in the price list meeting, however, demonstrates that he shared
similar concerns with his fellow Shenandoah County joiners, carpenters, and
cabinetmakers. While he was not following the price list in the 1820s, perhaps
none of the woodworkers followed the list at that point. John came from a long
tradition of woodworkers, and in December of 1816, he was part of a community
of artisans that had coalesced around selling their wares at similar prices. John
Wilkin’s position as a third-generation woodworker did not shelter him from the
troubling economic situation that Shenandoah County artisans faced in 1816.

SAMUEL KERN JR.
Like several other signers of the price list resolutions, Samuel Kern Jr.
was also present at the December meeting, and he constructed coffins. Since
there is only evidence that he made coffins as opposed to other elaborate pieces
of furniture, Kern most likely was a carpenter.135 He was also fairly young in
December 1816, probably in his early twenties or late teen years. By August
1820, Samuel Kern Jr. was in charge of his own six-person household with his
young wife, two sons, and two daughters in Shenandoah, Virginia. Three of his
children were under the age of ten and one boy was younger than fifteen. Unlike
his father Samuel Kern Sr., Samuel Kern Jr. worked in manufacturing while his
father was engaged in agriculture. This perhaps points to the fact that the
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younger Samuel Kern Jr.’s primary occupation was carpentry, as opposed to
agriculture. Samuel Kern Jr. probably did not settle far from his father because
census takers counted their households on the same day—August 7, 1820.136
How did the prices that Samuel Kern Jr. charged for his coffins compare to
the price list resolutions that he signed? In December three years later, Kern
charged $9.00 for a coffin for burying Michael Rhoad.137 The estate of widow
Mary Hackman paid Samuel Kern Jr. $6.50 for making her coffin, charging him in
August of 1821 and finally paying him in December 1824.138 In 1825, he made a
coffin for Henry Mouser and charged $8.00.139 Since coffins could vary a large
degree in quality depending on the type of wood, decoration, and other factors,
there was a wide range of prices—cabinetmakers could charge anything from
five to thirty dollars! Therefore, the fact that Kern charged $9.00, $6.50, and
$8.00 for coffins all were on the lower end of the price list stipulations.
Although it is problematic to base Kern’s adherence to the price list in the
1820s based solely on a few coffins, Samuel Kern Jr. followed the stipulated
prices in the 1820s. Fellow signer John Wilkin made a bureau in 1822, but he
charged less than the range for bureaus on the price list. Regardless of whether
the signers actually followed the resolutions, they did agree to follow them with a
twenty dollar fine as motivation. The price list, along with other documentary
sources, illuminates the work of a carpenter who constructed coffins. Coffins are
wooden boxes that people buried in the ground. Kern’s work is thus only
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accessible by exploring the documentary record with a material culture
perspective.

GEORGE MILLER JR AND HIS FATHER
Although George Miller Jr. might not have been at the meeting, he made
his mark in agreement to the price list resolutions at a later date. He was not
listed as being present at the meeting by the secretary, but he did eventually sign
the list. George Miller Jr. was the son of a Shenandoah County blacksmith of the
same name. George’s story is in many ways like the story of John Wilkin and his
father Godfrey, but instead of being a third-generation woodworker like John
Wilkin was, George Miller Jr. grew up with blacksmithing as the primary skillset of
his father. However, George Miller Sr. was not just a blacksmith—and his will
and probate inventory reflect that.
George Miller Sr. probably spent much of his time farming and taking care
of his cattle. He owned twenty cows, heifers, bulls, calves, and steers at the time
of his death. Additionally, each of his younger daughters and his wife each had a
cow and a heifer.140 He also had horses, mares, colts, and sheep. Each of his
daughters had four heads of sheep. Providing his daughters with several sheep
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and a cow and a heifer gave them some necessary objects of husbandry to start
the life of a woman in early nineteenth-century Shenandoah County.
Though he owned a large selection of cattle, sheep, and horses, George
Miller Sr. was first and foremost a blacksmith. George was working as a
blacksmith in Shenandoah County by December 1795, if not earlier, when he
went north to Frederick County to attend the estate sale of General Isaac Zane of
Marlboro Ironworks. Marlboro Ironworks was the earliest and best known of the
mid to late eighteenth-century ironworking industry of the Shenandoah Valley.
Not only did Zane and his ironworks at Marlboro produce high quality blacksmithmade objects, but Zane made intricately decorated iron stove plates that survive
today.141 From Isaac Zane’s estate sale, George purchased “Smiths Bellows &
Anvil” for 3 pounds, 17 shillings, 6 pence.142 Perhaps these were the well-used
“old blacksmiths bellows and anville” worth about 3 pounds by March of 1802.143
George Miller Sr. had a well-equipped blacksmith shop. He had a sledge
hammer, an “old plow plate shingle tree and 2 Screws” and 14 pound “Sett of
blacksmiths Tools in the Smith Shop, hammers & tongs.” A good stock of metal,
such as “one Iron pot with old pieces of Iron,” 32 pounds (weight) of steel, and
“62 lb barr Iron, Shovel plate, ax, barr, & etc.” valued at one pound, two
shillings.144 In the house where he lived, George Miller had a “one Iron 10 plate
stove and pipe” valued at 10 pounds. Although it is impossible to ascertain
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where this stove was made based on the George Miller Sr.’s extant documentary
record, George might have gotten his blacksmithing iron supply from the same
ironworks that this stove came from.
Other tools and objects in George Miller Sr.’s inventory show that he was
not only a blacksmith, but he also built wagons and owned a basic set of
woodworking tools. His wheelwright and carpentry tools included “plumb &
auger,” “2 Iron dogs, drawing knife, augers & plains,” “hand axe & long broad ax,”
several cross cut saw and handsaws, and “2 maul rings and 5 wedges.”145 In
addition to these wagon making tools, Miller also had several wagons, including
“one new wagon not finished” and “one wagon with the Cover and draught” worth
20 pounds.146 George Miller Sr. might have broadened his blacksmithing and
wheelwright skills because there are several mentions of shingles—“1000 oak
shingles” valued at 1 pound, 10 shillings. Maybe his son John or George Jr. also
knew how to construct or repair roofs with shingles.
George Miller Sr.’s inventory not only provides historians with a great deal
of information about his life as an artisan, but it also shines light on his son
George Miller Jr.’s life. Like his father, the younger George Miller also practiced
a wide variety of trades and jobs. At his father’s death, George Jr. inherited all of
his father’s blacksmith tools while his brother John inherited “all the wheel wright,
Waggon makers tools.”147 Because he signed the price list resolutions, it is
probably safe to assume that George Miller Jr. did some carpentry, joinery, or
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woodworking in addition to his work as a blacksmith. Like other Shenandoah
County woodworkers, George Miller Jr. might have also dabbled in making guns.
He purchased twelve shillings, 3 pence worth of “some gunsmith tools” from
Abraham Graybill’s estate in February of 1815.148
Daniel Hottel’s mill also plays a role in illuminating the material life and
work of George Miller Jr., as well as many other Shenandoah County artisans.
At his death, Daniel Hottel left behind a mill in great need of repair, as well as a
detailed account concerning that maintenance.149 While George Miller was paid
“$1.50…for 3 days work at 50/100” for working on the construction of a new mill
dam, Daniel Hottel’s heirs took more detailed notes about others from June 30,
1814 to December 26, 1817, including paying $7.00 to “Jacob Cup as Carpenter
7 days,” “$1.00 to Jonathan French for 2 days work, for beef furnished, for hay
and hauling it,” and $3.92 to “James Ogelvie blacksmith his acct.”150 Other
workers, possibly George Miller, hauled one thousand feet of one-inch plank from
Narrow Passage Creek to the mill and used that plank for repairs, as well as
3000 shingles to cover the roof of the mill. George Capp did a variety of hauling
and lumbering tasks—he hauled logs to Coffman’s Saw Mill and then hauled
those planks to Hottel’s mill, he hauled logs to the mill for constructing a new
water wheel, and he also cut down timber for more repairs. Daniel Hottel’s heirs
paid George Capp over thirteen dollars for that work. Jacob Hain was paid $1.50
“for helping to step the Mill dam.”
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While George Miller Jr. did his three days of work on the mill repairs
around the same time that he signed his name to the price list resolutions, he
probably did not utilize his carpentry or joinery skills for the Hotell mill job.
George Miller Jr. is unique among the price list signers because he practiced
more than one trade. George Miller Jr. followed in his father’s footsteps in doing
this. Carpentry or joinery must have been one of his main occupations since he
attended the price list meeting and agreed to the resolutions.

GEORGE CLOWER
George Clower was present at the meeting in December of 1816.
George’s father, Johann Jacob Klauer, migrated to Pennsylvania in 1723 from
the Palatinate region. Johann Jacob Klauer moved to Shenandoah County by
the 1740s, where sons Jacob Clower, George, and John Dent were born.151
Regardless of whether his father was a cabinetmaker, George was a
cabinetmaker. He had his own apprentice, nineteen-year old George Woolford,
by February of 1788 to mentor him in “the trade of Carpenter & Joiner according
to Law.”152 After the war ended, George worked as a carpenter and a joiner in
Shenandoah County.
George served in the Revolutionary War, enlisting in February of 1776
under Captain Jonathan Clark and Colonel Muhlenberg in the 8th Virginia
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Regiment.153 Joakim Fitzer, whose house and property was surveyed by
Jonathan Clark in 1786, was also enlisted in this company, serving as a private.
People who were acquainted with George Clower during the war “asserted that
he had been a brave soldier.”154 He also was recommended to serve as Ensign
of the 1st Battalion of the Militia in October of 1793.155
When he attended the price resolutions meeting, George Clower was in
his early 60s, he was living in Woodstock, and he had long practiced the trade of
house joinery and carpentry. By the early decades of the nineteenth-century,
George had no real estate to his name and only owned a handful of objects, but
he was not in debt. George probably attended the meeting because he was near
the end of his woodworking career and was feeling pressured by competition
from younger joiners and carpenters who knew the latest styles and methods.
At an estate sale of cabinetmaker Stephen Shroff’s property in February
1815, George Clower bought “2 Table plains” for 8 shillings. He also bought a
grind stone for 3 shillings and “1 bead and 26 bitts” for 2 pounds, 9 shillings.156
With the grind stone, George could keep all his chisels and plane irons sharp.
The most interesting and telling tools that George bought, however, were the “2
Table plains.” Today woodworkers call these types of planes rule planes
because they cut rule joints or table joints. Rule joints are so named because
their profile is similar to the joint of a folding ruler (Figure 14). As modern period
woodworker Willard Anderson writes, “the joint is composed of a fillet at the top,
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a quarter-round profile on the tabletop side of the joint, a mating cove and a land
on the drop-leaf side.”157 While they are like hollow and rounds [planes] in that
they cut grooved joints, table planes cut a 90-degree angle. Table planes usually
came in a pair, just as George Clower bought in 1815. The main thing that
woodworkers used this type of plane for was making the rule joint of drop leaf
tables. The fact that George Clower bought a pair of table planes means that he
was clearly making drop leaf tables (Figure 15). With his table planes, George
could efficiently and quickly make rule joints that large drop leaf tables required.
He could use a pair of hollows and rounds to make a rule joint, but that way took
more setup time, and it was a more complicated process.158 On the other hand,
once sharpened and set up properly, Clower could easily make rule joints with
his pair of table planes.159 Although drop leaf tables were not specifically listed in
the Shenandoah County resolutions, side boards’ price range were $50 to $150,
“each set of half round [tables]… from 30.00 to 100.00,” “for dining tables…from
$10.00 to 50.00, for breakfast [tables]… from 6 to 30.00, for card tables…from
15.00 to 50.00,” and plain tables’ range was “from 3 to 10.00.”160
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Five years after he bought the table planes, George could no longer
work— “his trade (when able to follow it) was a house Joiner & carpenter but…he
is now entirely unable to follow it as he is quite incapable of performing such
Labor from excessive shaking in his hands and otherwise debilitated.”161
Although he was the oldest signer of the price list resolutions, George Clower still
believed that joining together with fellow woodworkers was in his best interest.
Since his son also attended and signed the resolutions, perhaps he was there in
support of his son, John Clower. George’s participation in the price list
resolutions show that this meeting was not simply the result of the passions of
discontented young carpenters and joiners. George was a carpenter and house
joiner for many years. George Clower’s purchase of a set of table planes at
Stephen Shroff’s estate sale also indicates that he made furniture, such as dropleaf tables. The price list meeting brought together men of various ages from
different woodworking trades (cabinetmaking, joinery, and carpentry). Together,
these woodworkers formed a strong community that attempted to reverse their
failing economic situation by charging the same prices for their wares.

JOHN CLOWER
John Clower, George’s son, also attended the price list meeting in
December 1816. While his father George took an apprentice to learn carpentry
and house joinery in 1788, his son John perhaps had a higher skill set than
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George because his apprenticeship contract was different. John worked not only
as a joiner, but also as a cabinetmaker. Shenandoah County officials “d[id] bind
the said Jacob Dodson to John Clower to learn the art trade & mistery of a House
Joiner & Cabinet Making,” in March of 1814.162 In addition to taking on an
apprentice to train, John made many coffins over the years. For a deceased
woman named Frainey Grabill, John charged eight dollars for a coffin in February
of 1815.163 Perhaps his apprentice Jacob Dodson helped John build Ms.
Grabill’s coffin as part of his cabinetmaking training. John charged $10.00 for
making Jacob Haas’s coffin in 1819, $10.00 for making Franny Stover’s coffin in
1821, $8.00 for making Abraham Lambert Jr.’s coffin, $8.00 for making George
Fravel’s coffin in 1823, $10.00 for Augustine Reedy’s coffin in 1825, $8.00 for
making the coffins of Micheal Kleindenst, John Thompson, and George Sommers
in 1826, $8.00 for making George Koontz’s coffin in 1827, and $10.00 for making
James C. Williams’s coffin in 1829.164
While his father George purchased an expensive specialized plane at
Stephen Shroff’s estate sale in 1815, John Clower only bought general purpose
woodworking tools, such as hand screws, “2 small plains,” worth a shilling each,
and “1 Iron & Wooden Square & bevell,” valued at 4 shillings, 6 pence.165
Perhaps John Clower inherited his father’s table planes and continued the family
tradition of constructing drop leaf tables. Either way, John Clower was a
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cabinetmaker working in Shenandoah County who was part of an important
community of artisans who joined together to support each other as they tried to
make a living in early nineteenth century.

HENRY LINN
While a man named Henry Linn allowed these artisans to meet in his
house on one night in December, that man did not actually sign the resolutions.
He must have been friends with at least several of these artisans or perhaps he
was concerned about fair wages for the work of artisans broadly. Henry Linn
might have moved south to Rockbridge County by 1820, as someone named
Henry Linn was listed as a blacksmith on the Records of 1820 Census of
Manufactures. Working alone as a blacksmith—he “works it himself,” he
employed a single set of tools to manufacture iron wares, such as axes, hoes,
iron for wagons and other implements. Linn’s blacksmithing business was new,
in working order, in demand, and only required one-hundred-dollar investment to
start the manufacturing.166 Although Linn did not sign the price list, he granted
this community of woodworkers the use of his house on the day after Christmas
in 1816. Linn’s generosity indicates that he supported the plight of these
woodworkers although he was not a woodworker himself.
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NON-SIGNERS
Not everyone making furniture and constructing buildings in Shenandoah
County in 1816 attended the meeting and signed the list. While furniture of some
artisans working in the 1810s in the county does exist, none of these makers
attended or signed the price list resolutions. Although it might simply be a
coincidence that no extant furniture of price list signers survives, the fact that it
might be more than a coincidence is worth exploring. The men who attended the
meeting and signed the resolutions follow similar patterns that historians can
trace through Shenandoah County court records. The signers made coffins.
Non-signers also made coffins. Many of the men who signed the resolutions also
participated in the Virginia Militia. Several of the signers purchased tools at
estate sales although their own tools were not sold in similar sales at the time of
their deaths. Men who did not sign the price list also bought tools at the same
estate sales. Henry Cullers, Jeremiah Evans, and James McCann, James
Evans, and George Keffer did not sign the resolutions, but they were
woodworkers who constructed wooden objects in early nineteenth-century
Shenandoah County.

HENRY CULLERS
Henry Cullers, a carpenter working in Shenandoah County, attended the
price list meeting on December 26, 1816; however, he never signed his name as
a supporter of the price fixing. Did he just leave the meeting early? Did he forget
to sign the paper in the rush or confusion of leaving the meeting? Historians will
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never know why Henry Cullers did not sign the resolutions, or even if he actively
chose not to sign the resolutions. Other than the fact that he did not sign his
name, other aspects of Henry Culler’s work and material life are emblematic of
his woodworking colleagues. Like others, he served in the Virginia Militia in the
1810s. He was recommended to serve as a Lieutenant in the 1st Battalion, 97th
Regiment.167 He also made coffins throughout the 1820s. For example, Cullers
made $4.00 for making a coffin for John D. McCormick in 1817, which is below
the price list range specified for coffins.168 He not only made Jesse Veach’s
coffin in September of 1822, but he also was an appraiser of Veach’s estate for
one day, making $3.53 for both appraising and coffin making. At Veach’s estate
sale, he also bought “60 feet Sycamore Plank 1 Lot @ 44.”169 He made $5.00 for
making Adam Lickleter’s coffin in 1828, $5.00 dollars for making Jacob
Golladay’s coffin in 1822, and $4.50 for making Joseph Golladay’s coffin in
1826.170 While the range for coffins in the price list was “from 5 to 30.00”
dollars,” Henry Cullers did not actually sign the price list.171 Cullers could charge
less than the price list stipulated without worrying about the twenty dollar fine for
disobeying the list.

JEREMIAH EVANS
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There were other woodworkers who neither left furniture behind nor
signed the price list resolutions but who disappear in court records. For example,
Jeremiah Evans, a carpenter and cabinetmaker by trade, had already passed
away by December of 1816. Before his death, however, he was very much a
practicing woodworker with Shenandoah County court records from 1802 through
his death in 1816. He also kept an ordinary, or at least was granted an ordinary
license.172 His belongings were appraised in March of 1816, followed by an
auction of his personal property and an estate audit six years later.173 Although
Jeremiah Evans probably left no surviving furniture, his apprentice James
McCann did. On April 12, 1802, James McCann “a base born Child of Mary
Moore,” was bound to “Jeremiah Evans to learn the trade of house Joiner and
Cabbinett Maker, According to Law, he being twelve years old the 18th day of
August last, the said Evans Agrees to give the said Apprentice a sett of bench
tool exclusive of his freedom dues,” when McCann was free to practice as a
journeyman woodworker at age 20.174

JAMES MCCANN
In 1816, James McCann was 26 years old and making coffins in New
Market, Shenandoah County, the town where Jeremiah Evans was also based.
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Although McCann did not sign the price list resolutions, McCann did sign a
walnut slant-front desk—with the words “McCann” and “New Market.” McCann
made a slant-front desk around the same time as the price resolutions meeting
(Figure 16).175 Why did McCann, a young and seemingly successful
joiner/cabinetmaker, not sign the 1816 price list? The extant walnut slant-front
desk shows that he possessed the skills and knowledge to construct large,
complex pieces of furniture for a sophisticated clientele. Perhaps McCann had
steady work in the 1810s and felt no need to sign a list that threatened fines if a
signer charged more or less than what was stipulated.
Like many price list signers, James McCann served in the local militia; he
was recommended as Ensign, Second Battalion, 13th Regiment of the Virginia
Militia on September 9, 1816.176 McCann also made plenty of coffins working out
of a New Market shop in the 1820s. Vallentine Whitmeyer’s estate paid “Huston
and McCann for Coffin…8.00” in August of 1819.177 On June 14, 1819, Huston &
McCann were paid $10.00 by the estate of John Caudwell for making a coffin.178
Several years later, Phebe Moore’s estate paid $9.00 to “James McCann for
coffin.”179
McCann probably made this slant-front desk, using walnut and yellow
pine, sometime between 1816 and 1825. Court records of a sale of the estate of
Henry Strickler, worth nearly $650 dollars in 1825, show that McCann purchased
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“6 pieces split Walnut Wood 1.00,” “171 feet maple plank 1.20,” 240 Poplar
[scanting] $8.02,” “188 maple [scantling] $6.00.” Although McCann attended
Henry Strickler’s estate sale, which included planes, work benches, patterns, a
Candle Stand, braces, bit, gouges, and chisels, McCann only bought wood and
did not buy any tools.180
For the slant-front desk, McCann used figured walnut boards on the most
public-facing parts—the slant of the desk and the four drawer fronts. When he
was constructing the drawer fronts, McCann made certain that the drawer fronts
displayed the same figured pattern in the same spot for each drawer; this is how
a cabinetmaker ideally made drawer fronts in urban centers from Newport,
Rhode Island, to Charleston, South Carolina. It took planning and patience on
McCann’s part to ensure the walnut behaved the way that he hoped it would.
Each drawer of the desk could be locked and feature two (currently replaced
brass) knobs each. Two hinges allow the thumbnail molded fallboard of the desk
to open downward and act as a large writing surface.181
According to auctioneer Jeffery Evans, “the distinctive base seen on this
desk, consisting of modified French feet built on a full frame, has been seen on
numerous other early 19th century case pieces from the New Market area…”
Evans now attributes this group to the Jeremiah Evans shop. Although the
discovery of a “group” based on stylistic similarities is less imperative for the
purposes of this dissertation, it highlights that there are many pieces of furniture
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in existence without provenance or maker information. Jeremiah Evans and his
apprentices, including James McCann, produced many case pieces that shared
certain distinctive features, and some of these pieces survive. For example, a
recently auctioned Shenandoah Valley chest of drawers from the first quarter of
the nineteenth century has similar French style feet and the same distinctive skirt
as the McCann slat-front desk.182 Other examples from this group include a linen
press, other chests of drawers, and a spice cabinet.183

JAMES EVANS
Court documents show that another carpenter/cabinetmaker/house joiner
named James Evans was also living and working in Shenandoah County in
1816. He later moved to Montgomery County, Virginia, in 1818, made a slantfront desk there that survives, and died with an extensive account of his property
in 1836.184 In March of 1814, James Evans took on “Zachariah Shirly a base
born child of Eliza. Kazey…to learn the art trade & mistery of a House Joiner &
Carpenter, according to the Law he being 17 years of age in Octr. last.”185 He
owned property in New Market and eventually purchased land on the North Fork
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of the Shenandoah River. Tax lists indicate that he had made a large piece of
furniture out of mahogany in 1815, and he also owned one enslaved person
then.186 After moving to Montgomery County in 1818, he practiced
cabinetmaking and joinery. When James Evans died in 1836, he left behind a
valuable estate, including “8 split bottom chairs, 3.00, to one desk, 10.00, to one
dining table 3.00…to one bedstead of furniture, 18.00, to one bedstead of
furniture, 14.00,” plus four more beds.187

GEORGE KEFFER
George Keffer did not sign the 1816 price list resolutions, but he did
purchase a large variety of fine woodworking tools in Shenandoah County in
February 1815. He bought 3 fluting planes for 2 pounds, 6 shillings; an ogee
plane for 4 pounds, 9 shillings; and 2 grooving planes for 9 pounds, 3 shillings.188
The fluting planes, ogee plane and grooving planes were the most specialized
planes available for sale that day, and they speak to Keffer’s skills as a
woodworker. Without this particular estate sale, historians might not even know
that Keffer was a woodworker. Keffer married Jane Smith in Rockbridge County
on October 24, 1833.189 While Keffer did not sign the price list or take part in the
meeting itself, his purchase of fluting planes, grooving planes, and ogee planes
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show that he probably produced sophisticated joinery in Shenandoah County in
the nineteenth century.

SARAH HOTTEL
Although Sarah Hottell was not a woodworker, her name appeared
several times throughout this chapter. Sarah Hottel was a consumer of the work
of the Shenandoah County price list signers and other artisans. Sarah’s father,
Daniel, died before she and her siblings were older than 14. Because Sarah
Hottell was not of a majority age, her affairs can be found in guardianship
accounts. Daniel Hottell had a mill with extensive accounts that survive because
he died while Sarah was young—these mill accounts were recorded in a will
book.190 George Hottel was appointed guardian to Christina, Sarah, and Lydia
Hottell, orphans of Daniel Hottel, who were all under 14 years of age in January
1814.191 George Hotell made certain that Sarah had some furniture to bring with
her into married life. John Wilkin make her a bureau in 1822.192 Sarah married
William Speigle on March 30, 1824.193 Without George Hottel’s guardianship
account of Sarah, the bureau that John Wilkin made for her would not be
accessible to historians.

CONCLUSION
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Facing increased competition from other Shenandoah Valley
woodworkers, the growing demands of a stable, established customer base, and
uncertainty about their own economic futures, a group of Shenandoah County
woodworkers decided to regulate their prices through signed resolutions
enforceable by fines. The community of artisans that formed around the price list
is a striking example of organizing in the early nineteenth-century Shenandoah
Valley. Yet, a decade later, the signers no longer charged the agreed-to prices.
Exploring the material lives of these men leads to several conclusions about
woodworkers in the Early Republic.
First, these price list resolutions speak to the professionalization of labor.
Carpenters, joiners, and cabinetmakers had meetings, organized societies, and
made price lists and rule books similar to those in Shenandoah County
throughout the late-eighteenth-and-nineteenth-century American East coast.
These prices represent “a Means of promoting distributive Justice to all Men, in
such Things as relate to a BUILDING, whereby both Masters and Workmen shall
have what is right and equitable between them.”194 With increasing numbers of
skilled woodworkers living in Shenandoah County, competition led to a drive for
banding together to seek fair wages. These ten men chose to join together
instead of trying to raise or lower their prices and create an even more
competitive environment.
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Similar events happened in the 1820s and 1830s in Rochester, New York,
as highlighted by historian Paul Johnson in his seminal work, A Shopkeeper’s
Millennium: Society and Revivals in Rochester, New York, 1815-1837. Johnson
describes the rapidly changing circumstances surrounding journeymen
tradesmen, such as those working as shoemakers, coopers, and carpenters.
This growth produced tremendous expansion of religious revivals and fervor. As
the fastest growing city in the United States, Rochester was on a vastly different
scale than small, rural towns like New Market and Woodstock; however, the
pressures felt by Rochester’s journeymen during the early Republic were also felt
by woodworkers in Shenandoah County.195
Like Rochester, many woodworkers in the Shenandoah Valley were
itinerant, worked for a time in the county, and then moved on. The men who
signed the price list resolutions were not itinerant—most of them probably spent
most of their lives in the county. Some of the price fixers were advanced in their
careers as joiners, carpenters, or cabinetmakers. Not only were they facing
competition from younger generations and neighbors, but importantly, from a
growing number of woodworkers who were just passing through the Valley in
their journey to the south and west. Shenandoah County residents also began to
import more ready-made furniture from places like Baltimore in the later decades
of the nineteenth century.196 Woodworkers were thus facing increased
competition from both internal and external forces.
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In the decades before 1850, Shenandoah County had a growing number
of tradespeople that were not only more organized into dedicated shop spaces,
but like in Rochester, some tradesmen, like shoemakers, plied their trades in
factory settings. Although they were using traditional hand tools, the work they
did and how they arranged their shop space differed than work and space in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Johnson writes about how the
organization of labor practices changed in the late 1820s and 1830s in
Rochester. Before that time, shop masters were more likely to work alongside
the apprentices and journeymen that worked in their shop. “Shoemaking and
retailing,” Johnson notes, “were performed in the same room by the same
men.”197 Although the master was doing much less shoemaking than his
journeymen during the early decades of the nineteenth century, the process of
separating the front (ware) room and the back (work) room was slowly taking
place. Johnson notes that by the late 1820s, the complete segregation of work
and retail space had taken place in Rochester. People doing much of the actual
shoe making probably was happening in an entirely different building—only a few
men who help fit the shoes and a foreman worked in the shop. “Control of the
trade fell from shoemakers to the merchant capitalists,” Johnson writes, “who
arranged the purchase of raw materials, organized the cheap and rapid
production of shoes, and marketed the finished product.”198
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Shenandoah County’s best example of this is in New Market, which had a
population of seven hundred people in 1835. “There is perhaps no town in the
state of the same size,” writes Joseph Martin, “where the mechanical pursuits are
carried on to a greater extent than this. There are here in active and extensive
operation,” he notes.199 What were journeymen tradesmen doing in New Market
in 1835? They were doing everything from making locks and hats to tanning
leather and manufacturing threshing machines. There were “1 manufactory of
threshing machines, &c., 2 wheelwrights, 4 cabinetmakers and house-joiners, 4
tanneries, 2 saddle and harness making establishments, 2 chair factories, 4 boot
and shoe manufactories, 3 hat factories, 1 silversmith and jeweller, 1
coppersmith and tin plate worker, 2 gunsmiths, 2 blacksmiths, 1 locksmith, 1
sleymaker, 1 saddletree maker, 1 diaper weaver, and 2 potteries, at one of which
stone ware of a superior quality is manufactured,” all located in New Market, as
well as “in the vicinity 2 forges for the manufactory of pig metal into bar iron, both
of which are in active operation.”200 By 1835, Strasburg, a small town in the
north east of the county, had “3 mercantile stores, 1 apothecary shop, 2 taverns,
1 stone and 1 earthenware manufactory, 4 tanyards, 5 cabinetmakers, 1 turner, 4
blacksmith shops, 1 plasterer, 3 bricklayers, 2 gun smiths, 5 tailors, 6 boot and
shoe factories, and 4 cooper shops” for a population of just under five-hundred
people.201
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Woodstock, the town where the price list resolution signers met in
December 1816, led Shenandoah County in terms of population and
woodworkers—a population of nine-hundred and fifty people lived in 118 dwelling
houses, worshiped in three churches (Lutheran, Methodist, and German
Reformed), gathered in a masonic hall, and were educated in a “handsome brick
academy, 3 other schools and 2 Sabbath schools. In terms of Woodstock’s
industries, there were many, including “1 printing house from which a weekly
paper is issued… 3 tan yards, 4 saddlers, 2 hatters, 5 boot and shoe factories, 5
house joiners and carpenters, 3 wheelwrights and chair makers…1 earthen and
1 stone ware manufactory, 1 watch maker and silver smith, 1 wagon maker, 1 tin
plate worker….2 bricklayers and masons, and 2 plasterers.”202 Although the
separation of work space from retail space and the erosion of traditional skills did
not all happen simultaneously, Paul Johnson’s A Shopkeeper’s Millennium traces
the shift in Rochester, New York in the late 1820s and 1830s. Martin’s Gazetteer
provides a glimpse of trades and early industries as they stood in 1835
Shenandoah County, and historians can also see this transition taking place in
western Virginia. “In each trade,” Johnson writes, “the result was a dilution of
traditional skills, an expansion in the size of work groups, and the making of a lot
of money by men who controlled the operation.”203
The evolution that Johnson discusses is part of a broader shift towards
industrialization in America over the course of the nineteenth century. The rise of
merchant capitalists who made money without ever having practiced the trade of
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the objects they were selling is one piece of the puzzle towards the changing
material landscape that was mid nineteenth-century Shenandoah County. By
1850 men like William Wright, Richard Proctor, John Anderson, George
Bowman, John Wilkin, Samuel Kern, Henry Cullers, John Clower, George
Clower, and William Payne would not have survived as part-time coffin-makers.
Facing increased competition, the looming prospect of changing labor practices,
and anxious about what to charge for their labor, these 1810s Shenandoah
County woodworkers did the only thing in their power—they banded together and
decided to fix their prices. Whether this collective action made any difference is
difficult to ascertain, but the signers themselves were no longer abiding by the
regulations ten years later.
Decades later, industrialization, spurred by new and better technology,
would nearly wipe out Shenandoah County’s early to mid-nineteenth-century
community of artisans and their labor practices. Not only had shop organization
and the professionalization of trades altered the lives of these part-time artisans,
but technology was the nail in the coffin for house joinery, carpentry,
cabinetmaking, and coffin making in Shenandoah County. “At the beginning of
the nineteenth century,” Carl Lounsbury notes, “rural...stores offered many
domestic goods, but by 1900 a far greater variety of manufactured items from all
parts of the nation lined their shelves, turning once exotic luxuries into daily
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necessities.”204 The ways in which people procured the material culture of their
everyday lives had drastically changed.
Long before they came together to draft and agree to the price list
resolutions, several of the eventual signers gathered together for the estate
inventory and sale of cabinetmaker Stephen Shroff on February 16, 1815.
Signers John Anderson and Richard Proctor, as well as Jacob Yager, performed
the inventory of Shroff’s estate. When Shroff’s estate was later sold, it only
amounted to a little over eleven pounds; however, Shroff had most of the tools
necessary for working as a joiner and cabinetmaker in 1815 Shenandoah
County. Signers George and John Clower came to the estate sale and bought
tools for their shops. Non-signers Jacob Fravel, carpenter John McCord, John
Evans, George Keffer, James Chipley, and John Gillock also purchased items,
including “1 Tennant and Sash Saw 12,” “1 OG plain 4: 9,” “3 fluting plains 2:6,”
“1 Sash and tooth plains 3:0,” and “1 Screw plate, 2 Cumpasses & rule and p[air]
of nippers 5:6.”205
These woodworkers gathered together to support their deceased
neighbor’s family and to buy his tools, lumber, and a few pieces of furniture that
he had made with his own hands. One of the most evocative, and at times the
only, sources for understanding the community of part-time artisans that existed
in the county is through probate inventories and estate sales. Not only did these
men understand they were part of a larger craft community when they signed the
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price list resolutions, but they also sustained this community by using the same
tools of their deceased friends and compatriots. Wooden tools like fore planes,
jack planes, smoothing planes, toothing planes, rabbet planes, chisels, gouges,
and even sharpening stones bear marks of use; these wooden tools often
received a rich patina of hand grease and wear. Although cabinetmakers
Stephen Shroff and Jeremiah Evans died before the 1816 price list meeting, the
local artisan community gathered together at their estate sales, as well as
everyday events such as funerals and court days. Face to face, the artisans
formed a community that led to the 1816 price list resolution meeting.
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Figure 11. This painted sign made by an apprentice of carpenter and joiner Henry
Vanhorn illustrates that his shop can outfit the material life of its customers from
cradle to grave. “Henry Vanhorn Shop Sign,” Accession Number 1986.707.1,
(Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Williamsburg, Virginia).
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Figure 12. Although this is a tomb board from the Brock’s Gap in the 1870s, the
tomb boards made in Shenandoah County in the early 1800s share similar
characteristics with this one: woodworkers constructed tomb boards out of a
single board that was shaped at its end. They used gouges to carve information
about the deceased into the wood. Lena Albrite Turner and Patricia Turner
Ritchie, Images of America: Brocks Gap, (Mount Pleasant, SC: Arcadia
Publishing, 2005), 29.
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Figure 13. Document Press, circa 1800. The press that John Anderson made for
the Shenandoah County clerk might share similarities with this piece. Leland
Little Auctions, “Lot 583, George III Flat-Wall Document Press,”
https://www.lelandlittle.com/l/george-iii-flat-wall-documentpress/auction/45/lot/583/, accessed February 13, 2018.
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Figure 14. This is a rule joint for a drop leaf table. The use of table planes makes
the joint much easier to construct and fit properly. Willard Anderson, “Rule Joints:
by Hand & by Power,” Popular Woodworking Magazine, (August 2012), 53.
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Figure 15. While this drop leaf table was probably made in the upper
Shenandoah Valley in the late eighteenth century, this image provides an idea of
what a drop leaf table looks like. The joint that allows the leaf to drop is called a
rule joint and George Clower used table planes to make this joint. “Table”
MESDA Catalogue of Early Southern Decorative Arts, MESDA Photo Number S9462, MESDA Research Center, accessed November 12, 2013.
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Figure 16. James McCann made this walnut slant-front desk between 1816 and
1825. James McCann, “Slant-top Desk,” Accession Number O 2009.0006.2,
Museum of the Shenandoah Valley, Winchester, Virginia, July 2015.
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Chapter 2
Early Settlement, Long Gone Buildings, and Indifferent Improvements:
The Fleeting Material Culture of Mid-Eighteenth-Century Shenandoah County
An orchard of “about 50 sorry apple trees” greeted surveyor Jonathan
Clark and his fellow commissioners in August of 1786 as they came upon land
occupied by a man named Joakim Fitzer.206 Fitzer’s right to the land was
somewhat tenuous—he was living on land that had been previously occupied by
John Davis, who was then deceased, and Davis had lived on Langdon’s tract.207
Nevertheless, the surveyors found Fitzer living in a situation where both his
domestic and agricultural ventures were in pretty bad shape. Although Fitzer’s
cultivated land was in “tolerable order, 40 a[cres] second rate bottom & 60 a[cres]
of first rate high land,” his buildings were both worn and not well-maintained.
Fitzer lived in a two-story dwelling house that was “old,” had an “inside stone
chimney,” and was “very much out of repair.” Fitzer’s round log barn was large—
60 by 24 feet—but it was “very indifferent.”208 Joakim Fitzer was one of the many
men who Jonathan Clark and other commissioners visited in the summer of 1786
in Virginia’s lower Shenandoah Valley.209
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The surveys took place because of the settlement of a fifty-year land
dispute between settler Jost Hite and Lord Fairfax.210 Some of the first white
immigrants to settle in the Shenandoah Valley were led by Jost Hite. Hite, like
many others that came after him, was born in the Palatinate region of modernday Germany, in the late seventeenth century. Hite and his wife Anna Maria
Merkle first migrated to New York and then Pennsylvania and finally settled in the
Shenandoah Valley. Hite bought the first of many Virginia land purchases,
40,000 acres from John Van Meter, on August 5, 1731. Jost Hite and a group of
fifteen families came with him from Pennsylvania to the lower Shenandoah Valley
in the fall of 1731. He later partnered with Robert McKay in October 1731 to buy
an additional 100,000 acres. In order to retain possession of the land, the colony
of Virginia required the settlement of one family per every 1,000 acres within a
two-year period.211
With these land orders from the Virginia Council, Hite and others like him
had great power over the settlement of this land—Hite had the authority to
determine who he would sell land to, survey the acreage that he would sell, and
administer the entire land grant process on lands that he obtained from the
Colony. Lord Fairfax disputed some of Hite’s claims to this land.212 Fairfax’s
gripe centered around Hite’s survey of the land. Fairfax claimed that Hite (and
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McKay) “never attempted to make a regular survey of the 140,000 acres that so
the bounds and courses thereof might be known, but continued to sell what was
valuable and suffered the purchasers to make their surveys as they thought most
for their interest.”213 In December 1735, there was a moratorium on land grants
in Virginia’s Northern Neck, which included part of the northern Shenandoah
Valley, until the land dispute between Fairfax and Hite was settled. Hite and
eventually his heirs sued for this land. Finally, on May 8, 1786, Hite was
awarded his 100,000 acres, as were the people on these lands who had
purchased bonds or had contracts with Hite. Lord Fairfax had died in 1782 and
Hite in 1760.214 Because of the long nature of the dispute and subsequent
settlement of the area, from July to August 1786, surveyor Jonathan Clark and
his crew made detailed surveys of the properties in question, writing down
information on the condition, age, size, construction material and other details of
dwelling houses and cabins, as well as outbuildings like barns and other types of
houses. Clark and the other surveyors also assessed improvements to the land
itself, including orchards, cleared lands, and planted meadows.215
Eighteenth-century Shenandoah County material culture was fleeting.
The best evidence for the impermanent nature of 1750s material culture—since
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many of these early buildings are long gone and the improvements early settlers
made to their land were indifferent and impermanent at best—is the record of
surveys that Jonathan Clark and his crew made on the improvements to this
disputed land. The 1786 report from a group of commissioners, including
Jonathan Clark, who surveyed just over 200 farms in the lower Shenandoah
Valley, resulted in a notebook containing information on buildings, cleared acres,
improved meadows, bearing fruit trees, and the names of landowners and
tenants of each farm, as each property existed in 1786. Only after these early
rough years did the majority of Shenandoah County residents construct sturdier
houses of brick, stone, and wood.
Joakim Fitzer’s property is typical of the built landscape and material
culture of mid to late eighteenth-century Shenandoah County. That the building
Fitzer lived in and the outbuilding he used for storing equipment and crops were
considered old, indifferent, and in poor repair by the surveyors in 1786 is
evidence that people (in this case perhaps the original tenant John Davis)
probably constructed these buildings a couple of decades earlier. This dwelling
house probably did not have that many furnishings in it beyond life’s necessities.
When the original inhabitant of the property John Davis died, he did not leave a
will, have a probate inventory, or even a record of a sale of his estate.216 Except
for mention of John Davis by the surveyors of the Jonathan Clark notebook, he
would have all but disappeared from the landscape of mid-eighteenth-century
Shenandoah County. Fortunately, Clark’s survey notes that John Davis planted
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apple trees when he arrived at his new property there. The survey indicates that
he had land of varying quality along the river, as well as high land.217 The survey
also shows that he probably built two structures on his property—a dwelling
house and a barn. And that is all the records tell us about John Davis.
Beginning in the 1730s people slowly began settling in the Shenandoah
Valley. Families, like that of John Davis, Jacob Golladay, and Derik
Pennybacker in the 1760s, migrated down the Great Wagon Road from
southeastern Pennsylvania and settled on land holdings of around three to four
hundred acres, paying close attention to environment. They sought acreage with
good bottom land, access to water, and cleared land for cultivation.218 There was
usually a quarter to a half-mile between each family’s dwelling house with people
settling along the good bottom land of the south and north forks of the
Shenandoah River.219 Upon arrival and settlement, people altered the landscape
around them, constructing houses or cabins to live in and in some cases,
outbuildings for agricultural uses, such as stables to house livestock and barns
for animals and farming tools. Approximately 18,000 people lived in the
Shenandoah Valley by 1760— “primarily farmers owning up to 400 acres of land
and at least one horse and a few cattle, with sparsely furnished homes, and
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modest amounts of portable wealth, who when they died, left personal property
worth less than 100 pounds Va.”220
Although some buildings from the eighteenth century remain scattered
across the northern Shenandoah Valley today, they are very much the
exception.221 The buildings that were in poor condition by 1786 when Jonathan
Clark and his commissioners saw them have been gone so long that it is nearly
impossible to understand what the material landscape of Shenandoah County
was for that first generation. Travelers’ accounts only provide limited information
about particular locales. “The temporary building of the first settlers in the wilds
are called Cabbins,” one traveler wrote in 1803, noting that “they are built with
unhewn logs, the interstices between which are stopped with rails, calked with
moss or straw, and daubed with mud.” The traveler wrote that “the roof is
covered with a sort of thin staves split out of oak or ash, about four feet long and
five inches wide, fastened on with heavy poles being laid on them.” Cabins were
different from log houses. According to this early nineteenth-century traveler, “if
the logs be hewed; if the interstices be stopped with stone, and neatly plastered;
and the roof composed of shingles nicely laid on; it is called a log house.”222
Buildings in Shenandoah County from the midle to late eighteenth century
were thus temporary, swiftly constructed, and in most cases not maintained for
longevity. Settlers might not have maintained most of the buildings that Jonathan
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Clark and the other commissioners surveyed, but these buildings were like other
long-disappeared buildings across Virginia from the same period.223 Just
because most of these buildings did not last that long does not mean that they
were not well constructed in the first place. It is difficult for architectural
historians to comprehend and conceptualize a landscape where most of the
buildings have long disappeared and everyone who can recall those structures
has been dead for over a hundred and fifty years. Orlando Ridout writes about
the issues surrounding the creation of a “multidimensional ‘biography of the land’
that places surviving buildings in a more accurate setting unedited by the
passage of time.”224 Discussing extant buildings, Ridout notes that “these
buildings represent only part of the setting in which they were conceived and built
and inevitably direct us to a biased and incomplete view of a region’s
architectural and cultural history.”225 Architectural historians thus must be
cautious when studying extant eighteenth-century buildings that still survive
today. Analyzing the buildings and other improvements surveyed by Jonathan
Clark and his team of surveyor commissioners is key to understanding the
fleeting nature of Shenandoah County buildings of the middle to late eighteenth
century.
Surveying the 4000-acre North Mountain tract, the surveyors came across
a house that was typical of those impermanent structures of most early settlers.
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Valentine Windle’s “logg’d house 40 by 18, 2 stone chimneys old & indifferent”
and his “old round log barn 40 by 25” contrast with the newly constructed building
of a man named Jacob Golladay.226 Valentine Windle had cleared 40 acres of
land, transformed seven of those acres into improved meadow, and had planted
100 apple trees that were currently bearing fruit. Although his barn was old, it
had more square footage than his “logg’d house.”227 Valentine was much better
off than his brother John who had no houses at all!
Valentine’s neighbor on the North Mountain tract, Abraham Smutes also
had a log house “rather more than half worn.” The house was 30 feet by 24 feet
with a ten-foot shed, which shared a stone chimney with the main house.
Although Smutes’s house was in poor condition and not properly maintained, he
took care of his outbuildings. Not only did he have “1 logg house 20 by 16 for
dressing leather,” but he also had a “bark mill with cover, log stable scalp’d 32 by
20, and 9 tann vatts.”228 Jonathan Clark and his fellow surveyors took notice that
Abraham Smutes had covered his bark mill, probably with wood, such as
clapboards, laths, and boards covered with shingles, or with slabs or tiles.229
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The information and descriptions that the surveys recorded for Valentine
Windle and Abraham Smutes were typical of the notes they took for each
property. They made notes on over five hundred improvements during their
surveys. A handful of settlers had not built houses or made many improvements
to their properties, but those properties were the exception. Jonathan Clark was
clearly on the lookout for properties with many improvements, including buildings,
cultivation of land and apple trees. The surveyors employed terms like “house,”
“cabbin,” “barn,” “hull of a house,” “dwelling house,” “still house,” “malt house,”
“mill house,” “saw mill,” “stables,” “weaving house,” “pen,” “single gerd overshot
grist mill with a very small pair of mill stones,” “kitchen,” “spring house,” “shop,”
“out house,” “dairy,” “hen house,” “corn house,” “necessary,” “meat house,”
“turkey house,” and a “house for dressing leather,” but not everything was a
structure. For example, there were “saw’d pails around garden,” “tan vatts,” and
a “low fence.” In addition to the types of buildings and other constructed
improvements, the surveyors usually made note of construction material,
dimension, and condition of the dwelling houses and cabins, and sometimes
other types of houses and outbuildings. Some entries were more detailed than
others and included notes if buildings were covered; the material they were
covered with; how many stories buildings had; if there was a stone cellar, (if
known) the construction date of building(s); whether the main house had
fireplaces, porticos, or attached sheds and their dimensions.
The surveyors’ records indicate that most of the buildings of Shenandoah
County constructed in the mid-eighteenth century were impermanent, poorly
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maintained, and typically made of logs.230 There were 372 buildings where the
construction material was known—over half of these were of log construction. 32
percent were round log construction. 7 percent were scalped or hewn.231 4
percent were framed or planked and just 1 percent was stone.232 Most buildings
of known construction material were made of logs (Table 1). In terms of the
known condition of buildings (323 buildings in total), nearly 70 percent were
“worn out,” “bad,” “unfinished,” or “indifferent.” The surveyors considered 15
percent of these buildings to be in “new” or “good” condition. 13 percent were
“half worn” or “rather more than half worn” (Table 2).
Wood construction (primarily using logs) was the dominant construction
material of Shenandoah County structures with only 1 percent of buildings with
known construction material designated stone. Shenandoah County residents
had easy and plentiful access to stone, and the stone buildings that remain in the
county from the mid to late eighteenth century were outside the area of the HiteFairfax land dispute and thus not part of the land that Jonathan Clark surveyed.
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Chimneys in Shenandoah County were generally made of stone or “cat and
clay,” (another term for wattle and daub).233
According to architectural historian Carl Lounsbury, a dwelling house is “a
term distinguishing the planter’s residence from other houses—wash house,
meat house, milk house, meal house, coach house—that often surrounded it.”234
According to the Jonathan Clark notebook, dwelling houses comprised 111
buildings; 76 out of the 111 buildings were made of log (of unspecified
construction style), 13 were made of round log, 7 were hewn or scalped, 6 were
framed, and one was stone (Table 3). These dwelling houses were also in poor
condition—around one third were “old,” “worthless”, or” worn out,” while 16
percent were “half worn,” and another 16 percent were “new,” “good,” or “worth
more than 30 pounds” (Table 4).
Jonathan Clark and his men also surveyed many cabins. According to
Lounsbury, a cabin or cabbin is “a small building of simple or crude construction,
usually intended for domestic use.”235 While people usually lived in cabins, they
were not necessarily a domestic building. They could be a workspace or an
agricultural space. The term dwelling house is the only designation in which it
was certain that people lived in the structure when Jonathan Clark and his team
surveyed the property. Like dwelling houses, over half (53 percent) of the
surveyed cabins were made of log (either round, hewn, or scalped) (Table 5).
233
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These cabins were in slightly worse condition than the surveyed dwelling houses.
More than half of the cabins were considered old, worn out, or indifferent (Table
6).
Barns were an essential part of life in the backcountry of Virginia. Just like
the term “house,” Lounsbury writes that people used barn to refer to “a type of
outbuilding used for a variety of agricultural purposes such as crop or equipment
storage.”236 Just because someone had a barn did not mean that he used it to
store crops; barns were used for a variety of purposes. The commissioners
surveyed 102 barns, which is a smaller number than one might expect to have in
a place that was so focused on agricultural production. Other buildings, such as
houses or cabins, were probably also used to store the implements necessary to
farming, as well as harvested crops. Of the 102 surveyed barns, the surveyors
thought over half of these barns were “old,” “worn out,” and/or “worthless” (Table
7). With the surveyors viewing so many barns are “old,” “worn out,” and
“worthless,” that most likely indicates that barns were some of the earliest
structures that settlers built when they moved to the northern Shenandoah
Valley. The poor condition of agricultural structures also suggests that people
were more concerned with the crops themselves and the resulting harvest than
where they stored seeds, tools, and other implements necessary for agricultural
work.
The majority of properties that Jonathan Clarke and his men came across
in the summer of 1786 had between one, two, and three outbuildings per site
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(Table 8). Lounsbury defines an outbuilding is “an independent structure
devoted to some agricultural or domestic function.”237 Around 25 percent of
properties had five to twelve structures and a little over 20 percent of surveyed
properties had no outbuildings at all. There are roughly the same number of
domestic structures and agricultural structures (Table 9). The types of
outbuildings that the surveyors came across varied, but they generally had to do
with agriculture. There were a handful of structures referred to as shops,
including a blacksmith shop; however, a shop building constructed for only one
purpose was far from the norm. Outbuildings, like mills, tanneries, and other
storing or processing structures like a dairy, meat house, or pens, were more
common than purpose-built shops.
The planting of crops and orchards, the development of land, and the
harvesting and industrial production of natural resources were the main priority of
mid eighteenth-century settlers. During this time, there were people in
Shenandoah County who worked with wood as a part-time supplemental income,
rather than as their main occupation. These men were part-time makers who
constructed furniture, made coffins, built houses, and did interior joinery work, but
they also did other work that probably took up most their time, such as preaching,
farming, and textile processing. Farming, especially as it related to the success
of the wheat economy, was the main money-making job for most of these
backcountry artisans. Furniture and coffin making was something they did to
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supplement their income.238 By the early decades of the nineteenth century,
however, there was a growing community of artisans in Shenandoah County,
including ironworkers, blacksmiths, woodworkers, carpenters, and others who
competed against each other to market their particular skillsets.
In the late eighteenth century, Shenandoah County residents began to
construct more permanent houses that were similar to those of poor to middling
families in Virginia who had lived in somewhat impermanent housing before the
Revolutionary War. Jonathan Clark also encountered some of these recently
constructed buildings, such as Jacob Golladay’s house, in the summer of 1786.
In developed regions, such as the Chesapeake region of eastern Virginia and
Maryland, people sought permanence through the built landscape for several
reasons. The consumer revolution in the British Atlantic world was wellunderway for those of the lower sort by the late eighteenth century. People
began to show their wealth through material objects, including building a new
house or constructing an addition onto their current house. During this time,
Virginia’s economy—in places like the Chesapeake and in the Shenandoah
Valley—was diversifying. Instead of relying just on tobacco, middling and larger
scale planters, farmers, and yeomen were planting grains like corn and wheat, as
well as diversifying through livestock and forestry.239
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The Jonathan Clark notebook thus shows how temporary buildings were
during most of the eighteenth century in the lower Shenandoah Valley. An
analysis of these surveys shows that early settlers built impermanent structures,
usually a house and one to two outbuildings per property. Just like in the
settlement period of the Chesapeake region of Virginia and Maryland, most early
settlers in Shenandoah County were more concerned with cultivating their land
than with constructing buildings that did more than just keep a roof over their
heads.
This analysis of the impermanence of buildings using the Jonathan Clark
notebook is crucial to understanding buildings that have long disappeared from
the northern Shenandoah Valley. These structures can otherwise only be found
by archaeologists during excavations and by historians using certain written
records, such as travelers accounts, tax records, and orphan’s court valuations.
While the surveys in the Jonathan Clark notebook remains the best source for
these types of buildings in Shenandoah County, other locales have different (and
more extensive) sources. To understand Shenandoah County in context, two
recent studies allow for comparison: Elizabeth Gallow’s research of 1790s Anne
Arundel, Baltimore, Prince George, and Somerset Counties, Maryland, and
Bernard Herman’s analysis of late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century
Sussex County, Delaware.
Gallow analyzed four counties in eastern Maryland using the 1798 Tax
Record. While most buildings in Anne Arundel, Baltimore, Prince George, and
Somerset Counties were of wood construction, just like in the 1780s Shenandoah
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Valley, the particular type of construction (whether frame or log) varied from
county to county in 1798 Maryland. That variation was not the case in the
northern Shenandoah Valley when the biggest construction disparity occurred in
the type of log—scalped, hewn, or round—although round log was the dominant
kind of log building. Gallow writes that “Baltimore County and Prince George
County represent the two extremes: in Baltimore County, an overwhelming
70.9% of all dwellings recorded were of log, and only 15.2% were framed, while
in Prince George County only 21.3% were of log and 50.3% were framed.” In the
western sections of Baltimore County, Gallow notes that there was an even
higher percentage of log construction (82.1 to 91.7 percent). Interestingly,
Baltimore County also had more stone than other locales—over 7 percent
compared to less than 2 percent everywhere else.240
Architectural historian Bernard Herman’s research on the transition of
impermanent construction to more durable houses in Sussex County reveals
patterns similar to what takes place in Shenandoah County during the same
period, and this analysis can exist side by side. In “Architectural Renewal and
the Maintenance of Customary Relationships,” Herman discusses the case of a
man stealing his neighbor’s newly constructed frame house in Sussex County,
Delaware, in 1788. The owner of the new frame house, Benjamin Christopher,
built this new structure to replace an old log house on his property. His neighbor,
John Jacobs, allegedly stole Mr. Christopher’s four-year-old frame house for the
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same reason—to replace an old house. John Jacobs must have believed that
stealing a house was less trouble than constructing a new one himself. Herman
refers to this construction of new buildings to replace old ones as “architectural
renewal while maintaining customary spatial relationships.” Herman notes that
“houses similar in height and dimensions (18 by 20 feet) were replacing older,
worn-out and damaged dwellings.”241 This rebuilding happening in Delaware
was the same process of rebuilding that was happening in Shenandoah County
during the 1780s.
Herman goes on to discuss the biases inherent in thinking about this
architectural rebuilding on a linear scale from temporary to permanent. As he
rightly notes, historians can view impermanent construction as a “step toward
durable housing,” but scholars working in the 1970s have also shown “the
tradition of impermanence represented a long-term regional solution to a variety
of economic and social problems.” While that was not the case on a broad scale
in Shenandoah County, impermanence and rebuilding after several decades of
occupation did happen elsewhere. Herman also writes about the built landscape
that remains versus the one that is no longer extant. The buildings that remain
today are the best of the best examples of durable construction that was meant
to last while the evidence of structures that archaeologists find in the ground
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were not meant to last. “Large, complex dwellings,” Herman notes, “have
generally outlasted smaller and more simple ones.”242
Whereas the northern Shenandoah Valley has the Jonathan Clark
notebook as a record of impermanent buildings that are long removed from the
landscape, Sussex County, Delaware, has the orphan’s court valuations from
1770 through 1830. From 1770 to 1800, the orphan’s court valuations show that
85 percent of “all housing consisted of one-story frame or log structures less than
20 by 25 feet in size” with the majority being 18 by 20 feet. The orphan’s court
valuations note that 66 percent of dwellings were frame, 20 percent were hewn
or sawn log, and 5 percent were brick.243 Like the Jonathan Clark notebook, the
condition of these Sussex County houses also mattered and the men who
recorded these valuations noted the condition of the house they were surveying.
Bernard notes that in his analysis Delaware Orphan’s Court records show that
certain areas had housing that was shoddier than others. At the Cypress Swamp
area, for example, 70 percent of the “primary dwellings were described as less
than middling,” 90 percent of tenant houses were also less than middling, as well
as “bad, sorry, and tolerable.”244
Although the focus of this chapter has been on impermanent buildings that
were only extant for a few decades in the middle to late eighteenth-century
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northern Shenandoah Valley, there are buildings from that period that are part of
the modern built landscape. In his study, “Acculturation in the Shenandoah
Valley: Rhenish Houses of the Massanutten Settlement,” architectural historian
Edward A. Chappell did extensive fieldwork in the Massanutten Settlement of
Shenandoah County and northern Augusta County in the 1970s. Chappell
studied extant structures that were built in a fifty-year period in this small area
and found evidence of cultural retention by Germanic and Swiss immigrants in
the oldest buildings and saw what he termed “the impact of acculturations”
through later alterations. In the distinctively Germanic buildings that Chappell
observed in the Massanutten Settlement, he noticed the dominant form to be “a
story-and-a-half or two-story building with a first-floor plan consisting of two,
three, or four rooms disposed around an internal chimney,” and this group of
houses “differ in form from the nineteenth-century houses of the region.” These
extant houses generally had coarse limestone foundations and chimneys with the
rest of the structure made of either log or stone. The houses that survive and
were altered by their owners over time include Fort Egypt, the Abraham Spitler
House, Fort Stover, Fort Rhodes, Fort Philip Long, the White House in presentday Page County, and Fort Bowman.245 These dozen or so middle to late
eighteenth-century structures that Chappell studied were the best of the best of
the buildings of that period. They were well-maintained and altered as time
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passed. While Chappell asserts that these buildings provide an important
window into cultural retention and accommodation, the majority of buildings of
Germanic settlers (and settlers of other ethnicities) have long disappeared from
the built landscape of the northern Shenandoah Valley.

JACOB GOLLADAY AND THE COMBS FAMILY
On an August day in 1786, Jonathan Clark and his men came across the
newly constructed log dwelling house of farmer, tenant, and Revolutionary War
soldier Jacob Golladay. Jacob’s house was not grand, but it was a step up from
the smaller cabins that he and his family had lived in when they first settled in
Shenandoah County from Pennsylvania in the 1760s. His two-story log house
had a stone chimney and glass windows on the first floor, although Golladay had
not yet installed the glass upstairs. The house’s sturdy construction, as well as
the objects inside the house and the landscape that surrounded it, speak to
Jacob’s position in his community and his part in the consumer revolution that
was happening across late eighteenth-century America. Jacob Golladay and his
neighbors, such as the ironworking Pennybackers of the following chapter, made
conscious decisions to construct and maintain their houses and develop and take
care of their properties. The houses of Golladay, Pennybacker, and others, as
well as the furnishings inside their houses, show their intentions to persist as
long-lasting fixtures on the Shenandoah County landscape.
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Jacob was one of the earliest Golladays in the Shenandoah Valley.246
Jacob was born around 1735 in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. He married his
wife Elinor in Pennsylvania in 1751 before they migrated to Shenandoah County
by the 1760s when his eldest son Jacob was born in Fort Valley in 1766.247 A
French traveler writing in 1797 mentioned that he “dined with Mr. Golladey,
whose grandfather was a French refugee.” Although the Golladay man that
Louise Phillippe ate with was probably Jacob’s son David, the traveler’s account
provides a detailed description of the environment surrounding the Golladay
family. “The country became more and more mountainous, the pines grew
denser and were finally the only kind of tree in the valley,” the French traveler
noted. “They grew in groves that ended in arrowheads on the mountainsides, but
never reached the peaks.”248 A mixed forested and mountainous landscape still
characterizes Shenandoah County places like Fort Valley today.
Jacob Golladay was one of the Shenandoah County men who made a
living through a diverse range of artisan and farm labor. Golladay claimed his
land on Jonanthan Roberts’s land. Golladay did not own the land outright—
Roberts owned the land, and presumably, it was Roberts who originally bought
the land from Jost Hite or his heirs. Even though he was a tenant, Golladay’s
buildings and property were in good shape. He had an ideal spot with access to
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both bottom land along the river and high land—“cult[ivated] and in good order
130 a[cres] first rate bottom,” along with “15 a[cres] first rate high land.” Golladay
must have just completed his main house because the commissioners noted he
had “a new finish’d (except glass above) 2 story log dwelling house 32 by 26 with
a stone chimney,” as well as “three cabbins.” He also had “100 bearing apple
trees.”249 Less than a decade later in 1795, Jacob Golladay had passed away,
and appraisers sold his effects at an estate sale. Jacob Golladay died on
February 28, 1795.250
Farming took up much of Golladay’s time. He used plows, shovels, and
grubbing hoes to work the land and a scythe and three sickles to harvest crops,
such as wheat, flax, and rye. Nine and a half acres of wheat, six acres of rye,
eighteen pounds of flax tow and over twenty bushels of potatoes were in the
ground when Golladay died in 1795.251 Jacob Golladay had six horses and
seventeen cows and nearly ten sheep.252 Although his descendants remember
him as a farmer, the elder Jacob Golladay had tools and implements that went
beyond agriculture. For example, he could use tools, such as a drawing knife, a
square, three chisels, several augers, hand saws, and a gimlet, to complete
rudimentary carpentry jobs.253 He was by no means a cabinetmaker, but he
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could probably take care of common household repairs. Appraisers sold several
large quantities of shingles at his estate sale; perhaps Jacob intended to use
those shingles to repair the roofs of his older cabins or the cabins of his
neighbors. He might have even done some side blacksmith work because he
also had “1 Set black smiths tools” sold at 10 pounds, 11 shillings, and “a parcel
of iron” worth 6 shillings.254
A chest, valued at five shillings, two pence, securely held the necessary
objects of Jacob’s life and Golladay, his family and his guests could also use the
chest as seating in a pinch. Jacob had at least six table cloths, several sheets,
coverlets, linens, blankets, and bed coverings. These “coverleads” were valued
at over one pound each. Although the table cloths range in value from six to
eight shillings, Jacob’s ownership of at least six of them points to the fact he kept
an orderly household that was living beyond subsistence.255
Jacob Golladay also had a well-stocked kitchen, and he even owned
some specialty single purpose items, such as a cabbage knife valued at two
shillings. He had over 10 crocks, which he used to store cabbage, flour, or other
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produce. While Jacob owned all the possessions in his house, including the
tools of domesticity, undoubtedly it was the Golladay women who used these
objects much more than he ever did. Golladay’s wife or daughters, for example,
made sauerkraut with those crocks and a cabbage knife.256 He had dishes and
plates, both made of pewter and not, a large quantity of spoons, several basins,
and six knives and six forks. Kitchen equipment, such as iron pots, were not
fashionable, but they were necessary implements of eighteenth-century cooking.
Women who were members of the Golladay household could use the spice
mortar to prepare spices to help flavor what had the potential of being somewhat
simple food. A skillet could hold large quantities of meat and vegetables in one
pot, and a Dutch oven would be the perfect place for baking food like corn bread
or biscuits. Perhaps Golladay’s wife spent long hours making butter in his churn.
A lantern brought light into the kitchen, especially during the long, dark hours of
winter, and a coffee pot allowed Jacob Golladay and his family to brew a hot
beverage to keep them warm throughout the day. These kitchen and household
objects are markers of the various kinds of work that the women of the Golladay
family accomplished every day.257
Golladay also kept a clock in his two-story dwelling house. Valued at one
pound, sixteen shillings, this clock not only kept time and ordered Jacob’s life
through its marking of the hours, but it was also an object beyond function and
necessity. As a settler in rural western Virginia, Golladay did not need a clock;
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the sun’s position in the sky was sufficient for his lifestyle. Although it is not
known what the clock looked like or how it was ornamented (or even if it was
ornamented), Golladay’s ownership of a clock in the late eighteenth-century
backcountry shows that he was buying into the consumer revolution and
articulating his status through the objects that he chose to purchase and display
in his dwelling house. By displaying an object like a clock in his house, Golladay
made a conscious choice of aspiring to the lifestyle of people who were wealthier
than him. “Families at various levels,” note historians Lois Carr and Lorena
Walsh, “were using artifacts both to create social distance from those below them
and to bridge the gap separating them from those above.”258 Golladay’s clock
ownership, similar to his new dwelling house, was one step of many towards
participation in an ordered society.
How does Jacob Golladay’s newly constructed log dwelling house full of
books, furniture, linens, and cooking utensils, as well as good bottom land
compare to the rest of the properties surveyed by Jonathan Clark and his
associates? Since it was recently constructed and well maintained, Golladay’s
house was not typical of the somewhat impermanent built landscape that
surrounded it. Jacob Golladay’s house, however, was emblematic of the shift
toward permanence in buildings and objects that Shenandoah County
experienced during the later quarter of the eighteenth century. While the house
was made of log, like most houses in the county, this house was one that was
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built to last. Its inhabitants were no longer just interested in keeping a roof over
their heads—they were successful farmers of a diverse range of crops, and the
plethora of objects in Jacob Golladay’s estate sale shows that he and his family
led a successful life.
Although the people of Shenandoah County might have been living in
somewhat less than permanent structures, by the mid to late eighteenth-century,
the county had a commercial economy; it was not an isolated frontier.259 In fact,
by the 1790s, most people were constructing long-lasting structures. Furniture in
Shenandoah County probate inventories reflects this strive towards permanence.
People began to consider comfort more than just securing a roof over their
heads. For example, from 1770 to 1779, of properties with probate inventories,
45 out of 52 households, or 87 percent, had 3 or more items of furniture. During
the next decade (1780s), 100 households, or 72 percent, had more than 3 pieces
of furniture, and between 1790 and 1800, that number rose to 70 percent (103
households).260
Jacob Golladay’s household was one of the more than a hundred
households of the 1790s that had more than three pieces of furniture. Golladay
had a table, several chairs, three beds, a clock, and a cupboard. Jacob was the
father of nine children, most of whom were in their thirties and early forties
around the time of his death; Joseph, David, Polly, Christina, Magdalene, Daniel,
Jacob, John, and Susannah had probably moved out and started their own
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households by 1795, and the elder Jacob’s estate sale reflects that.261 Two
items of Jacob’s clothing, a pair of leather breeches valued at 14 shillings, 1
pence, and a greatcoat valued at one pound, 10 shillings were sold to Benjamin
Williams and John Wolf respectively.262
On June 20th, 1786, Jonathan Clark and his surveyors came also across
several farms owned by the Combs family in the Powell’s Fort area near the
Massanutten Mountain in Shenandoah County. The Combs’ properties were
clearly in close proximity to each other since the surveyors listed one after the
other in the Jonathan Clark notebook. Looking at Job Combs’ improvements,
this illustrates the transition from older, indifferently finished buildings to newly
constructed buildings in the late eighteenth century. Job Combs was actually in
the process of constructing a building when the surveyors came by. The
surveyors noted there was “a new unfinished log dwelling house 1 ½ story, 28 by
24 with a stone chimney & three fireplaces, [there was] nothing done inside the
house except part the under floor laid.” Combs was probably replacing “an old
log house, unfinished, 22 by 16, 1 ½ story; second floor of slabs with a piece of
stone chimney.” In terms of agricultural improvements, Job Combs had “a very
indifferent old round oak log barn 36 by 20,” as well as “100 indifferent young
apple trees,” and seventy acres that were “cult[ivated] and in good order,” and 45
a[cres] first rate high land.”263 Hopefully Job finished the interior of his new log
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dwelling house because he got married exactly one month later to Barbara
Taylor.264 Job’s modest property included six horses and four cattle when he
was taxed in 1787.265
Around ten years after the surveyors visited Job’s farm, Job Combs was
present to witness the will of Jacob Golladay, Sr. Golladay was Combs’s
\neighbor in Powell’s Fort, and Jonathan Clark and his surveyors also visited the
Golladay farm. The Golladay family, however, was connected by more than just
proximity to the Combs family. They were connected by blood. Jacob Golladay
Sr.’s son David had a bastard child with Abigail Combs in September 1785.
Shenandoah County Court officials ordered David to pay “security for the
payment of thirty pounds to be paid…ten pounds annually to be paid to said
Abigail long as she shall keep said child, or to any person the court shall direct to
take care of it.” David married a woman named Rebecca a few months before
the birth of his child with Abigail. Abigail named this child Jacob Golladay. David
and Rebecca had several children before his death in Augusta County in 1823.
Abigail also left Shenandoah County, migrating to Tennessee in 1788 and
marrying a man there.266
As the surveyors went from farm to farm in Powell’s Fort, the next farm
they came across was Gilbert Combs, Job’s nephew.267 Gilbert had actually
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stood with the father of Abigail’s bastard child, Jacob Golladay, in court on
November 2, 1785.268 Glibert Combs and his young family had about a quarter
of the acreage of Job.269 He claimed his improvements “under R. Combs, decd.,”
which makes sense because Robert was Gilbert’s father.270 On Gilbert’s farm,
there was a “new cabbin 18 by 16, a very round log barn, roof almost worn out,
32 by 20.” Gilbert, like his uncle Job, had decided to build a new cabin to live in.
He had twenty acres that were “cult[ivated] and in indifferent order, 20 a[cres]
best bottom, 25 a[cres] first rate high land.” Gilbert had served in the county
Militia in the early 1780s. His parents were living in Monmouth, New Jersey,
when Gilbert was recommended as Ensign in 1781.271 He also married Christina
Denton in April of that same year.272
Gilbert was a joiner. In September 1787, he took on an apprentice named
Leonard Day. “Adam Litchleter being Summ. to appear to this Court to Answer L
Day by Consent of the said Litchleter Ordd. that the said Leonard Day to be
bound by the Overseers of the Poor to Gilbert Combs to learn the trade of a
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Joiner according to Law.”273 While there are no known surviving houses or court
records of coffins made by Gilbert Combs, a detailed chancery court record
between Gilbert and Job provides a look into what kind of furnishings were inside
one late eighteenth-century house in the Combs family.274 Gilbert filed a writ of
replevin against his uncle Job in 1781.275 Plaintiffs (in this case Gilbert) use writs
of replevin against defendants (in this case Job) to retrieve goods that the
defendant (Job) unlawfully obtained from the plaintiff (Gilbert). Although it is
unclear why Gilbert had all these possessions that Job believed was rightfully his
or whether Job was successful in this writ, Job made a long and detailed account
of his stolen property to the court, which included furniture, agricultural
implements, weaving equipment, woodworking tools, several books with titles,
clothing, kitchen utensils, linen, and livestock, among other possessions.276
While there was a subsequent court case in which Job was the plaintiff and
Gilbert was the defendant, the Court just specified that Gilbert had to be present
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at the Court House on a certain day in August 1781, and if he did not appear
then, he would be fined one-hundred pounds.277
Both Job and his nephew Gilbert had recently constructed log houses by
the time Jonathan Clark and his men surveyed their property in 1786 five years
after Gilbert made the writ against Job. The property that Gilbert listed would
have most likely been in either Job’s or Gilbert’s house in the summer of 1786.
Although Gilbert was clearly a joiner because he took on an apprentice in 1787,
Job was probably one as well because he owned a bunch of woodworking tools,
including “one Chopping Axe, one broad Axe, one Grind stone, one Carpenters
Adze… one Inch & half Auger, 1 Inch 1 three Quarter 1 half Inch Auger, one
broad Chisel, one Inch one half Inch Chisel, one Drawg Knife, one Gouge, one
hammer…” With an adze, axes, drawing knives, a couple of chisels and some
augers, these men could have done some rudimentary joinery. Job mentioned no
bench planes in the list, but that does not mean that neither of them owned
planes. In terms of large items, Job listed furniture that included “two Bed
steads, one Armd Chair, Seven Smaller Chairs…one blue Chest, one small red
Chest both locks & Keys,” and “one small walnut Table.” Job also specified
nearly ten books, such as “one bible, one hymn book, the private Diary of
Thomas Shepherd, the Barren fighter, Saml Blairs three sermons one book
entitled human Nature in its four fold state by Thomas Boston” among other
religious tomes. Although the “one Copper Tea Kettle” was probably the most
expensive kitchen item among the “two pewter platters, Six pewter plates, ten
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spoons, three pewter Bason, six Case knives, Six forks,” the Combs family had
more than enough possessions in their house to exist well among the mountains
of late eighteenth-century Shenandoah County, even if the buildings they
occupied in 1786 were in bad shape.
The buildings and property of the Fitzers, Golladays, and Combs are a few
of the many improvements that Jonathan Clark and his men surveyed in the
northern Shenandoah Valley in the summer of 1786. Since many of these early
buildings are long gone and the improvements made to the land were indifferent
at best, this is significant because it is impossible to understand this temporary
landscape based on what historians can surmise from modern extant eighteenthcentury buildings. The construction of more permanent architecture in the
backcountry of Virginia parallels similar development patterns in eastern Virginia,
as well as the rest of the eastern seaboard. Only after these early rough years,
from the 1730s to the 1770s, did the majority of Shenandoah County residents
construct sturdier houses of brick, stone, and wood. This impermanence was
reflected in the interior of these houses and cabins in the form of limited furniture,
cooking implements, and other furnishings necessary for everyday life. Most of
these early settlers had enough possessions for survival, but many did not
acquire an overabundance. This changed in the later decades of the eighteenthcentury as the consumer revolution arrived in western Virginia.
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scalp'd or
hewn logs
7%

framed or
plank'd
4%

round log
32%

stone
1%

log
56%

Table 1. Known Construction Materials, 1786. 372 Structures.
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half worn,
rather more
than half
worn
13%

new, good
15%

finished
3%

worn out,
old, bad,
unfinished, &
indifferent
69%

Table 2. Known Condition of Buildings, 1786. 323 Structures.
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framed, 6 stone , 1
unspecified, 8
hewn or
scalped, 7

log, 76
round log, 13

Table 3. Dwelling House Construction, 1786. 111 buildings.
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indifferent
2%
half worn
16%

old, worthless
wornout
34%

new, good, worth
30+ pounds
17%

unspecified
31%

Table 4. Dwelling House Conditions, 1786. 111 structures.
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clapboard
1%

framed stone
1%
1%

log (round,
hewn, or
scalped)
53%
unspecified
44%

Table 5. Cabin Construction Material, 1786. 84 buildings.
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new
4%
old,
indifferent,
worn out
53%

unspecified
43%

Table 6. Cabin Conditions, 1786. 84 buildings.
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indifferent
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no doors
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old, worn out,
worthless
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new
11%

unspecified
25%

Table 7. Barn Conditions, 1786. 102 structures
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Table 8. Number of Structures Per Property, 1786.
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5-12
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agricultural
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cabin or house
31%

domestic
31%

Table 9. Building Function, 1786. There are roughly the same number of
domestic structures to agricultural structures.
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Chapter 3
A Shift Towards Permanence:
Post Backcountry Shenandoah County Buildings and Objects

Jacob Golladay and his family’s newly constructed house, his labor in
fields of varied crops, and the objects in his house illustrate the beginnings of a
shift towards permanence and buying into the consumer revolution that had
swept across the early Southern backcountry. Searching for material culture in
documentary sources like the Jonathan Clark notebook, estate sales, and tax
and court records, such as probate inventories, allows for understanding of this
long-disappeared landscape that people like Jacob Golladay, Gilbert Combs,
their families, and many others in late eighteenth-century Shenandoah County
occupied. While Jacob’s house and the impermanent landscape that once
surrounded it are long gone, Jacob’s neighbor to the northwest, Derik
Pennybacker and the stove plates that the ironworking community produced at
Redwell Furnace and Pine Forge, also speak to a cultural shift that took place in
late eighteenth-century Shenandoah County. Studying the lives of Derik and
Benjamin Pennybacker, as well as their workers, through a material lens shows
how these ironworkers actively took part in community formation.
The development of Redwell Furnace and Pine Forge as productive
communities happened during a significant period in the history of Virginia’s
backcountry. Although the settlement of the Shenandoah Valley began in the
first decades of the eighteenth century, settlers only began to construct
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permanent buildings after the Revolutionary War as a distinctive regional culture
began to emerge.278 While travelers saw the Shenandoah Valley as “a society of
propertied farmers living in republican simplicity and virtue,” the reality of the
situation was not as pleasant as it appeared. By 1790, historian Warren Hofstra
writes that one out of every seven residents of the Valley was an enslaved
person.279 While Shenandoah County, established in 1772, had the smallest
population of enslaved African Americans in the Valley, their presence is
nonetheless significant.
Additionally, Redwell Furnace and Pine Forge also were part of a large
expansion of ironworking into western settlements of eastern North America in
the late eighteenth century. Between 1784 and 1800, ironmasters founded
twenty-seven furnaces and forty-nine forges in Virginia and New Jersey. More
ironworks were opened in the late eighteenth century than during the entire
colonial period.280 The iron industry had its largest expansion in Virginia’s valley
region, as ironmasters found it profitable to transport iron from the Shenandoah
River to the Potomac River to the cities of Baltimore, Maryland and Washington,
D.C.281 By the 1780s, Virginia furnaces had tremendous output, producing four
thousand to five thousand tons of pig iron and about eight hundred tons of iron
bars annually.282
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Amid a furnace stack, a water wheel, several sheds and outbuildings, a
spring house, an office building, several houses of various sizes, piles of
charcoal, loads of iron ore, carts, charcoal pits, and ironworking tools and
implements, a community of ironworkers lived and labored in the shadow of the
Massanutten Mountain in late eighteenth-century Shenandoah County. Redwell
Furnace, located just north of Luray, and Pine Forge, located to the northeast of
New Market, were founded and operated by Derik Pennybacker beginning in
1786; together, this furnace and forge comprised one of the largest and earliest
ironworking operations of its kind in Shenandoah County. The iron industry later
dominated the county with thirteen furnaces and forges by the 1880s.283
Derik Pennybacker and his family traveled from Pennsylvania down the
Great Wagon Road to Shenandoah County in 1783. They were part of a larger
migration down the wagon road into the backcountry of Virginia. Like the Wilkin
family in chapter four, the Pennybackers left the Palatinate region in the late
seventeenth century.284 Hendrick Pannebecker was born in Worms, Germany,
and he died owning over four thousand acres in Pennsylvania.285 Traveling
down the Great Wagon Road in 1783, Derik, his son Benjamin, and their family
hoped to be as successful as Hendrick. To achieve this success, they put their
hopes in iron, stone, and waterpower.
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Although Shenandoah County eventually had thirteen furnaces and forges
by the end of the nineteenth century, when Derik Pennybacker arrived in the
county in the early 1780s, ironworking was just starting in the region. Isaac
Zane, who was also from Pennsylvania, migrated to Frederick County in the
northern Shenandoah Valley before the Pennybackers. Starting in 1767, Zane
founded and successfully operated Marlboro Furnace.286 Zane’s Marlboro
Furnace and the Pennybacker’s furnace were pioneering ironworks in an industry
that rapidly expanded in nineteenth-century Virginia.287
Derik Pennybacker founded not only Redwell Furnace, but also expanded
his ironworks with the purchase of a forge property, called Pine Forge, just north
of New Market. There, ironworkers pounded pig iron and iron bars with pounding
hammers at the hot fire of the forge. While the Pennybackers eventually sold
Redwell furnace, the family held onto to Pine Forge for almost fifty years.
Although the Pennybackers operated Pine Forge longer than Redwell, the
furnace is still important to our story. Acquiring Pine Forge from his father,
Benjamin and two of his brothers-in-law operated the forge together until
Benjamin became sole owner in 1818. Benjamin expressed his status as a
prosperous ironmaster by constructing a two-story house at Pine Forge, full of
architectural details emblematic of his success and position in the surrounding
community. Isaac Samuels, a partner at Pine Forge who married Benjamin’s
sister, also built a home in the early nineteenth century. In constructing a large
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two-story brick home with a slave quarter, Samuels committed his growing family
to not only the developing slave culture of the Shenandoah Valley, but also to an
economic system that utilized slavery. While Benjamin’s son was less successful
operating Pine Forge than his father, the Samuels branch of the family prospered
as county leaders. The legacy of the Pennybackers continued but was no longer
based solely on ironworking.288
The Pennybackers produced iron objects and constructed new buildings
upon their arrival in the county. Extant buildings, along with goods found in the
documentary record, provide a glimpse into the material life of the Pennybacker
family. The construction of Redwell Furnace and Pine Forge, changing stove
plate designs, and the material life of Derick and Benjamin Pennybacker trace a
transition from a tradition rooted in Pennsylvania to one that was more regional in
its outlook. The everyday details of material life provide a larger story about the
formation of communities of practice in the late eighteenth century.

HISTORIOGRAPHY
Historians have worked extensively on the ironworks on Pennsylvania and
the Chesapeake region of Virginia and Maryland, but few have approached these
sites by exploring the buildings, landscapes, or material culture of late eighteenth
and early nineteenth-century ironworks, especially in Virginia’s Shenandoah
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Valley. At Redwell Furnace today, slag, black charcoal, and stoneware sherds
offer a glimpse of the material landscape of Redwell’s past. Not only does a rich
material landscape remain, but some of Redwell’s iron products still survive,
especially its stove plates. Much of the historical scholarship surrounding
Redwell Furnace has focused on these objects of production through
connoisseurship and the decorative arts. Art historian Jennifer Lindner
mentioned Redwell’s stove plates in an article that examines fire backs in the
Winterthur Collections in the Winterthur Portfolio.289 Decorative arts historian
John Bivens, Jr. also wrote about stove plates and their decoration in the
Shenandoah Valley, focusing on Marlboro Ironworks in Frederick County.290
Pioneering decorative arts collector Henry Chapman Mercer had a great deal to
discuss when he explored the meaning behind the imagery in stove plates of
Pennsylvania origin.291 Charles Dew’s extensive work on Buffalo Forge in
Augusta County and Tredegar Ironworks in Richmond also did much to advance
the field; as significant as his work was, however, he spent little time focusing on
buildings and landscapes of his sites.292
Some historians have mentioned that enslaved people worked at Redwell,
but scholars to date have not yet explored the varied community life or everyday
existence of the enslaved and free people who called Redwell Furnace and Pine
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Forge their home. In fact, I was introduced to Redwell Furnace through the
collection of Redwell stove plates at the Museum of Early Southern Decorative
Arts, or MESDA. MESDA is a repository of not just documentary records on
Redwell Furnace and Pine Forge—the museum has a collection of several of
Redwell’s stove plates on display. They also have one of the most significant
decorative stove plates from Marlboro Furnace in Frederick County. Their
extensive collection of Valley ironworking is not surprising, however, since the
museum is one of the best sources for objects of the early South.
The buildings and industrial structures of the Redwell ironworking
community are unconventional, but important primary sources.293 There are four
extant buildings at Redwell located along the hill where much of the industrial
activity took place. Hawksbill Creek and Yeager Spring, the two water features
that powered Redwell’s mill, are still dominant elements of the landscape. In
September 2009, I visited Redwell Furnace with two colleagues from the
University of Virginia School of Architecture; we made measured drawings of two
buildings, the Office and the Yeager Spring House, and took extensive notes on
the other buildings and surrounding landscape. Although the furnace itself no
longer remains, the extant buildings and a few preserved acres are significant
sources for understanding the daily experience of ironworkers. A 2005 survey by
J. Daniel Pezzoni and James R. Graves of the Redwell Historic District and the
Virginia Historical Inventory report by Vivian Black in 1938 are also useful
records. Just north of New Market along the Great Wagon Road and current
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Route 11 is the location of Pine Forge. There are no extant buildings or features
at Pine Forge today, but a 1930s Virginia Historical Inventory survey and
photograph provide valuable information for studying forge operations and
everyday lives of furnace workers.294
Several buildings and some objects of this disappeared industrial
community remain extant. Derik Pennybacker and his son Benjamin, as well as
subsequent ironmasters, also left behind an extensive documentary record of
both Redwell Furnace and Pine Forge. There are numerous account books,
such as the Pine Forge Ledger from 1799-1802 at the University of Virginia
Special Collections Library, the Isabella Furnace Account Book from the 1820s at
the Special Collections of the College of William and Mary’s Swem Library, and
the Redwell Furnace Account book from the 1790s at the American Antiquarian
Society in Massachusetts.295 The most useful account book for the early years of
ironworking is the Pine Forge Account Book.296 An earlier account book,
detailing operations of Redwell under Derik Pennybacker, lists iron foundry
business and purchases from the beginning of furnace operations in 1788 to
1795, as well as the 1792 land deed.297
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Ironworking communities, such as Redwell Furnace and Pine Forge, can
serve as a case studies to address the feasibility of using architectural history to
map slavery on the landscape of early American industrial sites.298 While there
was no evidence to suggest that blacks and whites cohabitated at Redwell and
Pine Forge, the extant buildings and surviving documentary record imply that
blacks and whites probably lived in six wooden houses or in the second story of
the Office or Yeager Spring House buildings. Derik Pennybacker constructed six
wooden buildings for workers’ housing. Many contemporaries on agricultural
plantations writing in the same period as Derik Pennybacker refer to housing
explicitly constructed for enslaved workers, employing adjectives such as
“Negro,” “black,” or “slave.” On the other hand, Pennybacker ordered “six
houses for workmen, 16-20 feet square, log with hard floors and sealed with
clapboard,” to be constructed. He did not specify if these houses were for whites
or blacks. It is problematic to argue that blacks and whites might have
cohabitated because no documentary evidence suggests that Pennybacker
specified these spaces were solely for blacks or solely for whites, but
architectural evidence also points to these conclusions. There is no visible
distinction that signifies that these spaces were solely for white or blacks and the
Yeager Spring House and the Office are the only known sites that were probably
living quarters. Both black and white workers might have lived in the upper floors
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of those buildings. There is no surviving indication that Derick Pennybacker
made these segregated spaces.

DERIK PENNYBACKER AT REDWELL FURNACE, 1783 to 1802
Derik Pennybacker was a third-generation Palatine American with strong
ties to his remaining family and friends in Pennsylvania. Several families from
his community, in fact, joined him in Shenandoah County. The Samuels and
Mayberry families supported the Pennybackers both professionally and
personally—Pennybacker daughters married Samuels and Mayberry sons, and
these sons formed partnerships with Pennybacker sons. In the early 1780s
when Derik first arrived in Shenandoah County with other Pennsylvania families
soon to follow, Pennybacker—unknowingly or not—created a Palatine enclave of
people in need of what he could provide, namely iron products. These traveling
Pennsylvanians might have brought their dismantled stoves and heavy iron tools
along with them, but Samuels and Mayberry probably left these weighty, large
stoves with their relatives who did not migrate to Virginia. Many new people also
settled along the Massanutten Mountain, and they also probably needed the
comfort that a Redwell stove afforded them. People who were already
established in Shenandoah County also needed iron tools, stoves, and other iron
products.
Stoves, however, were not just about keeping comfortable at night
although their warmth was vital—stoves also featured decoration. These
decorative scenes were by no means necessary. Derik Pennybacker’s decision
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to mould decorative scenes on the first stove plates that he produced at Redwell
Furnace is significant. Examining objects, such as stove plates, buildings, and
furniture, shed light onto Pennybacker and his family’s Shenandoah County
material life.
The Pennybackers accumulated knowledge about ironworking processes
from years working at Hopewell in Berks County, Pennsylvania and Mount Aetna
near Sharpsburg, Maryland. In the early eighteenth century, Derik
Pennybacker’s grandfather Hendrick also supervised teams that hauled iron from
eastern Pennsylvania furnaces and forges to Philadelphia and towns in Chester
and Berks counties.299 Derik and his son Benjamin probably worked at Hopewell
although their exact positions are unknown. Derik probably had a supervisory
position in Maryland since he understood the ironworking processes enough to
supervise the construction of Redwell’s furnace stack. His new furnace was in
blast by 1786. Eighteenth-century ironworking, however, required more than just
a furnace stack. Although no ironworking support structures survive to the
present, four Pennybacker buildings remain extant on the Redwell grounds.
Exploring the documentary records, such as account books and probate
inventories, provides some understanding of the Pennybacker family’s material
life.
The site of Redwell Furnace was ready made for ironworking. Not only
did it have a substantial water supply—from two different sources—but it also
had a series of hills that Derik took full advantage of when his workers
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constructed several of Redwell’s buildings (Figure 17). Pennybacker had a large
crew of white workers, which probably included people from Pennsylvania and
Shenandoah County, to begin construction of the ironworking complex at
Redwell.300 Since a furnace stack is one of the most important structures for
ironworking, one of Pennybacker’s crews probably began construction of the
stack first. Workers constructed the Redwell furnace stack out of limestone.
Ironworkers built the cold blast furnace into the hillside, which allowed people to
load the ore, charcoal, and limestone from the top. The furnace was probably
twenty-five to thirty-five feet high and constructed of limestone. Surrounding the
furnace were sheds, a bridge, and two structures for the storage of ore and
charcoal.
To the east of this industrial hill, Pennybacker created a millpond by
damming Yeager Spring in order to divert the multi-million-gallon flow to
Hawksbill Creek. This water allowed the furnace, gristmill, and sawmill to
operate, providing motive power.301 Sometime during his time at Redwell, Derik
also supervised the construction of a gristmill and sawmill; workers constructed
these buildings along the millrace between the spring and furnace. There were
also several other buildings associated with the gristmill and the sawmill for the
storage of grain and lumber. Redwell’s landscape was more than just
buildings.302 Other elements included roads for transporting coal, iron, and other
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supplies; the water sources of Yeager Spring and Hawksbill Creek; and sheds to
store coal and lumber. While most of the markers of industrialization have
disappeared from the landscape, an approximate location of the furnace stack,
as well as an idealized painting of a furnace complex and a watercolor by
Benjamin Latrobe, provide some clues about the layout of Redwell as an
industrial site (Figure 18 and Figure 19).
The Pennybackers and the workers most likely lived in simple wooden
buildings that were quick to construct and only intended to last for a short period
of time. While a crew worked to construct the furnace stack, another crew of
masons began constructing stone buildings. Whatever its ultimate intended
purpose, Derik Pennybacker planned the first stone building as a multi-use
structure while the crew continued to construct other buildings. These newly
constructed stone buildings at Redwell were a sign to neighbors and other
Shenandoah County residents that the Pennybackers and the permanent stone
structures that they lived in were here to stay.
One of the first buildings that the Pennybackers constructed was the
Yeager Spring House (Figure 20). Its rudimentary stonework, along with its
relative proximity to the furnace itself, point to an early construction date.
Workers constructed this building into a hill overlooking Yeager Spring Pond.
Tucked away nearby the Yeager Spring Pond, the building was somewhat
hidden and might have been constructed first since only workers would be
occupying this building. Built into a hillside overlooking Yeager Spring pond,
ironworkers were able to access both the first and second floors from the outside
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of the building without walking up or down stairs. The south front, which rises a
full two stories, faces the spring pond. The masons used prism mortar joints in
their stonework. While prism mortar joints were fairly common, masons did the
additional work of shaping the mortar to resemble a prism. Not only did these
joints make the stonework slightly more decorative, the extruding profile allowed
for water to glide off the joints, instead of puddling inside them (Figure 21).303
Although the building itself was moderate in size, its sturdy stonewalls did
provide a haven for tired workers after a long day or night of working during a
furnace blast.
After the building’s completion, workers probably ate their meals on the
first floor of this building. A cook prepared food at the large hearth on the first
floor (Figure 22). The masons might have been in the middle of constructing the
hearth during one of the furnace’s first blasts because someone placed a small
iron-warming shelf into the fireplace’s stonework. This iron shelf could have
been cast-off from an early furnace blast or simply some old iron scraps.
The cook used the long warming hook as he or she fixed meals for the
Pennybacker workers. The fireplace also features a large iron lintel. This large,
open room featured several splayed window openings for the workers to enjoy
both fresh air and light in this east-facing building.
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Because masons constructed the building into the hillside, the
Pennybackers and their workers accessed the second floor without entering the
first floor or walking up the stairs. The second floor was a more private space
compared to the first floor. With a hall and parlor plan, it was a conventional
domestic space, especially compared to the more communal, open plan of the
ground floor. A vertical beaded board partition divided the hall from the room on
the second floor. Carpenters constructed the common rafter roof using hewn
framing members mortise and tenoned together with long pegs. Visible from the
first floor, the second story’s floorboards are sash sawn. The builders probably
had little experience in building chimneys because of the presence of an
unusually stepped chimney.304 Visible construction details, like the long pegs
and hewn framing members, and the hall and parlor floor plan indicate that the
second floor was a private, domestic space.
While the Yeager Spring House possesses many original features, it is
difficult to surmise its changing function throughout the site’s long occupation. A
few yards away next to this extant building is the foundation of a large stone
building that has long since burned down. Since this building’s stone remnants
were used to construct the 1965 addition to the Yeager Spring House, the stone
ruins possess little integrity. This other building by the spring pond was larger, a
little less than twice the size of the original section of the Yeager Spring
House.305 Historians have debated the original use of these buildings. Based on
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the usual layout of furnace communities, there was probably a building near the
furnace that was a kitchen and dining area for workers; this building might be the
extant stone building, the nearby stone ruins, or even an impermanent wood
building. Historian H.E. Comstock believes that the extant Yeager Spring House
served as a living space on the second floor and a dining space on the first floor.
The proximity of these two buildings to the spring pond allowed easy access to
water for cooking and cleaning, which supports an argument for the domestic use
of these buildings.306
Masons constructed another stone building, known as the Office, early in
the history of the Redwell Furnace site. The Office acted as a gateway between
the furnace complex and the surrounding community (Figure 23). Potential
customers encountered this limestone building before any others. Although
masons built it into a hillside, just like the Yeager Spring House, the Office’s
masonry was more refined than that of the utilitarian Yeager Spring House.
Masons finished their work with prism mortar joints. They also used prominent
stones in the building’s corners, which highlights the Office’s strength.307 The
foundation was of rougher, more rudimentary stonework than the rest of the
building, possibly indicating an earlier building on the site or two periods of
construction. Although the first story and the second story were accessible from
the outside, there is evidence of scarring on the mortar. This scarring suggests
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that there was an enclosed interior stair that provided continuous access to the
first, second, and garret stories. The somewhat splayed window openings have
ovolo moldings, as do the door openings. Ovolo moldings with convex shaped
profiles based on a quarter round allow historians to date the building to the late
eighteenth century. Decoration, like ovolo moldings, added sophistication to this
space. From the exterior, the building was domestic in appearance, similar to
other stone buildings built in the region at the time.308
The Office might have served as the living space for the clerk and
storekeeper of the furnace. The first floor probably had a utilitarian function, with
a kitchen in the large south room and a storage area in the smaller north room.
With a vent opening featuring vertical wooden bars, the Pennybackers probably
stored food in the cool, dry space of the building’s small north room. On the
other side of the building, the clerk or most likely the clerk’s wife cooked many
meals in the large cooking fireplace. That utilitarian fireplace was slightly
embellished with a beaded wooden lintel (Figure 24). While the clerk and others
probably used the first floor as a dining space, most of the furnace business took
place on the second story. The space was organized in an asymmetrical hall
and parlor plan, divided by a beaded board partition.
The larger upper story room was also accessible from the top of the
hillside that faced the main route to neighboring farms. As the main place of
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furnace business, Derik Pennybacker articulated his status—as well as that of
the furnace—through refined, albeit simple, interior architectural details. In the
south room, the clerk probably kept a desk and stored papers. With the stone
chimney projecting into the south room, the fireplace had a sophisticated
Georgian mantle, featuring crown molding, a plain frieze, and a molded
architrave below the frieze.309 The fireplace also had a plastered surround. Near
the fireplace surround were shelves. Above this second floor was a garret. The
garret space had cruder plasterwork than the rest of the building, but there was
one window in the north elevation. The roughness of the plaster in the garret
indicates that workers lived there.310
Stonemasons also laid the stones for two other buildings—one for the
ironmaster himself and another for one of his associates. Derik Pennybacker
chose wisely when he decided the best location for his own house. His two-story
building dominated not only the furnace community itself, but also was visible to
neighbors and wagon drivers alike. As the home for both the figural and literal
head of the furnace community, Derik Pennybacker’s house overshadowed the
landscape that surrounded it. Although people have altered Derik’s house, as
well as the other domestic stone buildings, since the late eighteenth century, the
dwelling still exudes power and authority over the land. While subsequent
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owners altered the interior of these buildings, several exterior elevations show
stonework, which also features prism mortar joints, that is strikingly similar to that
of the Office and Yeager Spring House.311
A probate inventory of Derik’s household furnishings illustrates his lifestyle
in Shenandoah County—he owned “2 beds and bedsteads, set of drawers, table,
looking glass, writing desk, table 2 pair fire dogs, kitchen ware.”312 Derik, his
wife, or one of his daughters probably gazed into the looking glass to ensure his
or her new set of clothes fit properly, placing other pieces of clothing, perhaps a
different season, in the set of drawers. The presence of a looking glass among
Pennybacker’s possessions indicate that at least one member of Pennybacker
household was concerned enough about appearances to check what he or she
looked like in a looking glass. Luxury items like Derik Pennybacker’s looking
glass and Jacob Golladay’s clock (in the previous chapter) went beyond life’s
necessities. These objects were markers of status and wealth, especially in
western Virginia in the late eighteenth century. Derik used consumer goods,
such as the looking glass, to articulate his status in Shenandoah County society.
“Neat, orderly domestic furnishings that afforded comfort with an appropriate
touch of elegance here and there,” write historians Carr and Walsh, “and of
course manners to match—were becoming one of the chief means of conveying
a family’s status and respectability.”313
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Constructed of wood, other Redwell buildings were of a more
impermanent nature and no longer exist. Carpenters built “six houses for
workmen, 16-20 feet square, log with hard floors and sealed with clapboard,” as
well as a larger dormitory, a smoke house, a dairy, a smith’s shop, and a kitchen
during Derik’s occupation of Redwell in the late eighteenth century.314 With
nineteen horses on the site by 1790, the two stable buildings were full.315 While
masons built one stable out of stone, carpenters constructed another of log,
“substantially floored and covered with ½ planks, doors hung on large iron
hinges.”316 From hinges to a warming shelf and lintels, iron predominated across
Redwell’s landscape.

REDWELL’S STOVES: PROCESS AND DESIGN
Redwell’s most important products were large iron stoves. Moulders
poured molten iron into sand-filled wooden moulds, to create the plates; five or
six of these stove plates made up a single stove.317 Stoves were a fundamental
part of nineteenth-century American life. In her 1983 study of household
technology, historian Ruth Schwartz Cowan wrote that cast-iron cook stoves
“could well serve as the single most important domestic symbol of the nineteenth
century,” replacing the ubiquitous open hearth of the seventeenth and eighteenth
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centuries.318 In the beginning of the eighteenth century, immigrants traveling
from Northern European countries, including Germany, brought stove plate
designs, as well as the accompanying production process and technology, to
their new homes in America. In Pennsylvania, ironworkers produced
freestanding stoves comprised of six plates by the 1700s. They later molded
more efficient stoves composed of nine and ten plates by the end of the
century.319 Although these stoves were commonly used in the Shenandoah
Valley, cast iron stoves became prevalent throughout much of nineteenth-century
America, especially after technological improvements allowed the iron industry to
expand in the 1810s.320
At Redwell in the late eighteenth century, moulders used a process called
flask casting, where they poured molten iron into sand-filled wooden flasks to
produce many cast iron products, including stove plates, fire backs, andirons,
and other iron objects.321 Fire backs and stove plates were the most important
products, survive in large numbers, and offer insights into the development of
Shenandoah Valley culture in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
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With flask casting, moulders could reuse a single flask many times, thus
producing many cast stove plates of the same pattern. The intricate designs of
these pre-carved moulds provided a seemingly utilitarian object with
ornamentation and cultural expression. After the molten iron hardened inside the
mould, the worker removed the wooden flask and the finished product, such as
an iron stove plate, was left. Workers fastened several stove plates, also known
as side plates, together to form a finished stove. Moulders had to be precise
when they cast each of the five or six plates required for a complete stove. Side
plates corresponded with other stove plates to fit together in a perfect rectangular
box. Ironworkers attached side plates together with only one bolt and one wing
nut. Redwell’s stove plates also featured rims, making it much easier for
ironworkers to attach the plates together than during the early eighteenth
century.322 The number of plates used to create a single stove varied, but
stoves were usually comprised of five, six, or ten plates each. Stove plates were
a variety of dimensions, but they were typically twenty to twenty-five inches high
by twenty-one to thirty inches wide and several inches thick. These dimensions
became more uniform as technology and worker’s efficiency improved in the
nineteenth century.323
One of the earliest side plates attributed to Redwell Furnace, known as
the Hunter Stove Plate, portrays a hunting scene that was perhaps inspired by a
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fable or the hunting practices of its makers (Figure 25). At over twenty-four
inches high and twenty-seven and a half inches wide, this heavy cast iron piece
is one plate of a six-plate stove. This early plate is several inches thick, which is
greater than later plates. The decorative scene is Germanic in origin. There is a
hunter with a rifle on the dark, cast-iron surface. The hunter carries a rifle and is
chasing two deer while his two loyal dogs follow behind them.324 One deer has a
large set of antlers while the other does not. The animals, as well as the hunter,
have rockers instead of feet to illustrate that the group is running through the
forest. The cast stove plate does not reveal whether the hunter is ultimately
successful in his pursuit of the deer. This scene is on the lower one third of the
stove plate with the inscription across the top and blank space in between
them.325 The plate’s German inscription, “Hier ist ein Jeger auf der jagt also,”
roughly translates as “Here is a hunter on the hunt.” Shenandoah Valley
historian H.E. Comstock points out that the four pinwheels on this plate suggest
the Germanic nature of the scene.326 This plate represents the products of one
of the furnace’s first blasts. The use of German language on the stove plate
points to the prevalence of German culture in late 1780s Shenandoah County.
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Germanic in origin, workers made this stove plate for Pennsylvania Palatine
settlers of the valley.
This cast-iron stove plate, from a six-plate stove, is identical to another
surviving stove plate, except for its use of English, not German, language. The
plate was inscribed “D. PENNEBACKER HIS REDWIL FURNACE SEPTE 21,
1787.”327 Jacob Kiplinger carved the pattern for that particular mould.328 The
scene might represent a hunting expedition in the Shenandoah Valley,
Pennsylvania, or possibly even Germany. It might also portray another fable
scene. The shift from inscriptions in German to one in English, while using a
similar hunting scene, suggests that Pennybacker altered his stove plates based
on the changing tastes of his consumers.
Workers made other stove plates at Redwell that included images from
fables, the Bible, and the natural world. One particularly fascinating stove plate
is a scene of three rabbits hopping around a meadow filled with flowers, trees,
and tall grasses (Figure 26). The tall grass seems to sway back and forth as the
rabbits pass through it, evoking a scene of natural bounty and the beauty of
one’s surrounding environment. The rabbits themselves are circularly arranged
and share ears in a captivating visual illusion. Each rabbit shares a single ear
with one other, so only three ears are necessary to complete the image. Four
Germanic pinwheels occupy the corners of this stove plate. Cast sometime
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between the years 1790 to 1800, this stove plate is twenty-one by twenty-three
inches.329 Although this plate does not have German inscription as other late
eighteenth-plates did, the pinwheels highlight the German nature of this design.
In another 1797 pattern by Richard Patton, a tortoise hangs from a rod
held by two doves, inscribed as the “Queen of the Tortoises,” in English. Richard
Patton carved this scene into a wooden mould. He was inspired by one of
Aesop’s Fables about the tortoise and the birds, known as the fable of the
talkative tortoise. In the story, the birds carried the tortoise to a new home, but
unfortunately, the tortoise opened his mouth, fell to the ground, and died. On the
stove plate, the birds’ long wings indicate that they are flying through the air, and
the graceful birds dominate the scene (Figure 27). Striking scrollwork with an
inscription in English frames the scene. The upper banner reads “17 R PATTON
97,” while the lower banner exclaims “THE QUEEN OF THE TORTISES.” 330
Stove plate measurements varied a great deal because of the custom made
wooden moulds and quality of the iron itself. At nineteen-and-a-quarter inches by
twenty-six inches, this particular plate has unusual dimensions.331
Although Redwell Ironworks produced many stoves in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries, only a small number of stove plates survive.
Several stoves from a single early nineteenth-century mould are extant today not
far from where they were cast at Redwell Furnace. These plates were cast ten
years after the 1787 Patton design. Decorative arts scholars believe that Andrew
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Bear carved this pattern, which is strikingly similar to an 1805 Redwell stove
plate that Bear also carved. The later stove plate is more austere and has less
flourish than the earlier design. The main decorative elements of these plates
are the neoclassical urns and scrollwork. The scrollwork is architectural in its
design; a frame of twisting vines surrounds the scene.332
Andrew Bear’s design for the 1805 stove plate is highly decorated and
beautifully executed (Figure 28). This stove plate is emblematic of the shift in
Redwell stove plate designs from being inspired by Germanic scenes, fables,
and the natural world to designs that are neoclassical in origin. A neoclassical
urn is centered on the stove plate. The letters A B and the date 1805 around the
urn indicate that Andrew Bear carved the pattern. The only other inscription is on
the upper banner and reads “Mayberry and Pennybacker,” Redwell’s new
ironmasters.333 Although this stove plate appears to be of a higher quality than
the earlier pieces, it portrays no message or morality tale. The intricate
scrollwork and flowing lines are beautiful, but they give no particular indication of
the culture of Redwell’s iron making community. This stove plate could have
been produced at most ironworks throughout the Shenandoah Valley,
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
In her research on “The Fox and the Crane” cast-iron fireback, decorative
arts scholar Jennifer Lidner notes that “shared characteristics inform us not only
about a particular object but also about much larger issues of craftsmanship and
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style.”334 Although decorative arts scholars attribute this fireback to a furnace
operating in New Jersey, Lindner examines potential influences on the carvers
who made the fox and crane design. Lindner discusses one of Redwell’s
notable stove plate, the “Queen of the Tortoises” plate from the turn of the
nineteenth century. Allegorical scenes, like that of “The Fox and the Crane”
fireback or the “Queen of the Tortoises” from Shenandoah County, were popular
in the American colonies during the late eighteenth century. There were
numerous examples of similar designs from France and England as well.
Importantly, English printers published copies of Aesop’s Fables during the
second half of the eighteenth century. The carvers of ironworking moulds might
have seen these books or more likely, heard fables from word of mouth.
“The Fox and Crane” also featured C-Scrolls, similar to the later Redwell
Furnace stove plates that also have rococo elements. Itinerant carvers traveling
in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries might have also had access
to carving details in books, such as Thomas Chippendale’s Gentleman and
Cabinet-Maker’s Director from 1762, W. and J. Welldon’s The Smith’s Right
Hand; or A Complete Guide to the Various Branches of Ironwork of 1765, or even
Thomas Bowles’s A Complete Book of Ornaments from the 1740s.335 In
discussing these sources, as well as others including architectural carving of
mantles of early American houses, Linder notes that the designer of “The Fox
and Crane” could have been exposed to any, all, or perhaps none of these
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sources—“skilled craftsmen frequently relied as much on individual creativity,”
Lindner asserts, “as on the ability to reproduce stylish images.”
The changing nature of Redwell’s stove plate designs not only illustrates
the development of ironworking culture in the nineteenth-century backcountry of
Virginia, but it also highlights national trends in the development of cast-iron
stoves in America. While late eighteenth-century stove plates were idiosyncratic
with German inscriptions and three-dimensional figures that illustrate a story or
particular scene, early nineteenth-century stove plates had designs with fluted
columns, classical urns, and Adamesque ovals.336 Derik Pennybacker relied on
traditional Germanic stove scenes for his first blasts, such as the Hunter Stove
Plate, cast in 1787. In the late 1790s and early 1800s, however, the designs of
Redwell stove plates became less inspired by Germanic imagery and more
nationalistic with neoclassical or patriotic designs. Pennybacker and subsequent
owners of Redwell updated the pattern as popular sentiment called for republican
images of urns, scrollwork, and other rococo designs.337 The transition of
Redwell Furnace’s stove plate designs from Germanic to American in the late
eighteenth century is apparent. Whether the Pennybackers altered the stove
plate design because of popular sentiment of Shenandoah County residents or
through their own volition, these several surviving plates show an evolution
toward republican designs. Either way, however, the changing patterns of
Pennybacker’s stove plates show that the Revolutionary War had an impact on
Shenandoah Valley material life.
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BENJAMIN PENNYBACKER AT PINE FORGE, 1790-1840
Benjamin Pennybacker was born on September 29, 1760, in
Pennsylvania.338 Benjamin accompanied Derik Pennybacker as he traveled
down the Great Wagon Road in the early 1780s. Benjamin’s future wife, Sarah
Samuels, and his cousin and business partner, Isaac Samuels, also migrated to
Shenandoah County from Pennsylvania during this period. At Redwell Furnace,
Benjamin learned necessary and practical ironworking skills from his father as
they began building the industrial landscape of Redwell in the early to mid-1780s.
Derik owned two enslaved black men by 1790. The workforce during this
construction period was composed entirely of white men, including indentured
servants who gave Pennybacker some trouble.339 “Two servant men, about 21
years of age…slender made, one of a fair complexion, the other marked with
smallpox, of a swarthy complexion,” ran away from Redwell in 1790, wearing
“trowsers and blue sailor’s jackets, felt hats half worn, and shoes.”340 Benjamin
realized from his father’s past difficulties that indentured servants caused more
trouble than benefit. He never used indentured servants himself. Even with
these issues, however, the Pennybackers and their workmen constructed the
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buildings necessary for an ironworks, including four buildings that are still extant:
two two-story stone houses, an office, and a spring house that might have served
as a dining and sleeping area for workers.341
While his father supervised operations at Redwell in the late 1780s,
Benjamin himself probably spent much of his time on the other side of the
Massanutten Mountain at Pine Forge, overseeing operations there for his father.
The ironworking business at Redwell Furnace and Pine Forge flourished during
the early years at Redwell—so much so that Benjamin Pennybacker decided to
marry. He married his first cousin, Sarah Margaret Samuels, on May 23,
1787.342 Benjamin and Sarah probably lived at Pine Forge during this period.343
Benjamin and his new wife were fortunate that the Pine Forge property had
several buildings, and they did not have to construct new buildings as Derik did
at Redwell. Benjamin and Sarah lived with two of his younger brothers, Abraham
and John, and five taxable men; these men were probably workers at Pine
Forge. The group had seven horses.344 That old stone house was crowded,
especially considering that Benjamin and Sarah’s first child was born in
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December 1787 and a second followed in 1789.345 Fortunately for them, the five
taxable ironworkers probably lived in “sundry Dwelling houses” that were also on
the property.346
In the 1790s, Benjamin Pennybacker formed a partnership with two of his
brothers-in-law, Isaac Samuels and George Mayberry.347 The three formed
Pennybacker & Company, and they soon took management of Pine Forge. In
1792, Derik Pennybacker and his associate Benjamin Fawcett sold their
property, “containing about three acres of Land… including a Grist Mill Saw Mill
and the greatest part of the forge commonly called the pine forge together with all
things thereunto belonging and all houses and buildings” to “ironmasters”
Benjamin Pennybacker, Isaac Samuels, and George Mayberry for one hundred
pounds. On the same day that the three purchased the Pine Forge property,
they also expanded their holdings, buying three hundred more adjacent acres of
land along Smith Creek for eighty-five pounds. This land was adjacent to Pine
Forge, and the deed references “a lane just by Benjamin Pennybacker’s house”
and “sundry Dwelling houses and buildings.”
Because land and timber were always in great demand in ironworking, the
three bought more property along Smith’s Creek—more than two hundred
acres—for twenty pounds on the same day. These land acquisitions show that
Benjamin Pennybacker and his brothers-in-law were part of a thriving Germanic
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community, as two of these deeds were written in German. With the signatures
of local Shenandoah Valley leaders, such as Mounce Byrd, Samuel Coffman,
and Derik Pennybacker, the new owners of Pine Forge secured the approval of
their elders as they began ironworking—this time without Derik’s immediate
supervision.348 As he became an ironworker in his own right and expanded his
holdings, Benjamin also bought into another part of Shenandoah Valley life by
purchasing five enslaved African Americans in that same decade. By 1799,
Benjamin and his wife lived with four other white men over the age of sixteen,
owned five slaves, and had ten horses.349
Benjamin and Sarah’s family continued to grow, with Sarah having a child
nearly once every two years from 1787 through 1812. Sarah had thirteen
children in all. Unfortunately, two of those children, John and Mary, died as
infants in 1798 and 1800, and another child lived only two years.350 The family
experienced another tragedy when Derik Pennybacker fell off his horse and died
on February 15, 1802. “The remains were decently interred on his own
premises,” notes the Winchester Gazette, “attended by a very numerous
concourse of relatives and friends.”351 Benjamin, Sarah, and their children, as
well as his mother Hannah, brothers, sisters, and many cousins who lived in
Shenandoah County, were among those who paid their last respects to the head
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of the Pennybacker family on the grounds of Redwell Furnace. Derik was buried
in land near the furnace complex that he founded nearly twenty years before.
Despite this tremendous loss, Benjamin Pennybacker’s family and
business life flourished in the 1810s. Six young children, ranging in age from one
to fifteen, filled his non-working hours with delight and headaches alike.
Thankfully, there were older children in their teens and twenties to help out.
Benjamin also owned nineteen slaves by 1810.352 George Mayberry, Benjamin’s
brother-in-law and part owner of Pine Forge, sold Benjamin his one-third interest
in the property for $2,500 dollars in April 1810.353 George and Benjamin’s sister
Rebecca decided to move their family southward near the Ohio River in Wood
County, Virginia (present-day West Virginia).354 Isaac Samuels, Benjamin’s
brother-in-law and the other one-third owner of Pine Forge, became less involved
in the ironworking business as he planned the construction of his family’s home
south of Edinburg. Samuels built Green Hope, a two-story brick house, complete
with an outside slave quarter.355 By 1816, Isaac and his wife Elizabeth sold their
one-third share of Pine Forge to Benjamin, making him the sole owner of Pine
Forge.356
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Through his partnership with Benjamin Pennybacker and his marriage to
Rebecca Pennybacker, Isaac Samuels was an important player in the family’s
success in Shenandoah County. The Pennybackers were tied by blood and
through marriage to Isaac Samuels’s family. Isaac’s own children, in fact, would
later honor the family as they served positions of influence at the nation’s capital.
The house that Isaac Samuels planned and built, called Green Hope, provides
insight into how one branch of the family made their way in Shenandoah County
(Figure 29). The house itself overlooks the Shenandoah River. Its stately brick
exterior made an impression on people traveling in bateaux down the river. The
house’s symmetrical façade provided no indication of the Pennsylvania origins of
its inhabitants—its five windows and main door lined up perfectly, presenting a
neat and orderly greeting to visitors and family alike.
This façade was very much in the Georgian tradition and was similar to
that of many other brick houses constructed in the Shenandoah Valley during this
period. This was a grand entrance—“a wide hall divides the house and adds
spaciousness,” wrote a surveyor in 1938. Upon entering the house from the twostory front porch that featured “fancy brackets,” the frescoed hall was the first
room that visitors encountered. While much of the house’s decoration was plain
and made of wood, the door frames were fluted and the stair case had “unusually
wide steps, square balusters, and [a] round rail with large octagon newels.”357
Light streamed into the house’s twenty-two large windows. Not only did Samuels
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build a well-lit house, but he also planned for a comfortable house with four
fireplaces in the living spaces and one in the kitchen.
The most striking part of Green Hope’s landscape, however, was not its
square form or its symmetrical façade—it was the slave quarters in the backyard
(Figure 30). Like the main house at Green Hope, this log building was similar to
many Virginia slave quarters of the period. Rectangular in shape, the prominent
chimney divided the quarters in half. To keep the weather from getting in, the
enslaved African Americans who lived there repaired the building’s chinking
often. Enslaved people entered through one of two rough, batten doors. Each
pine door led to separate living quarters. The building had four interior rooms;
enslaved people accessed the upper two rooms through interior staircases, or,
most likely, ladders. These rooms were small, had low ceilings, plain cornices,
and no mantles around the one large fireplace and hearth on each side. The
floorboards were “rough wide boards,” in great contrast to the smooth boards of
the main house.358 The slave quarters at Green Hope demonstrate Isaac
Samuels’s commitment to living in society that increasingly relied on slavery.
Isaac and Rebecca Samuels joined their Shenandoah County brethren as they
chose to build and live in a house that fit into the valley’s landscape. Just as his
father-in-law Derik Pennybacker did before him with the changing design of
Redwell’s stove plates, Isaac Samuels adjusted to life in the county. Not only did
he enslave African Americans, but he also constructed a purpose-built slave
quarter.
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BENJAMIN PENNYBACKER’S WHITE HOUSE
Isaac Samuels still took care of a lot of business at Pine Forge, such as
purchasing iron objects for his family or the enslaved people that he owned. The
iron strap hinges and latches, for example, used to secure and lock the Green
Hope slave quarter might have been purchased at Pine Forge. In the 1810s,
Pine Forge was not just a forge site. It was also where Benjamin Pennybacker
firmly laid down his own roots. At age fifty-one in 1811, Benjamin began
constructing a house of his own at Pine Forge.359
The house itself is no longer extant—but photographic evidence and a
thorough survey by the Work Progress Administration’s “Virginia Historical
Inventory” project do provide a great deal of valuable information (Figure 31).360
In fact, the surveyor photographed Pine Forge in 1937. This image shows
several buildings, including Benjamin’s home, the old stone house, and the
surrounding landscape. The photograph also reveals Benjamin Pennybacker’s
intentions in constructing this house and the surrounding landscape. The
exterior façade of a building was significant. Pennybacker’s façade was how he
articulated himself to both his Shenandoah County neighbors and travelers down
the Great Wagon Road. Pennybacker chose a symmetrical façade, very much in
the tradition of non-Germanic settlers in the Shenandoah Valley, as well as other
359
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regions in Virginia, including the Chesapeake. Two windows over two windows
framed each side of the front door. Above the door, another window completed
the symmetry. The large gable roof dominated the otherwise washed façade.
Although the floor plan is difficult to determine from the house’s exterior, two end
chimneys, one on each side of the house, provide some clue that the interior was
not a typical German house plan. The house might have had an “I-house” plan,
meaning there was a center passage with rooms on either side of the
passage.361
Benjamin Pennybacker lived in a house representative of the early
nineteenth-century Shenandoah Valley. The weather-boarded log exterior was
whitewashed using lime from the Pine Forge quarry. Locals referred to the
house as “The White House,” after its whitewashed exterior; another older valley
house, the place where the Pennybacker iron began its float down the
Shenandoah, bore the same name.362 A heavy, six-panel batten front door with
an elaborate four-pane transom greeted Benjamin’s guests. Nine-foot ceilings on
the first floor provided his large family and their guests with ample space.
Benjamin also made a nod to his occupation through the home’s hardware. His
doors had “large iron bar hinges,” and “iron handle latches.”363 The first two
floors of the house had ample light. There were nine windows on the front
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façade with twenty-nine windows all together.364 The carpenters who
constructed Pennybacker’s house plastered its interior walls and also installed
wainscoting throughout the house. The wainscoting added a level of refinement
to an otherwise plain space. The Pennybackers walked on wide, irregular pine
boards as they went about their daily business. Eight large fireplaces heated the
family during the cold Shenandoah Valley winters. Several of the fireplace
mantels were eight feet wide. These were sophisticated and stylish mantels,
“beautifully fluted and reeded” in “Greek Revival style.”365 These Greek Revival
mantels indicate that Pennybacker followed the latest trends and wanted his
house to fit into the surrounding community. Although the interior doorframes
were plain, those sturdy six-panel batten doors were strong and probably
endured years of opening and shutting by teenaged Pennybackers. Although
some of Benjamin’s children had moved out by this time, this house’s twelve
rooms were probably often full of life.
This house was Benjamin’s only known attempt at building his own house
and all the processes that went along with construction, such as negotiating with
joiners about molding or mantel designs. When he lived in older stone houses
before he constructed his own house, the objects that Benjamin filled those
houses with indicate that he was fashionable and up to date—just like his father’s
looking glass. Derik and Benjamin took part in a larger trend of the early
Republic. During the early nineteenth century, many lower and middle-class
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Americans attempted to emulate their upper-class counterparts by buying and
using certain luxury goods, building new houses to articulate their pursuit of
refinement, or adopting leisure practices, such as tea drinking.366 As he planned
and constructed his new family home in 1811, Benjamin considered how his
house would fit into the surrounding landscape. Benjamin presented as refined a
façade that he could afford while working as an ironmaster with a growing family.
The house itself was not the only indicator of refinement—Benjamin
bought some refined goods several years ago, and he probably filled this new
house with these and similar objects. For example, he bought a “Shugar
canister” and some “Hison Tea.” He also bought some cinnamon and nutmeg to
spice his food.367 He purchased some “silk twist & buttins” as well as “2/2 yd.
Cloth at 14 pence,” and “1 pair knitting needles.”368 Although he left
Pennsylvania years before, Benjamin still subscribed to Philadelphia
newspapers, including the Philadelphia Gazette.369 He also “paid for George and
Nancy to see show.”370 Like other rising lower-and middle-class Americans of
the period, Benjamin articulated his material aspirations by acquiring luxury
objects, subscribing to newspapers in the metropole, and buying tickets for his
children to attend cultural events.
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Benjamin advanced his family’s status in more ways than simply buying
into the world of nineteenth-century consumer goods. He also worked as a
community leader, making a visible commitment to his Shenandoah County
neighbors. Along with his brothers-in-laws and partners, Isaac Samuels and
George Mayberry, he served as a county justice and participated in many
courtroom proceedings in the 1810s.371 Benjamin also hosted a large family
reunion at Pine Forge that was organized by his mother, Hannah Pennybacker,
around 1808. According to family tradition, there were so many Pennybackers
that “a partition had to be taken down in order to gather them all around one
table.”372 Family was important to Benjamin, even if it was difficult to fit everyone
into his dining room.
Near the end of his life, Benjamin Pennybacker engaged in an unusual
living arrangement with son George. On January 20, 1820, sixty-year old
Benjamin Pennybacker wrote in his daybook, “This is to certify that I do agree to
Give George Pennybacker the sum of three hundred dollars pr. year to
commence from the first of this instant with his washing, mending, & bording,”
signing the entry “B. Pennybacker.”373 While it is difficult to make conclusions
from this agreement, perhaps the Pennybackers just wanted to ensure fair and
equal economic exchanges within their family or maybe Benjamin and his son
had a strained relationship.
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Benjamin lived at Pine Forge during this time. In August 1820, for
example, Benjamin was the head of a large household, including his wife, three
white males aged from sixteen to twenty-five, two white men from twenty-six to
forty-four, and two women aged from sixteen to twenty-five. Ten white people
and thirty-one enslaved people comprised Benjamin’s household number of fortyone people in 1820.374 Benjamin and Sarah’s last child, Samuel, was born in
1812, which indicates that Pennybacker was reasonably vigorous for age fiftytwo. Sarah was also hardy since she had thirteen children over a twenty-fiveyear period.375 Not only was she healthy enough to birth and raise many
children, but she also outlived Benjamin by five years. While Benjamin and
Sarah had a child named Benjamin born in 1809, the boy died in 1811, so the “B.
Pennybacker” who consented to such an agreement could not have been one of
George’s younger brothers. None of the other Pennybacker children had names
that began with the letter B. This “B. Pennybacker” must be their father and
Sarah’s husband—our Benjamin Pennybacker.
Even if the couple was in good health, Benjamin had many responsibilities
as the sole owner of Pine Forge. Benjamin and Sarah also had six-year-old
Samuel to raise. As the oldest son and an ironworker at Pine Forge, George
probably offered to help his father with cleaning and mending, and Benjamin
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wanted to compensate him for that assistance. The note, however, was not just
about laundry and mending; “bording” was also part of the agreement.376
Perhaps Benjamin chose to live with his first-born son George for some unknown
reason starting in 1820. George did not assume control of the property until after
Benjamin died. This agreement also could indicate that one of Benjamin’s
younger siblings, possibly Isaac or Sarah, moved into George’s house to lessen
his parent’s burden. George himself might have needed the company; he did not
marry until age forty-eight when he wed widow Anna Crim in 1835.377
There is another possible explanation of Benjamin’s reasoning behind
paying his son George three hundred dollars. This simplistic explanation was
most likely closest to the truth. Benjamin might have transferred money to
George through this legal account book transaction in an effort to keep certain
debts separate from the rest of his children. During this period, a head of
household’s death required considerable work on behalf of his or her executors.
Perhaps this payment to George was Benjamin’s way of keeping the ironworking
part of his estate distinct from the rest of his estate, or maybe he was just paying
off an earlier debt to George.378
While the records do not indicate that Benjamin or Sarah were in poor
health, Benjamin most likely realized that his days were numbered. He had lived
sixty years. Benjamin might have considered how quickly death can come as he
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remembered the circumstances of his own father’s death from a horse in 1802.379
Benjamin wrote his will on December 15, sixteen days before he died,
probably realizing that he was near death. In his will, he remembered all ten of
his living children, including young Samuel. George and Nathan, he wrote, “shall
have the entire management of my real and personal estate, consisting of my
forge and all other lands and buildings.” Once Samuel turned twenty-one in
1833, Benjamin wanted George and Nathan to sell “my forge on Smith Creek,
heretofore mentioned, together with the land and buildings thereunto
constructed” and then divide the money “equally…among my 10 children.”380 He
also gave all his thirty-one slaves to his children. He named his wife Sarah and
his ten children by name: George, Nancy, Nathan, Joel, Charlotte, Mark,
Rebecca, Isaac, Sarah, and Samuel.381
Benjamin played just as significant a role in the Pennybacker family as his
father Derik did. For Benjamin, family was a constant focus of life. Brothers,
sisters, and cousins from Pennsylvania all migrated and started fresh with these
pioneering ironworkers in Shenandoah County, which is probably one reason the
Pennybackers were able to become so successful. Although he lived in the
backcountry, Benjamin attempted to emulate elite city folk when he purchased
extravagances such as tea equipage and silk. While Benjamin took pride in his
Pennsylvania roots, he defined himself as a typical Shenandoah Valley resident
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when he constructed his home in 1811. Benjamin worked hard all his life, and he
finally became the sole owner of Pine Forge in 1816.
Benjamin was an ironmaster with strong ties to his family and surrounding
community, and he worked hard to provide some comfort for his wife and
children. He did own slaves, as many as thirty-one in 1820. Although he was
the ironmaster of black and white forge workers, his life was a lot more than just
molten iron and loud hammers. Big events, such as fighting in the Revolution
and migrating down the Great Wagon Road, and smaller ones, like watching the
birth of his tenth child and buying silk for his wife, filled Benjamin’s life.
Benjamin’s material life shows that he helped to create and sustain community.
The legacy of the Pennybacker family did not end with Benjamin’s death in
1820. Although Benjamin’s will stipulated the equal division of the Pine Forge
property among his children once his youngest son was of age, Benjamin’s
wishes, as it often happens, did not come to fruition. George took a different
path than his father had planned in the will. Instead of waiting until 1833, George
bought out all ten of the shares of his brothers and sisters, thereby becoming the
sole owner of Pine Forge. While Benjamin stipulated that Pine Forge be sold
once Samuel reached majority in 1833, George decided to take the helm soon
after his father’s death in 1821. The forge’s daybook continues through 1821,
and the day-to-day accounts remain similar to those kept while Benjamin
Pennybacker was alive.382 George had spent many of his thirty-three years in
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and around the forge and furnace landscape, so he had the necessary
ironworking skills to operate Pine Forge.
George’s achievements in ironworking, however, were short-lived. By the
1840s, his financial situation was in a dire state. He went bankrupt, and he was
unable to pay his sixty-two creditors. The Pine Forge property, including the
house that his father built in 1811, the forge, springhouse, and other buildings, as
well as nearly four thousand acres, were sold at public auction on October 22,
1842. Life continued, however, when George moved to Rockingham County and
became a farmer.383 George probably regretted his decision to buy his siblings’
shares and become the sole owner of Pine Forge. Perhaps Benjamin realized
that the iron business was failing, and that was the reason he ordered in his will
that Pine Forge be sold and divided between his ten children. Maybe Benjamin
envisioned a different kind of life for those children. While George continued the
Pennybacker family’s ironworking business for more than twenty-one years, he
ultimately failed. Competition from new furnaces and forges established after
Benjamin’s death might have contributed to his financial troubles.384
Although George was the last ironworking Pennybacker in Shenandoah
County, the family’s reputation in the valley was still respected. In fact, two firstgeneration Pennybackers, who were born in Shenandoah County, were
congressmen.385 George’s younger brother, Isaac Samuels Pennybacker,
actually served as a member of the U.S. House of Representatives from 1837 to
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1839, was the western district’s federal judge from 1839 to 1845, and he went on
to serve as a senator from 1845 until he died in 1847. He was also a regent of
the Smithsonian Institution.386 Isaac Samuels Pennybacker’s cousin, Judge
Green Berry Samuels, who was the son of Isaac and Rebecca Samuels, also
held many distinguished government positions, including congressman, circuit
court judge, and state appeals court judge. Although he died in Richmond,
Green Berry Samuels returned to Shenandoah County for burial in a Woodstock
cemetery.387
Ironmasters operated thirteen furnaces and forges by the end of the
nineteenth century in Shenandoah County. Although Redwell Furnace, which
operated under the name of Isabella Furnace, ceased operations by 1840, some
furnaces operated through the Civil War. Union troops attempted to destroy
many furnaces during their time in the Shenandoah Valley. Columbia Furnace,
established in 1803; Van Buren, established in 1838; and Liberty Furnace,
established in 1822, produced a tremendous output of iron for Shenandoah
County and beyond.388 P.E. Frederick operated Pine Forge before and after the
Civil War until the late 1880s. After the destruction of the Civil War, “only one or
two of the iron-making or ironworking establishments in the county were still
running,” wrote Shenandoah County historian John Wayland in 1885.389
Newspaper accounts of racial tensions at Columbia Furnace in 1880, however,
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provide some details of the closing days of the iron industry in the county. John
W. Whistler and Company, the managers of both Columbia Furnace and Liberty
Furnace, decided to change their labor force from white to African American
men. They brought in African Americans from other counties to work in these
two furnaces. This angered whites, and two-hundred of them rioted. Members
of the riot shot two African Americans.390
While African Americans were never the majority of the Pennybacker
workforce, especially during the family’s first years in Shenandoah County,
Benjamin Pennybacker and others increasingly relied on black workers as the
nineteenth century wore on.391 Benjamin’s ownership of a growing number of
enslaved workers, along with Isaac Samuels’ construction of a purpose-built
slave quarters at Green Hope, demonstrates the Pennybacker family’s
participation in Shenandoah Valley society.
As the valley’s diverse group of settlers began to dig their roots into its
soil, some people, like the Pennybackers, became increasingly American in the
objects they used and the houses they lived in. Although the Pennybackers
might—and probably did—have Pennsylvania German objects in the interior of
their homes, they chose to present symmetrical exteriors to their prospective
ironworking customers. By exploring the material life of the Pennybacker family,
the story of how one group of migrating Pennsylvanians dealt with life in
Shenandoah County emerges. Through stove plates, building facades, and their
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household goods, the Pennybackers fit into the surrounding valley landscape as
they developed and expanded the county’s ironworking industry.

CONCLUSION: CHRISTIAN BEAR, JOINER
This ironworking community, first at Redwell Furnace and later at Pine
Forge, did not exist in isolation from its Shenandoah County neighbors.
Benjamin Pennybacker had countless interactions with neighbors and family
members alike nearly every day from 1818 to 1821.392 Christian Bear, a joiner
who lived briefly in Shenandoah County but ultimately moved south to
Rockingham and Augusta counties, made similar business interactions that
resembled those of Benjamin Pennybacker, as shown in his account book from
the years 1819 to 1835.393 Although Benjamin Pennybacker worked in iron and
Christian Bear worked in wood, their accounts were strikingly similar. They
speak to this shift toward permanence in the lower Shenandoah Valley and the
formation of this community of artisans in the western part of Virginia.
For most of his life, Christian Bear worked as joiner, furniture maker, coffin
maker, and undertaker, and operated a mill along Whiskey Creek near present
day Churchville. Bear’s mill was a place of both woodworking and wool
processing, as countless wool carding entries in his account book attest.394 Like
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many others in the western part of Virginia, Christian was born in Pennsylvania
with origins in the Palatinate region of Germany. Bear traveled from eastern
Pennsylvania with his family down the Great Wagon Road to the Shenandoah
Valley.395 Although the entries in Christian Bear’s account book happened while
he was not living in Shenandoah County, he did work as a cabinetmaker in the
county in the early nineteenth century. Bear was an important player in the shift
toward the growth of a community of cabinetmakers and joiners.
Unlike the furniture of most Shenandoah County woodworkers, not only
does some furniture of Christian Bear’s exist today, but also a more extensive
documentary record, including an over one-hundred-page account book, as well
as several telling court documents. In one Shenandoah County court document
of September 1808, for example, Bear took on a woodworking apprentice.
“Ordered that George Funkhouser, Guardian to Abraham Funkhouser, Orphan of
Jacob Funkhouser, decd. to bind the said Abraham Funkhouser to Christian
Bear, to learn the trade of Joiner & Cabinetmaker according to an agreement
between the parties.”396 That apprenticeship was most likely successful because
almost three years later, Christian Bear took on another one of Jacob
Funkhouser’s orphans, nineteen-year old Joel Funkhouser “to learn the art and
Mystery of a Joiner & Cabinetmaker.”397
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Abraham and Joel were apprenticed to Christian Bear because their
father, Jacob Funkhouser, died in the early 1800s, and their family had a long
history of working with wood. Jacob was a joiner although he called himself a
“yeoman” in his January 1802 will.398 Jacob himself took on an apprentice in
Shenandoah County in January 1786—“Ordered that the Overseers of the Poor
bind Samuel Overholser decd. An Orphan Boy 14 years age….to learn the trade
of a Joyner & to read & write, according to Law said Funkhouser to allow said
Orphan Seven pounds extra at the Expiration of his apprenticeship.”399
Unfortunately, no other Shenandoah County records have been found indicating
whether or not Samuel Overholser completed his apprenticeship with Jacob
Funkhouser or even became a joiner. It is possible he had a successful
apprenticeship but chose to move out of Shenandoah County and worked as a
joiner elsewhere.
Jacob possessed the skills of the carpentry and joinery trades as he was
referred to as a “Carpenter” in 1766.400 He was paid 6 shillings for making a
coffin for Abrahm Brobeck, Sr. in the 1770s and was paid 3 pounds, 10 shillings
for some kind of joinery work for the estate of Jacob Rohrn in 1774.401 Jacob’s
carpentry and joinery abilities make sense, especially considering he was
working in mid-to-late eighteenth-century Shenandoah County where trade
specialization was scarce. People like Jacob who could perform more than one
trade were highly valued. Although Jacob made a stipulation in his will that his
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estate was not to be publicly auctioned, he did want his estate to be inventoried
and then divided among his children, George, Mary, David, Jacob, Abraham,
Joel, Dorothea, Daniel and John.402 While appraisers inventoried the estate, they
unfortunately did not take note of which child received which item when the
estate was divided.
Jacob’s estate inventory is important because the majority of his work as a
joiner took place in the mid-to-late eighteenth century when much of Shenandoah
County’s material culture was ephemeral. As a joiner, he used many different
types of wooden planes, and his various planes suggest that he might have
worked on furniture that was usually made by a cabinetmaker in more settled
areas. Jacob owned “5 OGs plains 10/ two Jointer & 2 Smoothing plains 16/,”
valued at one pound, six shillings. He had “a plow and two Grooves 24/” worth
one pound, seven shillings, six pence all together. Other planes included “a
quarter round, a pannell plain & cornish plain 8/ a rabbet & 2 round plain & bits
4/,” which were valued at thirteen shillings or pounds. He had another Jointer
plane, six other planes of unspecified type, as well as another quarter round
plane, and twelve pounds worth of “a parcel of plane Bits & a Saw Sett, a Small
Crank &c an iron frow and trowel.” He also had “11 Chizells and a Sprigging Awl
6/ a Turners lay and 4 Chisels 10/ a glue pot & rule 2/3,” valued at 18:3. “Two
Duff tail saws,” “a hand saw, a compass saw, & wimble bit 12/” were inventoried
at one pound, twelve shillings.403
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Christian Bear’s extensive tool collection indicates that he was doing
sophisticated joiner and cabinetmaking projects. With specialized molding
planes, such as ogee planes, grooving planes, and a quarter round plane, Bear
could make a wide variety of molding profiles. Large joiner planes allowed him to
remove a lot of wood quickly while panel-raising planes were the most efficient
way to make a raised panel for a door or other type of frame. His lathe also
indicates that he turned pieces, such as banisters or fireplace surrounds. Bear’s
wide-ranging tool collection was full of both specialized and general-purpose
woodworking tools, and he would have needed a lot of capital to purchase
several of those tools.
The work of a joiner involved finishing the interior of houses, including
making window sash, door and fireplace surrounds, and mantels. For making
windows, Jacob used “a Sett of Window Sash tools 3/6.” Jacob might have also
done some house painting, with “White lead, read lead, Spanish Brown & some
Chalk,” inventoried at three pounds, two shillings. He had three grindstones for
sharpening tools and several types of knives, including a “Small draw knife, mitre
& whitling Knife.” Perhaps he used “some cooper tools,” and “2 screw augers, 3
other augers” to make some barrels and buckets in addition to his everyday work
as a joiner. Jacob could have also used his tuner’s lathe to turn stair balusters,
make decorations for applying to house interiors, or even turning chair legs or
spindles. In terms of raw materials needed to complete this work, Jacob had
plenty, including “347 feet of Walnut planks at 9/ per 100 feet,” valued at over

raising plane as “a wooden plane used for working a wide, flat, or sloping rebate (the ‘fielding’)
round the edge of a raising panel.”
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one pound, as well as “a parcel of Shingles, ¼ ton of Plaster Paris 33/,” with the
shingles and plaster appraised at two pounds, five shillings.404
While two of Jacob’s sons were apprentices to Christian Bear, one of his
other sons, George Funkhouser, was already working in wood in Shenandoah
County. George was also serving as legal guardian to his brother Abraham after
their father’s death. Like Jacob, George made several coffins, including an
unusual entry for the Samuel Watt estate in 1806. George and his brother David
actually did full-service funeral arrangements—with George as the coffin maker
and David as the grave digger—on one particular occasion. Samuel Watt’s
estate “paid David Funkhouser for boarding whilte [sic] digging decedant grave
[£] 0: 7: 0,” and the estate “paid George Funkhouser for decedants Coffin $4.50
1:7:0.”405
After Joel and Abraham’s apprenticeships under Christian Bear in the
early 1810s, one of those Funkhouser brothers did ply their trade as
woodworkers in the county. Older brother, Abraham was present at one of the
largest tool sales in the county, the estate sale of Godfrey Wilkin in 1812.406
Abraham purchased “four Chissels and a butcher knife” for 4 shillings, 4
pence.407 By 1815, Abraham was constructing coffins on his own; he charged
seven dollars to William Fansler’s estate “for making coffin.”408 Abraham also
made a coffin for Bernard Goetz, charging his estate $8.00 on March 2, 1818.409
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He was also an estate administrator of a man name Ephraim Reavis in April
1819. Reavis’s estate had valuable blacksmith tools as well as a grindstone.
Abraham did not purchase anything at Reavis’s estate sale.410 Although there
have been no records found to indicate that Joel Funkhouser worked in wood as
a result of his apprenticeship with Christian Bear, his brother Abraham did.
Abraham also served in the Virginia Militia in the 1810s, working his way up the
rankings from Ensign in 1814 to Lieutenant in 1815, and Captain in the 2nd
Battalion, 13th Regiment in 1818.411
During his first years in the Shenandoah Valley, Christian Bear thus took
on two apprentices, who were both young men of Shenandoah County’s
Funkhouser family. Bear taught them how to be joiners and cabinetmakers. In
addition to these apprenticeship contracts, Bear also began his own family,
marrying Elizabeth Hottel on June 21, 1806.412 According to family history, Bear
moved from Rockingham County to Jennings Branch in Augusta County in 1809
to work on father-in-law Henry Hottel’s farm and “establish his woodworking
trade,” but court records indicate that he did some woodworking before moving
South and he even took on apprentice Joel Funkhouser in Shenandoah County
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in 1811.413 Bear moved to Augusta County by 1812, as his account book
indicates he was living at Jennings Branch at that time.414
Christian Bear worked as a joiner in Augusta County in the late 1810s and
1820s. He did everything from making shingles and windows to weather
boarding, repairing furniture, and making many coffins. For Henry Hottel who
lived in the Jennings Branch vicinity, for example, Bear constructed over thirty
windows, laid a brick hearth, and did some painting.415 On another occasion, he
mended Robert Knowls’s desk. 416 Often, Bear’s customers made large orders
for work, including wool carding. Barbary Fall, for example, ordered “one Loome
and gears…one breakfast table…one work table,” and exchanged butter for wool
carding work.417 Bear also sometimes hired members of his wife’s family to work
in his shop, as evidences in the account book entry “By nineteen Dollars worth of
Shop work from Joseph Huttel.”418
Some of Christian Bear’s furniture and joinery work remains extant today.
An early nineteenth-century chest of drawers attributed to Bear with a Churchville
provenance was auctioned by Sotheby’s in its “Auction of Americana” and
advertised in The Magazine ANTIQUES in March 1988. The walnut chest on
chest features a bottom case with two large drawers and an upper case with five
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small drawers over four medium drawers.419 Bear made the top of the chest of
drawers with elaborate decoration: “the upper having a molded swanneck
cresting terminating in inlaid rosettes flanked by inlaid plinths, the scrollboard
centering an inlaid oblong medallion above a covered cornice and frieze with
pattern stringing.”420 Bear did barber pole inlay on the upper part of the top and
the top and bottom of the base, as well as around each drawer. Bear also made
a valanced apron for lower case bottom that features barber pole inlay and an
inlaid half fan.421
Unlike many others, Bear’s family continued making coffins and arranging
other necessary aspects for the Valley’s dead; today, they own and operate Bear
Funeral Home in Churchville.422 While Christian Bear had the majority of his long
and successful career as a coffin maker and undertaker, furniture maker, and
joiner in Augusta County, Bear’s surviving work, Jennings Branch account book,
and other court documents attest to his impact on Shenandoah Valley material
culture. One of Bear’s two Shenandoah County apprentices remained in the
county, worked as a coffin maker, and took part in the artisanal community that
had formed there. Bear’s time in Shenandoah County and the objects he made
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provide further evidence about the increasing permanence of the region’s
community and culture.
While the Pennybacker family’s ironworking and the woodwork of
Christian Bear and his apprentices might appear unrelated, both ironworking and
woodworking were both practices of community formation in late eighteenth and
early nineteenth-century Shenandoah County. By altering the design of
Redwell’s stove plates from Germanic to more republican motifs, the
Pennybackers changed their products as the desires of the surrounding
community became more American in outlook. The houses of Isaac Samuels
and Benjamin Pennybaker illustrate their position as community members in
Shenandoah County society while Christian Bear’s joinery with early Republican
motifs highlights Bear’s responding to the needs of his consumers. As
Shenandoah County’s housing stock became more long lasting in the early
nineteenth century, various processes of community formation led to the creation
of a distinctive regional culture.
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Figure 17. The furnace itself was located somewhere on this hillside.
Ironmasters built furnaces into hillsides to allow for easy access to the top of the
furnace stack via a bridge. This is the approximate location of Redwell’s furnace
stack. Photo by author, September 2009.
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Figure 18. This painting is an idealized image of a late eighteenth-century
ironworking community called Bourbon Ironworks. The structure with the smoke
rising over it is probably the furnace stack. The furnace stack was usually
surrounded by several structures where things like coal were stored and work,
such as casting the stove plates, took place. It was also built into a hillside.
Behind the core of the industrial landscape (the furnace itself), this painting
shows two nearby buildings. The tall building was probably an office and the
shorter building might have been where workers lived. The building in the
distance might have been the ironmaster’s house. This painting does nothing to
portray the actual conditions that ironworkers endured when their furnace was in
blast—all day and all night—for several weeks. A crew of around fifteen
ironworkers experienced intense heat, noxious smells, smoke, and loud noises.
PNT Beck, “A View of Colonel Owings’ Furnace,” Tennessee, Painting used with
permission of Museum of Early Southern Decorative Arts, Winston-Salem, NC.
Gordon and Malone, 242.
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Figure 19. This is a drawing of Warwick Furnace. Watercolor by Benjamin
Latrobe, 1804. This provides a more realistic glimpse at what Redwell might
have looked like as an industrial site. Redwell’s limestone furnace stack was
probably over twenty-five feet tall. As in this painting, Redwell’s stack was
surrounded by many industrial structures, such as sheds, a bridge, and other
buildings to store ore and charcoal. Redwell also had dirt roads, like this image
portrays. Like this painting, builders at Redwell constructed buildings out of
stone and wood. Bezis-Selfa, Forging America, 34.
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Figure 20. This is the Yeager Spring House, North Elevation. Workers
constructed the Yeager Spring House into a hillside. This allowed people to
enter the second story without walking upstairs, and first floor was accessible
from an entrance on the south elevation that faces the spring. This image shows
some of the building’s rudimentary stonework. Photo by author, September
2009.
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Figure 21. This photograph shows prism mortar joints on the
unpainted Redwell Office. The Yeager Spring House also features
prism mortar joints. Theses joints added decoration while allowing
water to glide off the joints. Photo by author, September 2009.
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Figure 22. This is the large hearth where a cook probably prepared meals for
Redwell workers. In the corner of the hearth is a small, protruding piece of iron
that the cook might have used to elevate food off the floor. The fireplace features
a large iron lintel. Photo by author, September 2009.
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Figure 23. This is the south elevation of the Redwell Office. Like the Yeager
Spring House, it was also built into a hillside. This building was the first that
people encountered when they came to Redwell. It features more refined
stonework than the Yeager Spring House’s rudimentary stonework. Photo by
author, September 2009.
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Figure 24. This is the wood lintel of the first-floor fireplace in the Redwell
Office. While this is slightly decorated with a bead, this lintel is very domestic
in appearance. This was a primarily a space for cooking. Photo by author,
September 2009.
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Figure 25. The Hunter Stove plate’s German inscription, “Hier ist ein Jeger auf
der jagt also,” roughly translates as “Here is a hunter on the hunt.” The hunter
probably holds a musket as he chases after deer. The four pinwheels add
more indications of the stove plate designer’s Germanic origins. “Redwell
Furnace,” MESDA Research Files, (July 10, 2009).
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Figure 26. This stove plate features three rabbits circularly arranged. The rabbits
share ears in this visual illusion. The pinwheels also point to Germanic origins.
“Redwell Furnace,” MESDA Research Files, (July 10, 2009).
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Figure 27. The Queen of the Tortoises stove plate features elegant scrollwork
and an English inscription, indicating that Redwell Furnace ironworkers adapt
their stove plate designs to the changing needs of their surrounding community.
“Redwell Furnace,” MESDA Research Files, (July 10, 2009).
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Figure 28. Andrew Bear's nationalistic 1805 stove plate design is emblematic of
the shift in Redwell stove plate designs from being inspired by Germanic scenes,
fables, and the natural world to designs that are neoclassical in origin. “Redwell
Furnace,” MESDA Research Files, (July 10, 2009).
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Figure 29. Green Hope, circa 1930, had a symmetrical façade in the
Georgian tradition and fit into the surrounding Shenandoah Valley community.
Gouchenour, “Green Hope,” 2-4.
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Figure 30. Slave quarters at Green Hope, circa 1930. The chimney divided this
building, and enslaved people entered through rough batten doors made of pine.
Each door led to a separate living space. This building was similar to other slave
quarters in the nineteenth century. Gouchenour, “Green Hope,” 2-4.
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Figure 31. Pine Forge, circa 1930, greets passersby with a symmetrical façade
that portrays no hint of Palatinate origins. The house might have been an “I
house” with a center passage and rooms on either side. Gochenour, “The
Pennybacker Home,” 4.
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Chapter 4
Constructing a Common Culture:
The Furniture of Godfrey Wilkin and Johannes Spitler
Godfrey Wilkin and Johannes Spitler were artisans in late eighteenth and
early nineteenth-century Shenandoah County. While Johannes Spitler himself
did not construct the chests that he painted, the changing decoration of his
chests speaks to the cultural transformations that occurred simultaneously
across Shenandoah County, such as those discussed at Derik Pennybacker’s
Redwell Furnace and Benjamin Pennybacker’s Pine Forge and with Christian
Bear’s furniture and joinery discussed in chapter three. While Christian Bear
lived in Shenandoah County only briefly, his later life in the counties to the south
of Shenandoah would not have been successful without artisans like Godfrey
Wilkin and Johannes Spitler who came before him. The construction
methodologies employed in the chests of Godfrey Wilkin and Johannes Spitler
share commonalities that point to practices of community formation from the
1790s through the 1820s.
Godfrey Wilkin’s 1801 inlaid chest, Johannes Spitler’s paint-decorated
chests, and the countless joiners, carpenters, and cabinetmakers who appear in
court records show the formation of a community of artisan-woodworkers in
Shenandoah County in the late eighteenth to early nineteenth-century.
Construction details, such as the wedged dovetails on the Wilkin and Spitler
chests and lid fastening techniques on Spitler chests, are the physical
embodiments of orally-transmitted training, skills, and knowledge. Joiners and
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cabinetmakers passed on skills to apprentices and taught them similar
techniques. Those apprentices in turn passed these techniques onto others.
Tracing these construction details show the development of a distinct community
where people learned deliberate techniques from each other in the late
eighteenth century. These chests and the experiences of the men who
constructed them also speak to the growing market for utilitarian, yet decorated
furniture. Godfrey Wilkin’s 1801 chest and Spitler’s chests are the physical
manifestations of the creation of a Shenandoah County artisan community. This
community was based in a common cultural experience among the people who
made the chests and the people who bought and used the chests.423 “The
furniture of the American backcountry,” writes furniture historian Philip Zea,
“captures the revolution in taste that furnished three or four generations of
disparate households above the fall line before the creation of new markets
farther west after the 1820s.”424
Although much of Shenandoah County’s late eighteenth and early
nineteenth-century material culture is long gone, the objects that remain, their
construction, and their use are imperative in understanding the mentality of its
residents. There were many forms and types of furniture in the county, but
extant chests are the main focus of this chapter. For eighteenth-century settlers,
chests were not only important because they stored cherished items out of view,
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such as clothes and linens, but chests also were objects to display prominently.
This was not the case among those living in the Chesapeake, especially
members of the Tidewater gentry. Over the course of the long eighteenth
century, Chesapeake elites had increasingly sophisticated and specialized case
furniture.425 People living in Shenandoah County, however, ascribed value to
their large chests.426

HISTORIOGRAPHY
Historians have documented case pieces made by late eighteenth-century
cabinetmakers and joiners working everywhere from eastern Pennsylvania
through the Shenandoah Valley into the piedmont region of North Carolina.
Johannes Stirewalt migrated from Pennsylvania to Rowan County, North
Carolina and made a chest with wedged dovetail construction in the case, feet,
and drawers.427 Furniture historian Sumpter Priddy also found wedged dovetails
in Western Maryland case furniture, noting that these wedges are “Germanic
stylistic and structural conventions.” Priddy also notes importantly that “the
crowning of George I and the subsequent influx of Hanoverians into Britain…”
introduced “North German styles into England.”428 At the same time, Germanic
woodworkers also took English construction techniques with them. Historians
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generally consider wedged dovetails to be of Germanic origin, but it is more
complicated than that. The simplest explanation is that one cabinetmaker
working in the Germanic cabinetmaking tradition taught an apprentice who then
taught others this technique. Those people taught their own apprentices, and so
on. Wedged dovetails did not spread throughout early America in a straight
forward way.
Many mid-twentieth-century decorative arts scholars traced decoration
made by Pennsylvanians to their German origins. The 1946 book Pennsylvania
Arts and Crafts by the Metropolitan Museum of Art included photographs of
several chests that have wedged dovetails, but it was just a book of pictures.429
In Monroe Fabian’s 1978 tome The Pennsylvania German Decorated Chest,
there was no mention of wedged dovetails. Fabian writes, “the body of the chest
is virtually always joined at the four corners by standard dovetailing.”430 In the
1982 museum exhibition catalogue, The Pennsylvania Germans: A Celebration
of their Arts, 1683-1850, curators Beatrice Garvan and Charles Hummel noted in
the listings of individual pieces of furniture whether there were wedged
dovetails.431 Garvan and Hummel write that wedged dovetails were “a common
Germanic, not English, woodworking technique…used to attach the front, sides,
and back in strong, tight joints” whereas dovetails that were left unwedged were
noted as an English woodworking technique.432
429
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Beginning in the 1980s, scholars asked new questions about furniture,
exploring topics like acculturation and cultural retention through decoration.
Some of the best work came out of Winterthur. Winterthur graduate Patricia
Keller-Conner’s 1984 master’s thesis on the black-unicorn paint-decorated
chests of Berks County, Pennsylvania not only provided a thorough explanation
of wedged dovetails, but also broadened the conception of Germanic origins.
Keller-Conner found wedged dovetails in New York and northern New Jersey
from a Netherland-based tradition.433
Period furniture makers of today are somewhat confused about the
purpose and significance of wedged dovetails. Lost Arts Press founder, former
Popular Woodworking editor, and maker Chris Schwarz noticed some wedged
dovetails during a visit to Winterthur, and he wrote a 2012 Popular Woodworking
Magazine blog post about how they might have been constructed. Some of his
students’ tool chests’ dovetails had gaps, so he had them tap a 1/16” wide wedge
(at the tip) with a mallet into a kerf sawed down the center of the pins with
gaps.434 This process went along with Schwarz’s initial hypothesis about these
dovetails—that makers constructed dovetails like normal and then made the cut
for the wedge.435 Although Schwarz was smart in using wedges to fill in gaps,
discussing wedged dovetails and gaps in the same sentence perpetuates the
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myth that eighteenth-century cabinetmakers used wedged dovetails because
their work was shoddy. Cabinetmakers and joiners who wedged their dovetails
did so purposefully; wedging dovetails was the way they ensured they produced
very tight joints. It was also the main way many late eighteenth and early
nineteenth-century Shenandoah County artisans made their dovetails. Although
not every artisan in the county used wedges on every occasion that called for
tight dovetails, more than enough woodworkers did for historians to refer to
wedged dovetails as a distinctive construction technique. The evidence from
experimenting with construction methodologies demonstrates that wedged
dovetails were a significant marker of community formation in Shenandoah
County.

JOHANNES SPITLER’S CHESTS
Johannes Spitler was born in 1774 and left Shenandoah County for Ohio
in 1809.436 From his late teenaged years to the early 1800s, he painted over fifty
pieces of furniture, the majority of which were chests, in the Page Valley on the
eastern side of the Massanutten Mountains in Shenandoah County. Spitler only
painted the chests. He did not make them. Instead, their construction was likely
executed by several different artisans over the years. Spitler’s father John Spitler
might have made the chests; however, hypothesizing about the identity of the
maker of Spitler’s chests is less important than how the chests were actually
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made.437 Similar construction techniques, such as wedged dovetails and pinned
through-tenons in an applied lid molding, were expressions of community
formation in the northern Shenandoah Valley. Examining construction details in
Spitler chests underlines these practices of community formation.
The artisan who constructed Spitler chests used several indicative
construction processes, including wedged dovetails and purposeful lid
construction techniques. After constructing the wedged dovetailed chest entirely
out of pine, the woodworker then made its lid.438 The lid protected the objects
inside the chest because it provided shelter and a space its owners could lock for
security reasons. It was also a large and visible surface that Spitler then
decorated using paint, stencils, and a compass.
The construction of the lid of a chest in the collections of Colonial
Williamsburg indicates that the woodworker had a thorough plan before he began
working (Figure 32).439 The lid itself had a molded breadboard end, meaning that
the woodworker attached the molding after he made the rest of the lid (Figure
33).440 The breadboard ends, also called battens, kept the lid flat by
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counteracting its natural tendency to distort with seasonal changes in humidity.
Those same changes cause wood to expand and contract across its grain.
Makers minimized distortion while allowing for expansion through the use of
battens like on this particular chest. Without allowance for movement, the crossgrain battens could cause the lid itself to crack.441 This indicates that the
woodworker always intended to attach the side moldings like this since he started
making the chest.
He also allowed for enough wood on the sides of the lid to account for the
through-tenons. The artisan considered wood movement because he attached
the breadboard end with a tongue and groove joint along with two pins. These
two pinned through-tenons provided some freedom of movement (Figure 34).
The applied breadboard end molding also hid the lid’s end grain, which was less
attractive and difficult to paint. The maker simply secured the front and back
moldings, along the long sides of the case, flush to the rest of the lid with a large
number of wooden pins. He used twelve pins to attach the back molding to the
lid, and he also used twelve wooden pins to attach the front molding to the lid.
The maker understood wood movement and had the skills to follow
through, but he needed a somewhat specialized collection of tools to construct
this chest. He most likely shaped the groove with a plow plane after he cut the
through-tenon joints, and he probably also formed the shape of the lid’s molding
after he had attached it to the lid (Figure 35). He might have used several planes
to make the molding, including hollows and rounds and a rabbet plane, but he
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probably used an ogee plane. If the maker owned an ogee plane, that would
indicate that he had the most efficient tool for the job. Purchasing an ogee plane
was costlier than less specialized planes.442
The hardware of the interior of the chest is noteworthy because it provides
clues about how people actually used the furniture. Either the maker or the
owner of the chest secured two nails into the underside of the chest’s lid (Figure
36). That person used a hammer to secure the nails directly above the interior
wrought hinges. Nails on the inside of chest lids were common on Pennsylvania
chests. The small detail of nails nailed on the interior of a chest’s lid indicates
that people in Shenandoah County knew cultural traditions that were based in
Pennsylvania and importantly, they continued those traditions in their new
homes.443 The maker joined the chest together with wedged dovetails, which is
another indication of continuing practices used in Pennsylvania and also a
marker of community formation in Shenandoah County (Figure 37).
With the other Spitler chest in the Colonial Williamsburg collection, the
maker constructed the lid in a much more straightforward manner (Figure 38).
For example, the artisan did not use through-tenons to secure the breadboard
end—he just used pins to attach it (Figure 39).444 This chest, however, does
have two drawers, which presented their own kind of construction issues. The lid
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itself is one large, flat piece of yellow pine. He attached all three sides of the
molding to the lid, including two breadboard ends and the front, with a series of
square wooden pins fitted into round holes. The wooden pins were enough to
safely secure the lid’s molding for over two hundred years of wear and tear.
More importantly, the one-piece lid did not crack because of wood movement
issues. The woodworker further secured the lid with two large wrought iron
hinges on the interior of the chest.
The American Folk Art Museum in New York also has a large chest that
Spitler painted in its collection (Figure 40). One of these chests has two wrought
nails above the interior wrought hinges.445 In the inside of the lid, someone wrote
in pencil, “Bought this at David Rothgeb sale in the year 1876.” This chest is
both nearly identical in decoration and construction to a Colonial Williamsburg
owned chest with the pinned through-tenon breadboard end (Figure 41). The
maker probably constructed those two chests around the same time (and Spitler
probably decorated them around the same time as well).446 These two chests
are more similar to each other than other Spitler chests.
Another Spiter painted chest, named the Philip Long chest, has no rear
top molding, and the maker secured the other molding on the top (two
breadboard ends and the front) with many wooden pins (Figure 42).447 This
chest, probably constructed around 1800, has wedged dovetails. While most
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woodworkers and scholars today view the wedged dovetails as a sloppy way to
construct a dovetail, this was not the case with the dovetailed chests that
Johannes Spitler decorated. Like the majority of the other chests that Spitler
painted, the maker secured the molding around the chest’s lid on three sides,
including the breadboard ends as well as the chest’s front, with wooden pins.
The designs that Spitler painted on these chests, along with two clocks
and one hanging cupboard, changed over time. Like the changing designs of
stove plates at Redwell Furnace, Spitler’s painted designs became less
Germanic and more appealing to a wider range of Shenandoah County
consumers.448 Conservators completed many tests on his paint, and chemical
analysis shows that Spitler used everyday paint pigments that were easy to
procure “commonly imported, commercially available [oil] pigments.”449 Spitler’s
designs were very similar to those of his neighbor and friend, fraktur artist Jacob
Strickler. In addition to using commercially available oil paints and pigments,
Spitler did not normally draw his designs free hand—he used stencils, a
compass, and templates to produce large designs on the fronts and sides of
chests.450
The artisan who made Spitler’s chests was part of a burgeoning
community of woodworkers in Shenandoah County who constructed their
furniture in a way that speaks to the creation of common cultural experiences.
448
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While the products of many of these woodworkers are long gone or rotten under
the ground (e.g. coffins), using the furniture that survives is key to understanding
the development of the county. Spitler’s decorations are what makes these
chests sell at auction for half a million dollars, but the construction of the
dovetailed case and mortise and tenon lid and moldings are equally valuable to
historians. Johannes Spitler used stencils, a compass, and templates to paint
designs on dovetailed blanket chests. On the other hand, cabinetmaker Godfrey
Wilkin not only designed and inlaid his 1801 chest, but he also constructed the
large wedged dovetailed box himself.451 Orally transmitted techniques seen in
Wilkin’s chest, along with the Spitler’s paint-decorated chests and countless
chests and case pieces by other Shenandoah County artisans, all helped to form
community in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century northern
Shenandoah Valley.

GODFREY WILKIN’S FAMILY AND ORIGINS
“READ THES UP AND READ THES DOWN.” These inlaid words engage and
instruct onlookers on how to interact with this imposing walnut chest (Figure 43).
Godfrey Wilkin decorated this chest using wood itself—he inlaid words that
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provided information about himself as the maker; his nephew, the owner of the
chest; and he even addressed the quality of the chest through inlay. The middle
of the chest reads “MARCH 1 JACOB WILKIN HIS CHEST AD 1801.” He also
proclaimed through inlay that this is a “WEL DON” piece (Figure 44). Three large
inlaid hearts comprise the chest’s front center, surrounded by four rectangles.
This false frame and panel front has a singular configuration of hearts and
rectangle panels framed by stiles and rails; behind this false front is a dovetailed
rectangular box.
This chest is the only extant piece of case furniture made by Shenandoah
County cabinetmaker Godfrey Wilkin. The son and grandson of Palatine
immigrants, Godfrey Wilkin was from the first generation of his family born on this
side of the Atlantic Ocean. Historians can learn about not only about this 1801
chest, but also about all the tools that he used to make it, thanks to his extensive
1812 probate inventory. The probate inventory, alongside the probate
inventories of his grandfather and his father, provide context for Godfrey Wilkin’s
chest. While the chest is unique in aspects of its construction and design, it also
follows other local woodworking trends. Studying the material culture of Godfrey
Wilkin and his family, including this chest, and other objects found in probate
inventories, allows us to understand the origins of a community of like-minded
artisans in Shenandoah County in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries.
Godfrey Wilkin’s grandparents, along with his mother and father,
immigrated from the Palatinate region in the early-to-mid-eighteenth century. His
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grandparents lived long enough in the Palatinate that the region left a lasting
impact on their own culture as well as their children’s. Both sides of his family
also spent time living in eastern Pennsylvania after they arrived in Philadelphia
before they moved to Shenandoah County. Godfrey’s familial origins in the
Palatinate region, his family’s life in Pennsylvania, and the influence his maternal
grandfather John Emmerich and father Johann Gottfried might have had on
Godfrey’s profession provide background on Godfrey Wilkin’s material life.
Godfrey’s paternal grandfather was named Rudolph Wilcke. His name
was eventually changed to Wilkin, and he was born around 1690 in the Duchy of
Baden in the Palatinate region. He worked as a baker and innkeeper and was
married to a woman named Elizabeth in 1715. Their son Johann Gottfried was
born in Weiler, Duchy of Baden in 1721. Johann Gottfried was the only child of
Rudolph and Elizabeth who was born in the Palatinate region. His brother
Johann George was born in Philadelphia in 1728 and his sister Maria Catherine
was born in 1730.452 Rudolph, Elizabeth, and their son Johann Gottfried boarded
the William and Sarah on September 18, 1727.453 Apparently, Palatine
authorities actually made Rudolph pay a migration fine of 57 florins and 27
kreuzer.
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The three-member Wilkin family were part of a migration led by the first
ordained German Reformed church minister to practice in America, the Reverend
George Michael Weiss. Weiss and around four hundred others from the
Palatinate region traveled together on the William and Sarah. They settled in
Philadelphia and founded the church that became the Old First Reformed
Church. Many of the early records of the Wilkin family, including marriages,
deaths, and child sponsorships of nephews, were from the First Reformed
Church during the 1740s and 1750s.
Rudolph Wilkes, the father of Johann Gottfried and paternal grandfather of
Shenandoah County cabinetmaker Godfrey Wilkin, signed a document of his
allegiance to the Crown and colony that was presented at a Council meeting held
at the Philadelphia Courthouse on September 21, 1727. Rudolph, along with the
names of just under one hundred and ten natives of the Palatinate region, signed
on behalf of their families, agreeing that they “do Solemnly promise & Engage,
that We will be faithful & bear true Allegiance to his present MAJESTY KING
GEORGE SECOND…and will be faithful to the Proprietor of this Province.”
Rudolph and the others also vowed to “strictly observe & conform to the Laws of
England and of this Province, to the utmost of our Power and best of our
understanding.”454
Godfrey Wilkin’s maternal grandfather, John Emmerich Nunnemacher,
was also born in the Palatinate around 1695.455 He immigrated with his wife
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Barbara Goesler (who he married in January 1717) and their children in
September 1741 on the ship the Lydia bound for Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
John Emmerich Nunnemacher was forty-five years old on this journey. He was
naturalized in Philadelphia under the name “Johann Nunnemacher.” He
migrated to Bucks County, Pennsylvania, soon after his arrival. He later
remarried a woman named Judith sometime before 1770.456 Presumably, his
first wife Barbara died sometime in the 1740s or 1750s. Judith probably had also
been married before. While she was younger than John Emmerich, he married
Judith fairly late in his life—he was well past middle-age.
John Emmerich probably taught his grandson Godfrey, the Shenandoah
County woodworker, because John Emmerich was a joiner. Although John
Emmerich was already well into middle age by the time he arrived in
Pennsylvania (he was around 45), he worked as a joiner during the three
decades that he lived in Bucks County. Estate appraisers took “an inventory of
all the Goods and Chattels Rights and Credits of John Emmerich Nunnemacker
of Rockhill in the County of Bucks Joiner Lately Deceased” on December 9,
1776. Appraisers valued the entire estate at 190 pounds, 15 shillings, and 2
pence.457 The inventory provides clues into what kind of joinery work that John
Emmerich practiced and insight into his material life. Many artisans working in
early nineteenth-century Shenandoah County had similar Palatinate origins.
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In some cases, John Emmerich’s inventory included only general
descriptions. For example, a group of “Joiners Working Tools” were valued at
seven pounds, nineteen shillings, but the individual tools themselves were not
listed. Fortunately, the appraisers inventoried other joinery related objects, such
as a chest and “Joiners Work Bench” together valued at one pound, five shillings.
There was “an old Chest 5/… & Buttons 3/6” worth eight shillings, six pence.
John Emmerich also owned “four old planes & a Wooden Vice 6/ to a box &
Coulour 2/” worth eight shillings and “a Box with Glue 1/6, to Six Boxes & Some
old Lumber 3/6,” worth five shillings. He also owned a hammer and anvil worth
two shillings, six pence. He had three razors, a hone, and two hammers, all
together valued at four shillings, six pence. John Emmerich also owned “a frame
& Draw Knife 3/,” an “old Iron 5/,” “a Hatchet,” and three axes.
Certain items in John Emmerich’s inventory indicate that he knew how to
read and write and that his Palatinate origins were important to him. “A parcel of
German Books,” valued at two pounds, five shillings were among the first objects
appraised in the inventory. These German books were among the most valuable
items in John Emmerich’s entire inventory. Based on their location in the
inventory, listed after the bedsheets, towels, and table cloths, but before items
such as lanterns, lamps, and glass bottles, Emmerich probably stored these
books near his bed.458
In terms of furniture, he had a “Meat Chest 5/ to a Bed & Bedstead 45/”
together valued at two pounds, five shillings. He had a five-shilling arm chair.
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He owned many old and new boxes, bags, trenchers, baskets, and sacks. He
also had a “Wooden Table,” and a dough trough, as well as a “Looking Glass
1/6.” John Emmerich probably constructed a “Kitchen Dressure [dresser] 15/” to
store kitchen wares, such as “Six pewter plates” worth 12 shillings, “table spoons
4/3,” “pewter ware 4/,” “pewter Glasses 1/4d, and “Delph ware 4/.” His wife
Judith probably used the two-shilling frying pan, “a big kettle 12/, a little one 6/,
and two Iron pots 9/,” as well as “a Wooden Bowl 2/,” “a Cutting Knife 1/6, a
churn 1/” when she worked in the kitchen. John Emmerich and his family used “a
Grater and Cutter 1/6, to a Cabbage Bench 5/” listed together at 6 shillings, 6
pence to make sauerkraut. They had plenty of tubs, buckets, and barrels for
cabbage fermentation. Godfrey and his grandparents and parents all had the
necessary equipment to make sauerkraut.
Although John Emmerich was a joiner by profession, he also farmed and
kept livestock. He had a cow and a calf, together worth six pounds, fifteen
shillings. He farmed wheat and rye, but more wheat than rye. He had “Eight
bushels & a peck of Rye” valued over two pounds and “42 bushels of Wheat,”
valued at fourteen pounds, fourteen shillings in addition to “a Hundred Sheaves
of Wheat,” valued at one pound, ten shillings. Although he had two swine worth
fifteen shillings, he might have had more recently because the appraisers also
found “Ninety pounds of dry pork,” worth three pounds, fifteen shillings.
To his “Grandsons, George Wilkeel, Mathias Wilkeel, Godfrey Wilkeel,
and Henry Wilkeel, and their two sisters,” John Emmerich stipulated “one
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Seventh and Equal share to be Equally Divied to them share and share alike.”459
John Emmerich had accumulated a decent amount of goods and objects in the
short time he lived in Bucks County, Pennsylvania. While he did not own much
furniture other than the bare essentials, the furniture that he owned included
chests and boxes. Although there is no documentary evidence tying Godfrey
Wilkin to his grandfather John Emmerich through an apprenticeship, it is not a far
leap to say that Godfrey Wilkin probably learned joinery skills from his
grandfather, and he at least spent some time in at his grandfather’s “Joiners
Work Bench.”460
In addressing the possessions that he wanted his wife Judith to have upon
his death, John Emmerich prominently refered to her chest. “Also I give to my
wife,” John Emmerich wrote in his will, “aforesaid three Bushels of Wheat and
three Bushels of Rye…and our Matrimonial Bed and Bedstead and a Milch [milk]
Cow with the Liberty to Chuse [choose] which she pleases out of my Stock, and
fifty pounds of good pork and a Chest Market with her Name on it Date of the
year 1770 and all that is in the said Chest that Belonged to her before our
Marriage Together with all her Wearing Apparrel and Spinning Wheel and Reel
and Likewise the privilege to Live in my house Six Months after my
Decease…”461 This chest not only had Judith’s name marked somewhere on it,
but it also had the date 1770 marked on it. As John Emmerich’s second wife and
the stepmother to his children, perhaps the possessions that Judith brought to
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her marriage to John Emmerich were important to her. At the very least, John
Emmerich wanted Judith’s things to remain her own. Judith thus had her own
personal chest. This was probably a large chest that required two people to
move. Her chest was marked with both her name and the date, and it provided
her a safe and secure place to store her own things. Judith and John Emmerich
were only married for several years before he died, and she was around 50 years
old when they were married. John Emmerich recognized the sanctity and role of
Judith’s chest as her own personal object where she stored things that she
owned for herself, apart from her husband’s estate.
Godfrey Wilkin’s mother Christina was one of John Emmerich and Barbara
Goesler’s children. Christina was born around 1725 in Weyer, and she was
around sixteen years old when her family immigrated. Christina must have met
Johann Gottfried not long after they arrived in Pennsylvania because they were
married on November 6, 1746 in Philadelphia (Christina arrived in Philadelphia in
1741). Godfrey’s parents spent time in Philadelphia in the 1740s and 1750s
because they were listed as sponsors to the child of Mattheus Schutz and Anna
Barbara in 1748 in the First Reformed Church. Matthias was a friend of
Christina’s family and later migrated with the Wilkins family to Shenandoah
County. Johann Gottfried and Christina might have even named their first-born
son after their friend Matthias.
After Johann Gottfried and Christina Emmerich Wilkin’s marriage in
November 1746, they soon started their family, and their first son, Mathias, was
born in Philadelphia in June of 1747. George, Henry, Philip, and Elizabeth
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arrived over the next few years. Godfrey was the youngest of Johann Gottfried
and Christina’s children, and he was born in 1760. In the time between the births
of Henry (christened in May of 1756) and Philip (born in 1758), Johann and
Christina left their home in Philadelphia, traveled down the Great Wagon Road,
and settled in what was then Frederick County (on land that later became
Shenandoah County). Johann, Christina, George, and Henry probably moved to
Shenandoah County sometime after September 1756.462
Johann Gottfried moved after September of 1756 because he and his
brother Johann George purchased land in Shenandoah County in September.
They secured land along the McNishes Run along the Shenandoah River. Their
land was near Jacob Gochenour’s land to the northwest of Woodstock.463 Jacob
Gochenour had bought his four-hundred-acre plot of land from Lord Fairfax two
years earlier. Like the Wilkins, Jacob Gochenour was also a Palatine migrant
who had sailed into Philadelphia, sometime in the 1730s, and later decided to
head south to Shenandoah County.464
The brothers not only bought land together, but they also got married on
the same day, January 14, 1762. Johann Gottfried married his second wife
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Catherine Heller at the German Reformed Church in Philadelphia and his brother
George married a woman named Anna Marie Schmidt.465 While Johann
Gottfried lived in the Shenandoah Valley by the end of 1756, he did travel back to
Philadelphia to take care of family business on several occasions. George was
still based in the Northern Liberties of Philadelphia in 1770 where he died and
was buried on July 12, 1770.466
Godfrey’s father Johann Gottfried spent the next two decades living on a
farm in Shenandoah County. He watched his children start their own families in
the county. Later, some of his sons moved to Hardy County in western Virginia
(modern-day West Virginia near Lost River State Park). Hardy County and
Shenandoah County were not that far away from each other although there was
a mountain range in between them. In the eighteenth century, people traveled to
and from Shenandoah and Hardy counties frequently. Itinerant preachers, for
example, usually visited churches in Shenandoah, Hardy, and even Augusta and
Rockbridge counties. Even if mountains divided the branches of the Wilkin
family, they probably saw each other often.
Johann Gottfried and his second wife Catherine had two children who
lived into adulthood, a son named John born in August 1762 and a daughter
named Christina born around 1770.467 Since John was born just two years after
cabinetmaker Godfrey’s birth, Godfrey might have been closer to his half-brother
465
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John than his older brothers Matthias and George who were more than ten years
older than Godfrey. Godfrey’s half-siblings John and Catherine were both
married in the Shenandoah Valley. Godfrey’s father Johann Gottfried was listed
under the name Godfrey Wilkin in Dunmore County Rent Rolls in 1776.468
Johann Gottfried died when Godfrey was around twenty-five years old.
Godfrey’s father left behind a fairly detailed estate inventory that provides clues
into what his two-decades living in Shenandoah County were like. His estate
was appraised after his death by a court order of June 17, 1785. The appraisers
were John Horse, Samuel Roddeheffer, and Paul Haman. Johann Gottfried kept
a large number of livestock, he had a well-furnished house, and more
importantly, Johann Gottfried owned a variety of woodworking tools. While he
did not have an extensive tool collection, Johann Gottfried had more tools than
those necessary for performing maintenance tasks or constructing log buildings.
Johann Gottfried’s tool ownership indicate that he was most likely some kind of a
woodworker.
These tools suggest that Johann Gottfried might have been a cooper, but
cooperage was not his full-time profession. For example, he owned “a hand saw,
2 Augers, 2 Drawing knives, 1 Ax, 1 Ads and several other kinds of tools,” valued
at one pound, five shillings, and six pence.469 He also owned a cooper’s screw,
“1 hammer and Anvil,” and “1 Frow”. He had other tools that were fairly common
to the life of settlers—an apple mill (valued at seventeen shillings) and a wind mill
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(valued at two pounds, fifteen shillings). While Johann Gottfried was not making
elaborate joinery or furniture—his appraisers mentioned no planes or even a
bench, in his inventory—he had some tools for performing cooperage, such as
the screw for making barrels, a hand saw, augers, and several drawing knives.470
Dividing Johann Gottfried’s tools into two categories can help historians
understand what kind of woodworking Johann Gottfried could have done based
on the tools that he owned at the time of his death. First, most of Johann
Gottfried’s tools were actually general-purpose tools for accomplishing a variety
of tasks. These included things like hand saws, axes, hatchets, and froes.
Johann Gottfried used his axe to help cut down a tree, and once the tree was
milled at a nearby saw mill, he probably used one of his hand saws to dimension
the lumber into board lengths that he wanted for the particular project that he was
working on. He also used his froe to split wood for making barrels. Johann
Gottfried owned more than just general-purpose tools; he also had tools that
were specialized for a certain trade. His “Cooper’s screw,” for example, was of
no use to a cabinetmaker for dovetailing case furniture, but it was crucial for a
cooper cutting holes in the heads of wooden barrels (Figure 45).471 “An artisan
could acquire new tools to perform new tasks,” write historians Jay Gaynor and
Nancy Hagedorn, “but in general his kit was chosen because the tools in it
permitted him to undertake a specific group of related processes.”472
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Other tools that Johann Gottfried needed as a cooper included a draw
knife that was specially shaped for refining curved wooden surfaces, and the
appraisers listed several draw knives in his inventory that might well have been
cooper’s draw knives.473 Coopers also needed boring tools, and Johann
Gottfried owned a few auger bits. Johann Gottfried thus had tools from both
categories: very specific tools like a screw, draw knives, and augers that he
needed as a cooper and general-purpose tools, such as hand saws, froes, and
iron wedges. This confirms what other historians have found in inventories from
the rural backcountry of Virginia. Gaynor and Hagedorn note that “while these
jacks-of-all-trades owned a variety of tools, their kits probably had little depth and
contained a few high specialized tools, a fact that often was reflected in the
efficiency and sometimes even the quality of their work.”474
While Johann had some of the tools necessary for cooperage, he also
needed planes, particularly jointer planes, for getting long boards prepared and
for making things like hogsheads and barrels. There were no planes listed in his
inventory; however, the appraisers made this inventory after his death in 1785.
Just because he owned no planes at that particular time does not mean that he
never owned planes. Although somewhat improbable in Shenandoah County at
this time, it is also possible that Johann Gottfried worked under a master cooper
who owned a more complete kit of necessary tools, including jointer planes. If
that was the case, Johann Gottfried only needed portable and less costly
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cooperage tools. Johann Gottfried might have been a more active cooper earlier
in his life, but by the time of his death, he himself did not possess every tool
necessary for that trade.
Johann Gottfried also owned lumber. The appraisers found “1 hundred &
fifty Feet on Inch Boards,” valued at one pound, eighteen shillings. Shenandoah
County woodworkers in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
whether they were coopers, carpenters, joiners, or cabinetmakers, left behind
wood in their inventories (if they had inventories to begin with). Although Johann
Gottfried did not leave a large quantity or a great variety of lumber behind, the
fact that he owned some lumber at the time of his death, is a good indicator that
he intended to use it to build something. This “1 hundred & Fifty Feet on Inch
Boards,” combined with his tools, are decent signs that he was some kind of
woodworker, though more likely a cooper than a cabinetmaker. There was no
bench or bench planes in his inventory, but benches were not usually
inventoried. Johann Gottfried owned the right kinds of specialized tools and
enough lumber to make barrels.475
Johann Gottfried owned wooden objects that he probably made himself.
For example, he probably made “6 Barrels and 4 Smaller Casks,” valued at one
pound, nine shillings, along with “old Casks.” There was also “10 Casks of
Flower,” valued as ten pounds and “a Cask with Tallow in it,” valued at ten
shillings, six pounds. He probably made these casks that he used to store flour.
Johann Gottfried also had many tubs—he or members of his household might
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have used “a Large tub and Small Tub & churn and Butter tub” in dairy
processing. He had a large number of cows. Like other Palatine migrants to
Shenandoah County, he had sauerkraut making equipment, such as “a Cabbage
box,” valued at two pounds, 6 shillings.476
While he probably did some cooperage at his Shenandoah County farm,
Johann Gottfried was primarily a farmer and keeper of livestock, including cows,
sheep, swine, and geese. He had at least five mares, four horses, nine cows, six
calves, eight steers, two heifers, and one small bull, two yearling colts, seventeen
head of swine, nine geese, and thirteen head of sheep. With “1 Wolf Trap and
Curry Comb,” valued at 7 shillings, he attempted to protect his livestock from the
wild animals that surrounded his property. For working the farm, he had three
dung forks, “2 pitching forks,” four hoes, and several branding irons for marking
his livestock. He owned tools for farming wheat and rye, such as sickles,
scythes, ploughs, wheel barrows, and “a Harrow with Iron teeth.”
One of Johann Gottfried’s most valuable objects was “a Waggon,” valued
at eleven pounds, ten shillings. He also had a “Rifle Gun,” valued at three
pounds, and “an old Musket,” valued at ten shillings.477 Most of Johann
Gottfried’s property, however, was concentrated in livestock, agricultural, and
domestic equipment, such as the loom, valued at five pounds and the wind mill,
valued at over two pounds. The sheer number of cows, sheep, and swine
indicate his prosperity was based in his successes (and failures) in animal
husbandry.
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Not only did Johann Gottfried’s household farm and husband livestock, but
they also processed their harvest and animal products. For example, Johann
Gottfried’s wife Catherine probably used a loom to produce wool from the thirteen
head of sheep—the estate appraisers inventoried “Sheep Sheers, a plate, a
hone, and Razor,” worth three shillings.478 There was some unfinished wool
spinning work during the appraisal—some “unspoon wool” worth nineteen
shillings, six pence and also some “woolen yarn,” worn one pound, sixteen
shillings. There was also “a piece of Worsted,” several pieces of leather, and “a
Calf Skin,” valued at two shillings, six pence, which might indicate that they used
their livestock to produce leather. They might have sent out their calf skins to a
tannery for leather production. They also kept bee hives.
Johann Gottfried outfitted his house with the kind and variety of furniture
that one would expect to see in a middling household in rural Virginia. He and
Catherine probably slept on the “Feather Bed & Bedstead” worth three pounds
with other family members sleeping on a bed and bedstead worth two pounds
and another worth one pound, ten shillings. Their household had a lot of iron
kitchen objects, including six “iron potts,” worth a couple shillings each, and “a
Frying Pan,” valued at three shillings. There was some “Pewter Ware,” valued at
one pound, ten shillings, as well as “6 Knives & 6 Forks,” valued at four pounds,
six shillings. The majority of the kitchen objects were made of iron, not pewter.
Although he owned no ceramic ware, Johann Gottfried had “a tea Kettle” in
addition to an “Iron Kettle;” the “tea Kettle” was worth fourteen shillings, and the
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“Iron Kettle” was worth twelve shillings. This iron ware was probably kept in “a
Cupboard,” that was worth only two shillings.479
In addition to three bedsteads of varying quality levels and the cupboard
that he probably kept in an area of food preparation or eating based on its place
in the inventory, Johann Gottfried also had a chest. Chests were not only where
people hid away important objects, but they also sometimes acted as makeshift
seats, albeit without a back rests. The appraisers inventoried a variety of goods
they found inside it. For example, they found “a large Bible,” valued at two
pounds, “10 Old Books,” valued at five shillings, and “Cloathing,” valued at two
pounds, ten shillings. The appraisers valued the chest itself at eleven shillings,
which is more than five times the value of the cupboard. They might have seen
the cupboard as simply an old, utilitarian object that was well-used. Although the
chest was probably smaller in size than the cupboard found in Johann Gottfried’s
kitchen, the appraisers recognized that it was a much more valuable object,
perhaps because its maker had constructed it using tighter joints or higher quality
wood than the cupboard had.
In addition to the cupboard that was probably in the kitchen and the chest
that might have been prominently displayed because of its proximity to the
cupboard in the inventory, Johann Gottfried also owned at least one table. The
appraisers valued this table at ten shillings, making it worth more than the
cupboard but less than the chest. Sometimes the objects that appraisers did not
include in inventories are as important as the objects that they included. In this
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case, Johann Gottfried owned a table, but there was no mention of chairs in his
inventory. Appraisers tended to list chairs in inventories since they were
movable property that could easily be valued and sold. Perhaps Johann
Gottfried’s chairs were not worth mentioning. It seems unlikely that he did not
own any chairs.
Some of the final objects that the appraisers found were actually among
the most important that Godfrey owned—his iron stoves. Johann Gottfried had
two iron stoves, valued at two pounds, ten shillings each. These stoves were
listed near the end of his inventory, right after the “Sheep Shears, a plate, &
hone, and Razor,” and before “a Calf Skin,” valued at two shillings, six pence.480
These two iron stoves were much more than utilitarian objects, providing more
than comfort for the family. They were probably iron stoves with decorated
scenes or patterns on at least two sides of the stove. These stoves might have
traveled with Johann Gottfried and his family from Pennsylvania, but they were
most likely purchased in the Shenandoah Valley, perhaps from Marlboro Furnace
in Frederick County. Johann Gottfried most likely passed near the Marlboro
Ironworks operated by Isaac Zane on his travels up and down the Great Wagon
Road from Philadelphia to Shenandoah County.481 Johann Gottfried’s ownership
of more than one stove, along with his other possessions, indicates that he was
not just subsisting---he and his family were thriving in their new home in the
Shenandoah Valley.
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Johann Gottfried had thus built a successful life for his large family in
Shenandoah County when he died on May 26, 1785. At the time of Johann
Gottfried’s death, his second youngest son, who was actually named after
Johann Gottfried and whose furniture comprises the main focus on this chapter,
Godfrey Wilkin, was twenty-five years old. Godfrey probably lived at his father’s
home in 1785 because he was still unmarried at that point. Although not much
information about Godfrey’s early life exists, Godfrey might have spent time
studying joinery under his grandfather John Emmerich Nunnemacher’s tutelage
at Rockhill in Pennsylvania. John Emmerich died when young Godfrey was
around sixteen years old, which means there was plenty of time for Godfrey to
learn from him; however, no formal apprenticeship agreements have been found.
At the very least, Godfrey’s father Johann Gottfried travelled back and forth
between Shenandoah County and Philadelphia, and perhaps he took young
Godfrey with him to spend some time learning joinery skills in his grandfather’s
bench. A year after his father Johann Gottfried’s death, Godfrey married a
woman named Catherine Layman on June 12, 1786 in Shenandoah County.482
Around three years later, Godfrey had a household of one man and five
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horses.483 Ten years later in 1790, Godfrey was still living in the county and he
was taxable for a household of one man over sixteen years old and six horses.484
Godfrey Wilkin and his wife Catherine had several children starting in the
1780s and continuing on and off for the next twenty years. Catherine had their
son John in 1787.485 Twelve years later, Godfrey signed a petition to the Virginia
General Assembly in support of the glebe for orphans in Shenandoah County.486
Godfrey was thus not only supporting a growing family of his own, but he also
chose to support poor neighbors in his county by signing that petition. By 1810,
Godfrey was fifty years old and Catherine was in her forties. Their children
ranged in ages from into their twenties to under ten years old. By that time, their
youngest children, youngsters Philip, Mary, Joseph, and Esther lived in the family
home, along with three older siblings who were between the ages of sixteen and
twenty-five.487

GODFREY WILKIN’S CHEST
Godfrey made the chest for his nephew Jacob, who married Mary Swisher
in Hardy County on September 24, 1805 (Figure 46). This inlaid chest was
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probably one of the most prominent pieces of furniture in their house.488 Before
his marriage, the best of what Jacob had to his name was a horse in his onewhite-tithable household.489 This chest made an impression on visitors to his
house. It is both representative of the Valley and unique at the same time. The
decorated front is a separate piece apart from the dovetailed chest—it is
essentially a frame and panel false front with a bottom hinge that fall forwards to
reveal the actual front of the large dovetailed chest and several hidden drawers
(Figure 47).
Like many cabinetmakers working in the Pennsylvania German tradition,
Godfrey attached the decorated side panels with wooden pegs. Like many other
pieces, including chests painted by Johannes Spitler, most of the dovetails,
including those attaching the sides and front of chest itself and chest’s drawer
fronts, have wedged dovetails. Those wedged dovetails might be unusual for
those working in the English tradition, but many Shenandoah County
cabinetmakers, who had roots Pennsylvania via in the Palatinate region of
German, have wedged pins (Figure 8).490
While his use of wedged dovetails was similar to many other joiners and
cabinetmakers working in Shenandoah County and indicates practices of
community formation, Godfrey differed from most in the position of his pin and tail
boards. Normally tails are on drawer sides. But for the drawers of Godfrey’s
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chest, the drawer sides had the pins and the drawer back had the tails (Figure
48). This unusual construction strengthens the drawer back. Historians have
seen this type of drawer construction elsewhere, but most Shenandoah County
makers did not construct their drawers in this way.491 Perhaps this particular way
of making drawers was something that Godfrey learned from his Palatine joiner
grandfather. Godfrey made the drawer bottoms in the typical, expected way--with the grain running from side to side and a big chunky bevel to slide into a
groove.
The chest has a curious history in the form of two written affidavits found
in the chest’s false front, which places the chest under the ownership of a man
named N.M. Burkholder of Fort Lyme near Harrisonburg in 1907. Burkholder
wrote that his father, D.M. Switzer, acquired the chest from his father, Valentine
Switzer. “My father, D.M. Switzer,” wrote Burkholder, “told me that while his
Father, Valentine Switzer, lived in Hardy Co. some man moved to Ohio and gave
this chest to Valentine Switzer in return for V. Switzer’s taking his own Team and
Wagon and hauling the man to Ohio.” Burkholder admitted that while he “never
heard the name of the name but no doubt it was Jacob Wilkins.” 492

GODFREY’S TOOLS
By this time Godfrey made the chest in 1801, he was nearing the end of
his time as a woodworker, as well as the other trades that he practiced. Although
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this chest is the only remaining piece of furniture from his shop, it is a striking
example of workmanship from Virginia’s western backcountry.493 Godfrey Wilkin
died in 1810, having practiced cabinetmaking in the Shenandoah Valley for much
of his life. He was probably still making coffins in 1809.494 He had an extensive
collection of tools. The probate inventory shows the state of his tools, as well as
his house and other real property, at the time of his death. With his tools, he
could perform several trades—from cabinetmaking and joinery to blacksmithing
and millwrighting. The inventory of estate, which also details who purchased his
tools at the auction, not only shows his status as an artisan, but also records
from the estate sale provide an important snapshot of the state of the trades in
Shenandoah County in April 1812. The inventory, performed in early January of
1812, included “a parcel of planes and stocks,” valued at 12 shillings. Appraisers
valued the entirety of Godfrey’s estate at over 315 pounds. They must have
spent a good number of hours going through Wilkin’s extensive tool collection.
Those planes valued at 12 shillings were only the beginning. Not only did
Godfrey own cabinetmaking and/or joinery tools, such as planes, chisels, rasps,
and a vice, but he also had rope making, gunsmithing, weaving, shoe making,
saddling, cooperage, and stone boring tools.
With everything from planes, chisels and sledges to crowbars, and a loom,
Godfrey had the necessary equipment for making life’s essential objects. From
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clothing to coffins and shoes and saddles to wooden buckets, chests, and tables,
Godfrey could make many things with the tools that he accumulated over the
years and owned at the time of his death. Whether he alone had the skills
necessary for coopering, saddling, shoe making, constructing a mill, and making
a chest is an important question. Does Godfrey have what historians might
consider a full set of cabinetmaker’s tools? Yes, and then some.
To make furniture, build molding for houses, or construct coffins,
woodworkers dimension the rough lumber that comes to their bench and saw a
reasonable width and length before they even considered putting plane to wood.
By the time of his death, Godfrey Wilkin had several saws, including “an adze
saw, Cutting Tools &c and a Square,” valued at one pound, four shillings. He
had two broad axes, worth 18 shillings, a nice “Cross Cut Saw” valued at one
pound, four shillings, and another “Broad ax and Tools for to make apple mills,”
worth just seven shillings.495 Wilkin also had a hatchet and “two drawing
knives.”496 He undoubtedly had the tools to dimension the boards that came into
his shop.
One of the main tasks of late eighteenth-century and early nineteenthcentury cabinetmakers was to make boards flat, straight, and square. To
accomplish this, Godfrey needed planes. He had twelve shillings worth of planes
although the appraisers did not note the exact number of planes in that instance.
He also had nineteen other planes, valued at just under thirty shillings, as well as
“two jointers and three plains,” valued at eighteen shillings. In case one of his
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planes needed repair, he also had “wood for plane Stocks,” valued at one shilling
and six pence. He could have also used some of this “wood for plane Stocks” for
making his own planes. These planes probably included jointer planes, fore
planes, smoothing planes and most likely a variety of molding planes although
the appraisers only specified two jointer planes. All things considered, Godfrey
had around sixty shillings worth of planes. He used his many chisels for
chopping mortises and dovetail waste, paring and refining cuts, and making and
installing inlay. Godfrey had other necessary tools as well, like hammers, files,
rasps, several wooden vices, and a workbench. His tool chest had both general
purpose and specialized tools.
Compared to his father Johann Gottfried who only had a handful of tools,
including those used in the cooper’s trade, Godfrey had a much more extensive
and diverse inventory. Godfrey had “a Wheel Barrow 6/ Cooper Stuff 24/,”
valued together at one pound, ten shillings. Like his father, Godfrey owned
sharpening tools, such as a grind stone and a hone, although Godfrey possessed
a greater quantity than his father owned. Godfrey, for example, owned “eleven
Grind stones not finished,” valued at nine shillings along with “a Grind Stone and
frame,” also valued at nine shillings and “two Grind stones,” valued at four
shillings.497 It was not enough to own edge tools. Godfrey also had to know how
to maintain those tools, which included proper storage techniques (to prevent
rust) and sharpening techniques. Perhaps Godfrey learned how to take care of
and sharpen his edge tools from his father Johann Gottfried.
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Godfrey’s inventory shared other similar items with his father, in particular
those used in everyday agricultural and husbandry activities. Like his father,
Godfrey often relied on wheelbarrows to haul farming equipment, as well as the
bounty produced on the farm, around their property. Farming tools in Godfrey’s
inventory, as well as his fathers, include hoes, pitch forks, dung forks, shovels,
scythes, sickles, and harrows. They both owned iron wedges. Appraisers valued
Godfrey’s “three Iron wedges and a maul,” and an “old plough,” at fourteen
shillings. Godfrey and his father also both owned chains and sheep shears.
Godfrey’s “pair of Sheap Sheers” were valued at three shillings. Godfrey or a
member of his household used those shears on his “Seventeen sheep and one
lamb,” all together valued at ten pounds, sixteen shillings.498 Godfrey also owned
a wide variety of trade-specific tools. He owned “two old Guns,” worth eighteen
shillings together with “a shot pouch.” He had another “Gun and a shot pouch,”
worth two pounds, eleven shillings and a “Gun barrel lock,” worth two pounds,
eight shillings. While Godfrey owned gunsmithing tools, he also had specialized
tools for more than just the gunsmith trade.
Godfrey not only had an extensive tool collection that was both tradespecific and varied, but he also had a well-furnished household, better than the
households of many of his neighbors. Just as Godfrey had more tools than his
father, he also had a better-appointed house and had accumulated more goods
in a greater abundance than his father had thirty years before him. Godfrey was
among the first generation of the Wilkin family that was born in Virginia. He
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spent his whole life living in Shenandoah County. The 1812 probate inventory
shows how Godfrey and his wife Catherine furnished their household.
Godfrey, Catherine, and their children sat around a table that was valued
at nine shillings and protected that table with one of their “Six Table Cloths and
Towels,” that were valued at eight shillings. Godfrey and Catherine sat on one of
their four chairs worth three shillings, six pence, and they used “a Candle stick
and a lamp,” valued at two shillings to light their table while they read from “a
parcel of Books” or took “a lot of Pewter ware…delph ware,” or “a lot of Crookery
ware 2/6,” or “a Coffee mill,” from their “kitchen Cupboard,” valued at one pound,
thirteen shillings. Catherine Wilkin kept a great many objects that she used for
cooking and eating in that kitchen cupboard, including “a lot of tin Ware,” “an Iron
pot,” and a Dutch oven.499 By 1810, iron pots were harder to find in Catherine’s
cupboard than that of her mother-in-law’s cupboard in 1785, which show the
consumer revolution’s impact on western Virginia.500 Catherine also had “three
ladles,” “a Skillet and a pan 2/, five jugs and Some Oil 9/,” together valued at
eleven shillings. The Wilkins kept one of their chests in their kitchen and their
son John bought that kitchen chest during the estate sale. Godfrey, his wife, and
their children probably checked on their reflections in a looking glass valued at
six shillings. The household had at least two chests, one valued at seven
shillings, six pence, and the other was valued at twelve shillings.
Godfrey and Catherine had a large household. For example, in 1810 the
census taker counted nine people. The appraisers inventoried five beds, of
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varying quality. During the estate sale in for two days in late April of 1812,
however, only three beds were sold as part of Godfrey Wilkin’s estate sale,
including two that his widow Catherine bought. This was a public sale of
Godfrey’s estate, and in some cases, objects sold for less money than they were
appraised for four months earlier in January 1812.
Godfrey’s inventory was tool-heavy. The estate appraisers, Frederick
Parrot, Mathias Smootz, and John Mathias, spent more time recording the details
of Godfrey’s tools for various trades and farming implements than his household
furnishings. While it seems that they began their appraisal inside the house by
starting with “a Table 9/, a chest, 12/, four chairs 3/6, a dough trough 1/6,” the
appraisers were soon out of the house and inside a stable when they appraised
“a mares Saddle” for one pound, one shilling. Parrot, Smootz, and Mathias
seemingly recorded the majority of the inventory beyond the confines of
Godfrey’s main house.501
The women of the Wilkin family are unfortunately difficult to find in the
documentary record surrounding cabinetmaker Godfrey Wilkin. Women and the
labor of women is apparent by exploring objects found in the probate inventory
and estate sale. There were obvious objects, such as “a Table 9/, a chest 12/,
four chairs 3/6, a dough trough 1/6,” as well as beds, linens, table clothes, and “a
Candle stick and a lamp 2/” that Catherine Wilkin used alongside her husband
Godfrey. Other things, like yarn and a loom, hint at the everyday labor that
Catherine probably performed in her role as wife to Godfrey and mother to their
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children. Along with domestic equipment like the loom, Catherine might have
cooked for her family, using “an Iron pot 5/, a frying pan 4/, a small Iron pot 3/,” in
her kitchen where “a kitchen Cupboard,” valued at over a pound, held pewter,
Delph, and “Crookery ware.”
Many Shenandoah County neighbors, friends, and Godfrey’s own relatives
showed up for his estate sale, and the account of the sale provides a fascinating
look into how Shenandoah County residents consumed used goods. Among the
Wilkin family, people who were there and actually purchased something include
Widow Wilkin, the name that Catherine his wife was referred to at the estate sale,
Jacob, Frederick, John, and Godfrey, who was either his son or nephew. People
like David Hottel were at the sale and purchased tools, such as “two whetstones
and hones,” worth one shilling, one pound. His son Jacob Wilkin also purchased
tools. Exploring the purchases of trade-specific tools at estate sales allow
historians to find clues about the trades people practiced in Shenandoah County
in 1812. For example, a man named Moses Weeks bought “Mason tools,” for
four shillings, one pence, while Abraham Grabill bought “a bunch of Shoemakers
Tools” for eighteen shillings, six pence. John Wiman and John Gocheneur both
bought planes with Wiman also purchasing “a Saw rasps and files.”502
Catherine Wilkin made some telling purchases from her husband’s estate,
including two hoes for four shillings; “Six hogs largest,” for five pounds; a heifer
for two pounds, twelve shillings; two pounds of wheat; and eight geese for
seventeen shillings. Not all of her purchases were housed in stables, however,
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considering she bought seven books that were worth three pounds as well as “a
lot of books” worth two shillings, four pence. Catherine spent the same amount
on two bottles while two jugs cost her nine pence. Catherine ensured that she
would have a place to sleep, probably on her matrimonial bed. She bought a bed
for two pounds, four shillings, as well as “a bed Bedstead and furniture,” for one
pound, four shillings. Catherine’s purchase of “two spinning wheels” for two
pence indicates that she was probably the one who processed Godfrey’s wool
during the several decades in which they lived together in Shenandoah County.
She also bought “two barrels with Some Salt,” for fifteen shillings; “a bottle with
some Suet…” for three pence; “a Cedar Bucket,” for two shillings; and “a Water
Can,” for nearly two shillings.503
Catherine not only made certain that she had a place to sleep by
purchasing two bedsteads, but she also made sure that she would be
comfortable when she bought a stove, probably made of iron, for one shilling, six
pence. Although there is no indication the stove was made at Redwell Furnace
and had some of the highly decorated stove plates that was previously discussed
in chapter three, this stove could have well been made at Redwell Furnace,
based on Godfrey’s proximity to the ironworks in Shenandoah County. In
addition to having a comfortable piece of furniture to sleep on, Catherine also
secured several tubs that she probably used for washing clothes, bedsheets, and
other linens. She purchased “a Bucking Tub” for three shillings; “a Washing
Tub,” for one pound, six shillings; and “a keg” for the same price.504
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Catherine used the used goods that she purchased at her husband’s
estate sale in her life as a widow living in Shenandoah County. She probably
used the loom to weave wool yarn from sheep, as she did during her nearly thirty
years of married life to Godfrey. She slept on one of the beds that she bought at
the estate sale, and she used the iron stove for sustaining warmth. The other
bed might have been for the use of her younger children. When Godfrey died in
1810, he and Catherine still had children who had not reached their majority age.
Philip, Mary, and Joseph were orphans of Godfrey, but they were over the age of
fourteen. Esther was the only child of Catherine and Godfrey who was not yet
fourteen years old by 1814. Catherine’s eldest son John became the legal
guardian of his four youngest siblings.505
John Wilkin was in his twenties when his father died. Since he was acting
as the legal guardian to four younger siblings, John, his mother Catherine, and
his many siblings probably still lived under the same roof for most of the 1810s.
Catherine and her son John were on equal footing at Godfrey’s estate sale—it
was a “Publick sale the 23d and 24th days of April 1812 by John Wilkin
Administrator and Catherine Wilkin Administratrix to said estate.” Like his mother
Catherine, John Wilkin bought many things at his father’s estate auction,
including lots of joiner’s tools. These tools indicate that John was probably either
a joiner or carpenter. John bought “a Work bench” for three pence, “a basket
with a variety of Joiner Tools,” “a basket with joiner Tools,” plus another “box with
Sundry tools,” and “a Basket with joiner” for which he paid two pounds, nine
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shillings. John also bought a grind stone and a hone for sharpening and some
“Cooper’s stuff” for fifteen shillings. He might have learned gunsmithing from his
father because he bought “Gunsmith Tools,” for eighteen shillings as well as a
gun stock. He also secured a saddle and gear for a fore horse, along with a
wagon, for which he paid a whopping twenty-five pounds! Some of his
purchases needed immediate attention, such as “6 aces of wheat now growing”
that cost him eight pounds, fourteen shillings.506
John, however, did not buy just tools and agricultural equipment. He also
bought items for furnishing his own household. For example, he spent one
shilling, seven pence on “a Candle stick, pocket book, Bottle,” got “a Small box
and Contents,” for three shillings, two bells, and three skillets for three shillings,
nine pence. Just as his mother Catherine had done, John bought “a bed
Bedstead and furniture,” spending three pounds, five shillings.507 Perhaps he
used this bedstead from his father’s house as his matrimonial bed more than ten
years later. He married a woman named Elizabeth Mary Tresler on December
21, 1822 in Shenandoah County.508 Like his father and grandfather before him,
John and his wife had many children, steadily over a couple of decades—their
last child David, who died in 1899, was born when John was over fifty years old.
John and Elizabeth had son Benoni in 1828, son Solomon in 1830, daughter
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Dorothy in 1832, daughter Leah in 1833, son Daniel in 1837, and son David in
1840.509

CONCLUSION – JACOB WILKIN
A man named Jacob Wilkin was also present at Godfrey’s estate sale, and
based on the context surrounding Jacob’s life, he was probably one of Godfrey’s
older sons, perhaps even older than his brother John. Jacob was the third
generation of Wilkins living in Shenandoah County. While Jacob was a
blacksmith instead of carrying on his father’s trade as man who worked in wood,
Jacob and his family’s life after his father’s death exemplify the transformation of
late eighteenth-century Palatine settlers of Shenandoah County into the changed
nineteenth-century landscape. The introduction of the “I-house” in the nineteenth
century shows the acceleration of this change. Jacob Wilkin lived in an “Ihouse.” His sons later made alterations to this house with the addition of a rear
ell perpendicular to the “I-house” section. People made similar additions onto
countless “I-house” structures across the county during the nineteenth century.
After his father Godfrey died in 1812, Jacob married Ann Gochnour a few
months later on October 26, 1812.510 In the 1810s, Jacob Wilkin was probably
working as a blacksmith based on what he purchased at his father’s estate
inventory. Jacob bought “Some Black Smith Tools and Leather for pr of bellows,”
for two pounds, fourteen shillings. He also bought a “Hammer and anvil,” for
three shillings, one pound, “a broad ax,” for seven shillings. Jacob’s purchase of
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“two whetstones and hones,” worth three shillings, would have helped him keep
his tools sharp. Jacob not only bought blacksmithing tools, such as a vice valued
at over one pound, but he also bought raw materials, including “8 ½ lb of Steell,”
for one pound, sixteen shillings.
Jacob also advanced his own agricultural pursuits with purchases that he
made at his father’s estate sale. He bought, for example, “a Wall Stove” for
thirteen shillings, nine pence. Jacob also secured ten acres of rye and a sevenshilling grubbing hoe and an eight-shilling scythe for working his land. Jacob
also bought a black Mare for thirteen pounds, sixteen shilling, eleven pence
along with “ditto [gear] for a fore horse,” for two pounds, two shillings. Along with
a barrel and “a shovel plough” that he paid thirteen shillings, two pence for,
Jacob bought a few necessities for beginning life on his own farm. He also
bought “a parcel of plank,” for four shillings. “A Gun barrell lock and mountings,”
worth two pounds, nineteen shillings were also part of Jacob’s purchases. He
might have used these gunsmith supplies to outfit a long-rifle that he already
owned. He spent over one pound on “a large fox trap,” indicating that Jacob
might have had an opportunity for fur on his property.511
Jacob Wilkin decided to buy a house, along with one-hundred acres, in
Shenandoah County on January 24, 1824 from a man named Henry Long
(Figure 49).512 Jacob’s family altered the house in 1840s after Jacob had died.
The alterations and additions to this house from the late eighteenth through mid-
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nineteenth-century are a microcosm of transformations in Shenandoah County
writ large. From Jacob’s purchase in 1824 until the beginning of the twenty first
century, the house and property remained in the Wilkin family.
The house along Swover Creek that Jacob purchased was a two-story
dwelling house with parts dating from around 1776 and 1789.513 The house was
built on a slope overlooking Swover Creek and within walking distance of Stony
Creek. The house’s original owner had constructed a log dwelling in the 1770s
to satisfy land grant requirements. The original owner of the property, Augustine
Cofman, had acquired this land through a land grant dated November 8, 1775—
the grant was for just under two-hundred acres on Stony Creek’s south side in
Dunmore County. Cofman was living in the county in 1774 and 1775.514 Since
he already lived on and owned other land in the county, he sold this land, along
with the log house, to his son Adolph for fifty pounds on May 25, 1779.515 The
log house that Adolph bought had been constructed a few years earlier, was 15
feet by 26 feet house, and was divided into two rooms by a center wall. On the
south wall, there was a “large limestone fireplace with simple beaded plank leg
mantle.”516 Although the log house was primitive in its decoration, it was a wellconstructed building that was also properly maintained. Unlike the hastily
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constructed structures of the earliest settlers that were in disrepair by the 1780s,
this house—and the decoration inside it—was made to last.
Later in 1782, a man named George Moyer bought the house and
property, and he transformed the building into a more durable and permanent
house by the end of the century. He constructed a substantial addition (20’ by
28’) with a cut limestone foundation at the northern end of the house that more
than doubled the square footage of the living area.517 Moyer also built several
outbuildings during this period, including a two-story well house with a summer
kitchen and a granary. Moyer also added porches to the main house, including a
two-story porch that provided access to the original main house and the new
addition. Moyer sold the house to his son-in-law Henry Long in 1817, who then
sold the house to Jacob Wilkin five years later.518
In the 1830s in their second decade of living in their house along Swover
Creek in the Western District of Shenandoah County, Jacob Wilkin had a robust
household of nine people. Jacob and Ann had a son under the age of five; a son
and a daughter over the age of 5 but not yet 10; a pre-teen daughter; and a
teenaged son. Unlike other Wilkins, Jacob also owned two enslaved people.
This enslaved man and woman could well have been a couple, although that is
not clear based on the census records.519 The property passed to his son Isaac
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Wilkin in 1847 and the rest of his children received $500 each for their portion of
Jacob Wilkin’s estate.520
Jacob died in the mid-1830s and like other Wilkins, he left behind a
probate inventory, appraised by George Coffelt, Henry Cline, and John Stout and
administered by Jacob’s son Philip, on January 5, 1835. Like his father Godfrey
in 1812, portions of Jacob’s personal estate were sold at public auction—two
years later, on January 6, 1835.521 Jacob was a blacksmith, and he also had
woodworking tools and materials. He probably kept his “1 Set of B Smiths tools,”
worth twenty-five dollars, “1 blacking line, leather apron” and “23 ½ lb Iron @ 4 &
a quantity Coal,” worth $1.54, in an outbuilding on his property.
Although there was not a purpose-built blacksmith shop named in
documents, he might have used the well house/summer kitchen with a limestone
foundation and log and frame walls.522 This particular outbuilding was a twostory building that not only had a large fireplace (62 inches by 51 inches) and a
73 inch wooden lintel, but it also had a brick chimney that was similarly
constructed similarly to the chimney in the main house.523 If Jacob used the
summer kitchen with a well room for blacksmithing, the appraisers probably
would have listed the blacksmith tools in close proximity to kitchen equipment.
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Jacob’s tools were inventoried first, followed by items like “1 Stove & Pipe,” “1
Corner Cupboard & all its contents,” and “4 pewter dishes & 6 plates” and
“Sundry Glafsware .45 & Sundry Japan ware $1.” Things such as glassware,
Japan ware, and pewter were probably not kept in this kitchen.
There seems to have been a kitchen inside the house in addition to the
summer kitchen—there were two separate mentions of kitchen equipment in
Jacob’s probate inventory. Jacob and his wife had a well-stocked kitchen that
was probably in the main house. There was a purpose-built “Kitchen table” that
was worth $1.25, “a Kitchen dresser & all of its contents,” a frying pan, a skillet, a
“small Cooper kettle,” as well as “1 Copper tea kettle,” and “3 ladles, 1 flesh flork
& a bake shovel $1.12.” The bake shovel was probably for putting bread in and
taking it out of a cast-iron stove. There was also more rustic cookware, including
“3 earthen Crocks,” worth only 12 cents total.
Jacob Wilkin had several non-specialized woodworking tools, including “1
handsaw, Square, 3 Augers,” “1 handsaw, drawing Knife, & chisel,” but he also
had several hammers, including a “1 Mason hammer.” He had “1 shaving
horse,” two axes, a grindstone, two hones and whetstones, and an apple mill.
Like his grandfather Johann Gottfried before him, Jacob worked his trade parttime, but he was a full-time farmer. Jacob had the necessary equipment to make
money off that farm’s crops and livestock. For example, he had several stills, “1
still conveyor,” “2 small kegs,” “2 still tubs,” “2 cooling tubs.” He also had a bottle
of turpentine.
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Music was important for the Wilkin family. Jacob owned a dulcimer.
Jacob’s father Godfrey also owned a dulcimer. Godfrey’s dulcimer was actually
the earliest known written reference to a dulcimer in Virginia.524 A man named
Conrad Garret bought that dulcimer in Godfrey’s estate sale in 1812, so unless
Jacob bought his dulcimer from Conrad Garrett, Jacob’s dulcimer was a different
one than his father’s. In the early nineteenth century, dulcimers were a rare
occurrence in Virginia. Thus, the Wilkin family potentially had more than one
dulcimer to its name. Like German-language books, dulcimers were evidence of
the Wilkin family’s cultural retention of their Palatinate roots. Migrants with roots
in Norway, Sweden, Holland, France, Denmark, and Iceland brought this
neckless stringed-instrument through Philadelphia and southward through
Virginia and beyond.525 Jacob also had “1 large German Bible.”526
Jacob Wilkin and his family lived in the two-story dwelling with his family
for twenty years until his son chose to update it to what was then becoming the
standard in Shenandoah County in the mid-eighteenth century—they completed
the evolution of the house’s rear ell (Figure 50).527 Instead of simply using the
two-story porch to access both the addition and the original house, Jacob’s
eldest son Isaac decided to connect the two sides with doors in the 1840s, and
he also constructed a one-story addition on the ell’s southern facing wall.528
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According the National Register nomination for this property, “most of the ca.
1789 interior elements remain intact, and document the transition of German
construction from the three-room, central-fireplace design (flurkuchenhauser) to a
more regional design with exterior chimneys while retaining the essence of the
kuche (kitchen), stube (parlor), and kammer (chamber) rooms.”529
Similar to the evolution of impermanent buildings to long-lasting buildings
decades earlier in the late eighteenth-century, the dominance of the “I house”
building plan, often with a rear addition, in nineteenth-century Shenandoah
County was part of a broader national narrative that happened at the same time
across the country. Tracing generations of makers in the Wilkin family—from the
Palatinate in the early 1600s to Shenandoah County in the 1850s—shows the
transfer of tangible, learned skills, primarily those that involved working with
wood, from grandfather to child to son and so on. The Wilkin family’s objects that
they owned and made, as well as Johannes Spitler’s paint-decorated chests,
show the formation of a culture across generations. The culture of the early
nineteenth-century Shenandoah Valley had its roots in the places they came
from and the cultures they brought with them, but crucially, it was unique to the
place that their families settled in the late eighteenth century. The appearance
and use of buildings, as well as the furniture constructed by artisans like Godfrey
Wilkin, are markers of community formation. This community of makers--and the
culture that they constructed—had come into its own by the first decades of the
nineteenth century.
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Figure 32. Johannes Spitler painted this chest. This chest features interesting
lid construction techniques, as well as wedged dovetails that join the sides to
the chest’s front and back. The lid is one piece of wood. The lid has an
applied breadboard molding that is secured with through-tenons, as well as a
applied molding at the base of the chest. “Blanket Chest,” Accession # 199594, CWF, Williamsburg, VA.
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Figure 33. This is a drawing of a chest constructed similarly to the Spitler
chest. The lid itself had a molded breadboard end, meaning that the
woodworker attached the molding after he made the rest of the lid. The
breadboard ends, also called battens, kept the lid flat by counteracting its
natural tendency to distort with seasonal changes in humidity. Drawing by F.
William Pavlak, February 2018.
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Figure 34. This image shows a pinned through-tenon in a breadboard end or
batten of a Spitler painted chest in the collection of Colonial Williamsburg.
“Blanket Chest,” Accession # 1995-94, CWF, Williamsburg, VA.
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Figure 35. This is a view of the back of the Johannes Spitler chest with
indicative construction techniques. The breadboard end is an applied molding
that is clearly seen in this image. “Blanket Chest,” Accession # 1995-94,
CWF, Williamsburg, VA.
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Figure 36. The open lid of this Spitler chest reveals that someone tacked two
nails on the interior of the lid above the two hinges. Nails like this were also
hung in Pennsylvania chests to hold fraktur, important documents of Palatinate
migrants. “Blanket Chest,” Accession # 1995-94, CWF, Williamsburg, VA.
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Figure 37. This view of the back of the Spitler chest shows that
the joiner used wedged dovetails to join the chest together.
“Blanket Chest,” Accession # 1995-94, CWF, Williamsburg, VA.
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Figure 38. Johannes Spitler painted this chest around 1800 to 1805. This
chest features interesting lid construction techniques, as well as wedged
dovetails that join the sides to the chest’s front and back. The lid is one piece
of wood. The lid has an applied breadboard molding that is secured with
through-tenons, as well as a applied molding at the base of the chest.
“Blanket Chest,” Accession # 1990.2000.1, CWF, Williamsburg, VA.
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Figure 39. The maker of this chest just used pins to secure the
breadboard end to this particular Spitler chest in Colonial Williamsburg’s
collection. “Blanket Chest,” Accession # 1990.2000.1, CWF, Williamsburg,
VA.
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Figure 40. This chest at the American Folk Art Museum is nearly identical
to a chest in another Spitler painted chest. They were probably
constructed and painted at the same time. “Spitler decorated chest,”
Accession # 2005.8.2, America Folk Art Museum, (New York, NY).
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Figure 41. This is a view of the back of a Spitler decorated chest in the
collection of the American Folk Art Museum. Like a chest in Colonial
Williamsburg’s collection (Accession # 1995-94), the maker attached the
applied molding breadboard end with pinned through-tenons. Like all the
chests that Spitler painted, the maker also used wedged dovetails.
“Spitler decorated chest,” Accession # 2005.8.2, America Folk Art
Museum, (New York, NY).
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Figure 42. The Philip Long chest was auctioned in July 2015. This chest
features less applied decoration than other Spitler painted chests. Instead of
through-tenons to attach the breadboard end, the maker just used many pins
to join the breadboard end to the lid edge. The Spitler Jeffrey Evans and
Associates Auction, June 19, 2015, known as the Philip Long chest. Walter C.
Newman, “Spitler Chest Achieves Record Price,” Maine Antique Digest,
September 2015, 186.
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Figure 43. Godfrey Wilkin constructed this inlaid chest in 1801. This false
frame and panel front has a singular configuration of hearts and rectangle
panels framed by stiles and rails; behind this false front is a dovetailed
rectangular box. “Godfrey Wilkin Chest, 1801,” Accession # 60.100.2, The
Henry Ford, (Dearborn, MI).
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Figure 44. Godfrey inlaid the words, “WEL DON” on this sides of this chest in
1801. “Godfrey Wilkin Chest, 1801,” Accession # 60.100.2, The Henry Ford,
(Dearborn, MI).
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Figure 45. Johann Gottfried had some of the tools illustrated here. Joseph
Smith, Explanation or Key, to the Various Manufactories of Sheffield with
Engravings of Each Article, edited by John S. Kebabian, (South Burlington,
VT: Early American Industries Association, 1975, 28.
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Figure 46. This shows a detail view of inlaid hearts and “JACOB WILKIN,
HIS CHEAST” on the chest that Godfrey Wilkin constructed and inlaid.
“Godfrey Wilkin Chest, 1801,” Accession # 60.100.2, The Henry Ford,
(Dearborn, MI).
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Figure 47. Godfrey Wilkin made this chest in an unusual way. He made a
dovetailed chest then attached a false front with a bottom hinge. The frame and
panel false front falls forward to reveal the actual front of the large dovetailed
chest, as well as seven hidden drawers. “Godfrey Wilkin Chest, 1801,”
Accession # 60.100.2, The Henry Ford, (Dearborn, MI).
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Figure 48. Traditionally, drawers are dovetailed with pins on the front and back
boards and tails on the sides. Godfrey Wilkin reversed the customary procedure
on the backs of the drawers of this chest. The photograph shows a view of the
back corner of a drawer with tails on the drawer back and pins on the sides.
Although not in this view, the drawer’s front corners follow conventional
expectations with the tails on the sides and the pins on the front. Thomas,
“Godfrey Wilkin’s ‘WEL DON’ Chest and the Growth of Community in
Shenandoah County, Virginia,” 98.
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Figure 49. Jacob Wilkin bought this house in 1824. The alterations and
additions to this house from the late eighteenth through mid-nineteenth century
are a microcosm of transformations in Shenandoah County. The house presents
a symmetrical façade and an “I-house” plan. National Register for Historic Places
Registration Form, Wilkins Farm, Shenandoah County, VA, VDHR File No. 0850216, 43.
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Figure 50. Instead of simply using the two-story porch to access both the
addition and the original house, Jacob’s eldest son Isaac decided to connect the
two sides with doors in the 1840s, and he also constructed a one-story addition
on the ell’s southern facing wall. National Register for Historic Places
Registration Form, Wilkins Farm, Shenandoah County, VA, VDHR File No. 0850216, 44.
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Conclusion
Jacob Stirewalt’s Small Boxes:
Shenandoah County Material Life in 1850

Examining the life and wares of farmer, pastor, teacher, seminary
president, and hobbyist woodworker Jacob Stirewalt in 1850 illuminates the
changes in the material life of Shenandoah County in 1850 compared to the
hundred years or even 50 years previous. Long gone was the thriving early
nineteenth-century community of cabinetmakers, joiners, and carpenters who
gathered together to draft a list of prices to charge for their wares. The group of
ten woodworkers who made price list resolutions was the high point of
community formation among artisans in the county. The first and second
generations of Shenandoah County settlers, the skilled men who constructed
coffins and made decorated chests for storing life’s necessary objects, had died
out or moved on by 1850. The landscape of early settlers who took part in
processes of community formation by constructing more permanent dwelling
houses was supplanted by a regional landscape dominated by I-houses. Jacob
Stirewalt’s extant house, his various occupations, and the small decorated boxes
that he constructed exemplify the shift from impermanence towards a stable
society with a culture that followed national and regional trends of mid
nineteenth-century America. 530
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Roddy and Sally Moore, “New Market, Virginia, Painted Boxes,” The New Encyclopedia
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A well-respected leader in the Lutheran Church in Virginia and North
Carolina, Jacob Stirewalt was born near Salisbury, North Carolina on August 17,
1805.531 As a young man, he moved to Shenandoah County and later married
into an important Valley family, the Henkels. Jacob Stirewalt married Henrietta
Henkel on January 7, 1833 in New Market.532 The influence of his in-laws, as
well as his religious upbringing, led him to preach his first sermon in Mount
Calvary Church, Page County, not long after his marriage. The Tennessee
Synod in Salem Church, North Carolina ordained Stirewalt pastor in 1838.533
Henrietta and Jacob had ten children¾six sons and four daughters. Their
household in 1850, for example, included 12-year Solomon, 10-year-old
Henrietta, six-year-old John, four-year-old Eleanor, two-year-old Jacob, and baby
Jerome. At that time, he was neighbors with his brother-in-law, merchant
Solomon Henkel, and Solomon’s family. Stirewalt had property valued at $8,000
dollars, which indicates he was prosperous. 534
Jacob Stirewalt was prolific. The growth of mid nineteenth-century
Shenandoah County allowed him to live a fruitful life. He knew a different world
than the first generation of northern Shenandoah Valley settlers who mostly lived
in impermanent buildings in the mid-eighteenth century. A hundred years later,
Shenandoah County had undergone several phases of growth and community
formation, and Stirewalt was reaping the benefits of that development. Stirewalt
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lived a productive life, through his family, faith, and work. In fact, he preached
over three thousand sermons, confirmed 708 people, baptized nearly 1300
people, and married over 170 couples. Stirewalt often traveled, serving churches
in Page, Rockingham, and Shenandoah counties and often went back to his
family in North Carolina. He also taught at the New Market Academy briefly in
the late 1830s. In 1838, Stirewalt bought a framed house with extensive
additions from Samuel and Mary Coffman in downtown New Market (Figure
51).535 He also served as principal of the New Market Female Seminary,
beginning in 1854.536
Stirewalt was more than just a farmer, pastor, father, and teacher¾he
also made small paint-decorated boxes and small chests, usually of pine, joined
together with either dovetails or nails. These were boxes that one person could
easily carry. An inscription in one of these boxes that reads, “Maid by Mr.
Stiawalt in Shennadoh Co., 1835, bought by Isaac Bull,” has helped historians
discover that Stirewalt was the maker of these boxes and small chests. Stirewalt
made small boxes and small chests in a variety of sizes, but they were all
miniature. Decorative arts scholars have attributed approximately thirty small
boxes and miniature chests to Stirewalt. While Stirewalt did not decorate these
boxes, he made them.537 The wedged dovetails, turned feet, applied lid molding,
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and tills of these boxes and small chests show that Stirewalt had some training in
woodworking.538 He was skilled enough to make dovetails with wedged pins that
hold fast nearly two hundred years later. Although Stirewalt probably did not
decorate the boxes, the decorator(s) might have been inspired by textiles, such
as quilts or coverlets, and written documents, such as newspapers or almanacs.
The decorations also might be culturally significant and, in several cases, appear
analogous to German language fraktur.539
Stirewalt made boxes that were more for decoration than for utilitarian
purposes. The highly skilled cabinetmakers and joiners that came before him,
such as Godfrey Wilkin and his 1801 inlaid chest, constructed chests to store
life’s necessary objects, not just to act as decorative objects. Ironworkers, such
as Derik Pennybacker and his son Benjamin, also made utilitarian (albeit
decorated) iron stoves for heating dwelling houses. With the chests of Spitler
and Wilkin, the Redwell stove plates, and the furniture and coffins of the price list
signers, utility was paramount. The furniture of the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth-century Shenandoah County had many decorative elements, some of
which were made by highly skilled joiners and cabinetmakers; however, the most
important component of this furniture was its utilitarian nature. Late eighteenthcentury chests, chest of drawers, and cupboards were for storing and organizing
necessary objects. People needed beds to sleep on and tables and chairs to
538
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gather around. These were large objects crucial to tasks of everyday life. The
slight demeanor of Stirewalt’s boxes thus contrasts with the large and
(sometimes) clunky chests of his early nineteenth and late eighteenth-century
predecessors.
Since Stirewalt made small chests, only small objects could fit inside
them. Their measurements vary, but most of the boxes can hold small objects,
like trinkets, jewelry, papers, writing implements, or other things that were at the
most ten inches wide by several inches tall. One of Stirewalt’s boxes, for
example, features a painting of two brightly colored birds flying on its front with
geometric symbols on the sides (Figure 52).540 To construct this box, Stirewalt
joined the four thin pieces of yellow pine together at 90-degree angles with nails.
He also made an applied molding to add a small decorative element to the
bottom, but the applied molding was not sophisticated or complicated.
While Stirewalt sometimes used nails to join the sides together, he also
used wedged dovetails on others, like in a small chest that was sold at Garth’s
Auctions in 2009. Perhaps Stirewalt used wedged dovetails on this one because
it is larger than some of the other boxes (17.9 inches tall by 27.5 inches wide and
15.75 inches deep).541 Stirewalt made the tails of his dovetails larger than his
pins; however, there was still enough room for him to fit a small wedge down the
center of those pins. This small chest is a fine example of part-time
540
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woodworking, but it is not at the same category as the larger, earlier chests of
Godfrey Wilkin and Johannes Spitler (Figure 53).
As a highly visible member of the community as preacher and later
seminary president, Stirewalt was familiar with the desires and attitudes of his
potential consumers. Although the community of artisans who signed the price
list in 1816 was nonexistent by the 1850s, a different kind of community had
formed—one with figures such as Jacob Stirewalt at its center. Stirewalt
constructed small boxes because they were what people wanted. These boxes
were not objects of necessity—they were miniature, relatively primitive pine
boxes for storing baubles and other small possessions. Stirewalt’s small painted
boxes and the trifles inside them epitomize the county’s growth in the decades
since 1750.

SHENANDOAH COUNTY MATERIAL LIFE
From 1750 to 1780, most people living in Shenandoah County constructed
temporary buildings that have long disappeared from the county’s landscape.
Buildings were impermanent, swiftly constructed, and in most cases, not
maintained for longevity. Although a few buildings are still extant from this early
period, these are the best of the best in terms of construction and maintenance,
and most have been altered extensively over time. Since most of these
impermanent structures have been gone for over two-hundred years, in the
absence of extensive archaeological surveys, the Jonathan Clark Notebook of
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1786 remains one of the best sources to understand the extent of the fleeting
nature of mid eighteenth-century Shenandoah County material life.
People like farmer Jacob Golladay, ironworkers Derik and Benjamin
Pennybacker, and Godfrey and John Wilkin took part in the late eighteenthcentury consumer revolution, and their buildings and objects show this
participation. Golladay and Pennybacker, as well as many others across the
northern Shenandoah Valley, constructed permanent buildings, moved more
domestic work into their main house by constructing an ell addition, and farmed a
diverse array of crops. While people in the mid to late eighteenth-century
constructed impermanent buildings that could also act as markers of their
ethnicities, those living in nineteenth-century Shenandoah County built houses
that were more regional in their appearance. People filled their houses with more
objects that were stylistically different than objects owned by their grandparents
and parents. The changing design of Redwell Furnace stove plates provides a
microcosm of how the Pennybacker family responded to the changing desires of
Shenandoah County consumers.
Construction details, such as the wedged dovetails on the Wilkin and
Spitler chests, illustrate their makers’ training, skills, and knowledge, as well as
the growing market for utilitarian, yet decorated furniture. Examining Godfrey
Wilkin’s 1801 chest, as well as Spitler chests, and other pieces of Shenandoah
County furniture, allows historians to understand not only the construction
processes, but also the people who used and interacted with these utilitarian
objects. Finding and studying wedged dovetails in many pieces of Shenandoah
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County furniture sheds light onto a significant marker of community formation and
provides context for the cultural patterns that were crucial to community growth.
The probate inventories of Godfrey Wilkin (1812), his father Johann
Gottfried Wilkin (1785), and his grandfather John Emmerich Nunnemacher
(1776) show tools and furnishings increase in variety and quality over time. The
estate sale of Godfrey Wilkin was a telling gathering of Shenandoah County
artisans and consumers and provides a snapshot of the community as it stood in
1812. By 1816, this artisan community was fully formed when a group of middleclass cabinetmakers, house joiners, and carpenters banded together and agreed
to sell their wares for fixed prices. This list of fixed prices made by these
woodworkers shows that they recognized the need to protect their economic
interests, and these ten men believed they were better off joining together than
doing it alone. While there are no extant examples of furniture, joinery work, or
buildings attributed to these woodworkers today, the notes from this price list
resolution meeting are crucial to allowing us to understand this community of
artisans and the consumers who purchased their wares.
The improvements that Jonathan Clark and his fellow commissioners
surveyed during the summer of 1786 were in great contrast to the material life
that Benjamin Pennybacker, Christian Bear, Godfrey Wilkin, John Wilkin and the
nine-other price list resolution signers experienced in the early decades of the
nineteenth century. By 1850, men still made furniture, but not like the furniture
they made before. Stirewalt made boxes for holding trinkets, which was different
from the highly skilled work of joiners and cabinetmakers of earlier generations.
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Case studies of on furniture, buildings, and ironworking from the mid eighteenth
century to the mid-nineteenth century provide an overview of three processes of
community formation. The community of woodworkers who produced price list
resolutions in December 1816 was a high point for Shenandoah County makers.
This organized group of joiners, cabinetmakers, and carpenters, spurred together
by both economic and natural forces, was long gone by 1850, just like the
impermanent log dwelling houses of Shenandoah County’s earliest white
inhabitants.
Exploring the processes of community formation by mining the
documentary record for objects and by studying surviving objects provides a rich
and varied history of Shenandoah County material life. This history is
inaccessible without these objects. Writing about objects, such as chests,
coffins, and tools, allow historians to uncover the voice of people whose material
world has all but disappeared from the physical landscape. Academic historians,
decorative arts scholars, and public historians have not written about these
people. While this work is a highly detailed exploration of all sorts of objects
owned or made by the people of Shenandoah County by focusing on processes
of community formation, its major contribution lies beyond the Shenandoah
Valley. The significance of this work extends into the broader landscape of the
history of the early Republic. People, not objects, are the subjects of this
dissertation. While objects populate these pages, this is a history of people by
illuminating their material lives, not the other way around. “The history of
material life,” Cary Carson writes, “is a large and important realm of human
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endeavor that warrants concerted investigation,” and this work aims to do just
that.542
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Figure 51. West Elevation of the Jacob Stirewalt House facing Route 11,
New Market. This is an “I-house” with an ell addition. The interior house
plan features a center passage with one room on each side. Photo by
Paul A. Thomas, February 2018.
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Figure 52. Stirewalt used nails to join the pine boards of this
small box together. He also attached turned feet to the bottom of
the box, as well as an applied molding. Box Attributed to Jacob
Stirewalt (1805-1869) or John N. Stirewalt (1802-1836), New
Market, VA, Accession No. O 2009.0009.1, Museum of the
Shenandoah Valley, Winchester, Virginia, July 2015.
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Figure 53. Stirewalt used wedged dovetails to join the pine boards of this
small box together. He also made a molding that he applied to the lid of this
box. Furniture Miniature; Blanket Chest, Stirewalt Group, Paint Decorated,
Pine, Leaf & Bird Designs, Turned Legs, 28 inch,”
http://www.prices4antiques.com/Furniture-Miniature-Blanket-Chest-StirewaltGroup-Paint-Decorated-Pine-Leaf-Bird-D9762790.html, accessed January
25, 2018.
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